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Abstract

The original Inttnt of this project was to product a phenoatnolofftal

study of the In-vessel degradation which occurs during the TQUX and TQUV

sequences for a generic IUR-4 fro* the Initiation of the FSAR Chapter 15

operational transient through core debris bed formation to the failure of the

prfnary pressure boundary. Bounding calculations were to be performed for the

two high pressure and low pressure non-LOCA scenarios to assess the uncer-

tainties 1n the current state of knowledge regarding the source terms for

containment Integrity studies. Source terms as such were defined In terms of

hydrogen generation, unreacted metal, and coolant Inventory, and In terms of

the form, sequencing and mode of dispersal through the primary vessel

boundary. Fission product release was not to be considered as part of this

study.

Prenature termination of the project, however, led to the discontinuation

of work on an "as Is" basis. Work on the In-core phase from the point of

scram to core debris bed formation was largely completed. A preliminary

scoping calculation on the debris bed phase had been Initiated. This report

documents the status of the study at termination. The results show that:

• The In-core/intact pin phase for the TQUX and TQUV sequences 1s of the

order of 3-4 x 103 seconds.

• The differences between the various FSAR Chapter 15 transients with the

possible exception of the control rod drop transient which was not

examined, should be treatable In the context of a small variation in

init ial coolant Inventory.

• The core heat up is essentially adiabatic.

• The hydrogen generation Is dominated by steam starvation and that an upper

bound would be ~ 5-10X of the metal content oxidized with the production of

a few hundred lbs of hydrogen.

• Early core disruption due to the failure of vessel upper Internals Is

unlikely. Core disruption and debris bed formation upon the lower tie

plate due to clad thermal degradation is more likely and occurs in 3-4 x

103 seconds after scram.



• The possibility of energetic fuel coolant Interaction In the high/average

power subassembiies will require a more detailed fuel motion model than the

time constraints allowed 1n this study.

• A significant fraction of the core, the low power subasseabHes, has boiled

dry to the lower fuel tie plate ( I f there are no Interactive effects from

disrupted higher power subassemblies) prior to fuel pin disruption 1n those

subassembHes thus reducing the probability of fuel coolant Interaction

during this phase (however a more comprehensive examination of the axial

heat losses should be performed).

• Primary boundary failure Is not likely to occur during the In-core phase.

• The scoping calculation for the debris bed phase Indicated a time of ~ 5 x
103 seconds for the boll dry of the coolant Inventory In the lower plenum.

While the effects of the different operational transients, of varying

heat transfer coefficients, of treating two dimensional radial Incoherency

effects, and of axial power shapes wtre considered In this study, the rroject

w3s prematurely terminated so extrapolation to generalized conclusions should

be treated with caution.
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1.0 Introduction

The original Inttnt of this projtct was to ptrfonn a phenomenological
study of the progression of cort degradation 1n the TQUV and TQUX events for a
generic BHR-4 from the Initiation of the FSAR Chapter IS operational transient
event to the dispersal of core material through the pressure boundary. The
study was to Identify and evaluate the controlling phenomena, assess uncer-
tainties In the current state of phenomenological modeling and to examine
their Impact upon the accuracy of conclusions drawn from computations
utilizing these models [1.1-1.7] through the accident phases of coolant boll
off, core uncovery and meltdown, failure of Internal structures and loss of
Integrity of the primary pressure boundary. These results would have been
Interpreted In the sense of source terms which would determine the loading,
both thermal and hydraulic, for the containment structures. Quantity, mode
and form of dispersion Into the containment coupled with the timing sequence
was the formulation with which the source terms from this assessment of the
In-vessel degradation phase would have Interfaced with the various containment
loading Investigations. Where possible within the uncertainties of current
knowledge an Initial objective of a range of ± 50S with a confidence limit of
one o was set for the source terms of; corf urn and water ejection, hydrogen
production and missile generation. The final source term, fission product
release [1-15] Is only mentioned here as a matter of completeness as It Is
outside the scope of this study. In addition to the relative timing sequences
of the various sources, Issues which need to be explored are:

1) Corium
(a) The composition and In particular the amount of unreacted

metal.
(b) The ejection rate and mode of dispersal from the primary

system: droplet aerosolIzation dispersal vs. liquid stream pour
vs. massive liquid/debris bed drop.

(c) Presence of water 1n the mixture.

2) Hydrogen

(a) Amount of hydrogen.
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(b) Other hazardous material generated £ 7a the hydrogen via
chemical reactions.

3) Missiles

(a) The role of steam explosions.

(b) In-vessel hydrogen reactions.

(c) Any remote possibility of neutronic bursts.

And finally as a matter of comprehensiveness

4) Fission Products

(a) Partial bypass of the suppression pool.

(b) Amount tied up In primary system at point of coritm ejection.
(c) Solution 1n water/fuel matrix retention.

As Init ial ly envisioned, with the exception of (4). this would be the
scope and perspective of the generic BWR4 degraded core In-vessel study.

Premature termination of project funding however has significantly
reduced the range of the work documented 1n this report. Work was terminated
In an "as Is" condition. Consequently general conclusions to be drawn are
limited. Although this was the case I t was determined that sufficient effort
had been expended In performing scoping calculations, 1n evaluating the
available experimental database and In assessing the current understanding of
the various Incore phenomena that 1t would be of value, as an Internal ANL
matter, to document the current status of the project. For both the TQUV and
TQUX sequences [1.18] analytical calculations and standalone computations have
been performed from the transient Initiation to the point of debris bed
formation on the lower tfe plate within Intact subassemblfe$. RETRAN code
calculations were performed for different Initiating transients ranging from
turbine trip without bypass to seized recircuiation pumps to Investigate
differences In Ini t ia l conditions. Extensive, but not comprehensive, para-
metric computations have been carried out with a simple thermal code, specifi-
clally written for the purpose, to examine the effects of uncertainties In a
number of physical parameters on variables such as total hydrogen generation.
Some exploratory efforts were made with regard to cor* slumping rates and the
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conscquent Implications for steam explosions. Finally a scoping calculation

was made of debris bed dryout and dispersion Into the lower plenum region.

This report documents that work.

Chapter 2 discusses the range of FSAR Chapter 15 transients which

Initiate the TQUV and TQUX sequences. Differences In thermal-hydraulic

conditions after scram for the spectrum of transients are detailed as they are

used for In i t ia l conditions for the remainder of the sequences. NeutronJc

heating Is examined In Chapter 3 with an emphasis on radial and axial Inco-

herences In power shapes and the behavior of decay heat with time as the core

degrades. The coolant thermal/hydraulics model which provide the forcing

functions for the computation of the pin chemical/thermal behavior 1s docu-

mented In Chapter 4. Analytical expressions are derived to bound the long

time quasi-static boll off and core uncovery phase and to Investigate possible

two-dimensional effects. Chapter 5 examines the chemical reactions thermo-

dynamically possible. In particular those leading to the generation of

hydrogen, and details the thermal stand alone pin/structure code specifically

written to compute the chemical and thermal degradation of the core while

st i l l in pin geometry. An extensive survey was made of the current experi-

mental data base In order to determine the justification for postulating

certain fuel failure modes given the pin and coolant thermal conditions

computed by the models discussed 1n Chapters 4 and 5. The conclusions from

this survey and the physical fuel/clad disruption and motion scenario postu-

lated based upon these conclusions are detailed In Chapter 6. With the

generation of superheated steam as the fuel pins degrade and with the

attendant possibility of energetic fuel coolant Interactions the Implications

for mechanical loss of Integrity of both Internal structures and the primary

pressure boundary need to be considered as such failures would Impact branch

points In the sequence of events. Chapter 7 Is an assessment of the high

temperature material failure data and a compilation of techniques required to

analyze these beyond design limit failures. Chapter 8 discusses the

possibility of steam explosions as the fuel pins slump Into the remaining

coolant while Chapter 9 Integrates the entire spectrum of physical phenomena,

discussed In the proceeding chapters, and takes the accident from the FSAR

Chapter 15 operational transient, through coolant bolloff, structural heat-up,

hydrogen production as pin degradation occurs to the point where the fuel



siunps and forms a debris bed on the lower tie plate 1n subassembiies which

st i l l have Intact walls. The parametrics performed for this study are

detailed in this chapter. Chapter 10 discusses the scoping analysis performed

for debris bed behavior, core support plate thermal failure and debris

accumulation on the lower head. As funding was terminated at this point al l

work was halted at this juncture In the accident sequence. What general

conclusions that could be formulated at this stage are drawn In Chapter 11.

The remainder of this chapter Is divided Into two subsections, the f i rst

of which, §1.1, describes the BWR-4 plant 1n terms of In-vessei geometry and

design conditions and relevant plant systems. Subsection 1.2 give an overall

view of TQUV and TQUX.

1.1 BWR-4 Design

The BWR Is a direct cycle machine and Fig. 1-1 shows the In-vessel
geometry [1.9] with the Important Internal components. The vessel has several
penetrations particularly In the bottom head where the control rod drives
enter the vessel. The location and timing of primary boundary failure Is
Impacted by the presence of these penetrations. Superheated steam flowing out
off the safety/relief (S/R) valves could contribute to failure at steam line
nozzles. The presence of the numerous control rod drive penetrations could
lead to localized failures Instead of massive lower head fracture when fuel
debris beds/pools form on the bottom head. The upper Internal structures are
comprised of the dryer assembly, which 1s attached to the vessel wall, and the
steam separator unit which form part of the upper shroud head which Is In turn
bolted to the core shroud. These units appear as substantial heat sinks to
the flow of superheated steam but therefore are also susceptible to early
failure and collapse upon the core. The seal between the dryer and the steam
region 1n the upper downcomer Is formed by the liquid level.

Figures 1-2 to 1-4 show the typical 8 x 8R fuel subassembly and fuel
rod design. The lower tie plate provides a support for an Intrasubassembly
debris bed. The Intricate arrangement for supporting the subassembiies Is
shown In Fig. 1-5 [1-8J. Each group of four subassembHes rests on a fuel
support piece which contains the orifice and Is In turn mainly supported by
the control rod guide tubes. The core support plate primarily affords lateral
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Figure 1-3. Fuel Assembly Int»m«l View
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Figure 1-R. BWR Core Support Structures
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Figure 1-6. Fuel Bundle Geometry and Various Leakage Flow Paths [1-16]
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restrafnt. Mechanical drawings obtafned from Oak Ridge £1.10] show this in
more detail. This support design has a number of Implications for post fncore
degradation fuel debris motion. Figure 1-6 shows the orifice design. Major
component dimensions are documented 1n Appendix A. Core dimensional Informa-
tion are shown in Figs. 1-2 and Table 1-1 [1-14]. Additional Information was
provided by TVA [1-11].

Figure 1-7 shows the relevant systems Cl-1?, 1-14] involved In the
TQUV and TQUX sequences. The safety/relief valves relieve directly into the
suppression pool thus providing a direct pathway for fission product filtering
by the water in the pool. These valves also Form part of the automatic
depressurization system (ADS) which could be used to decrease vessel pressure
to the low pressure ECCS (emergency core cooling system) design range. The
diagram does not show the condensate booster and feedwater pumps In the
feedwater line nor does It show the isolation valves on the steam line Inboard
and outboard of the drywell. It does show tha ECCS systems and the drywell.

Thermal hydraulic conditions at nominal operation for a typical 8WR-
4 are shown 1n Fig. 1-8. These are the starting conditions for the analyses
performed In this report.

1.2 Accident Sequences

The TQUV and TOUX sequences [1-18], chosen for the scope of this
study, are sequences Initiated by the non LOCA operational transients with
scram demand and actuation. The transients range from turbine trip without
bypass to simultaneous seized recirculation pumps and would normally bound the
plant response 1n terms of thermal margin, overpressurization criteria and
release rates. However, feedwater delivery 1s postulated to fail and ts the
boildown proceeds the various level trips signal In turn for MSIV closure and
the Initiation of the high pressure ECCS system. This In turn Is assumed to
fail at which point operator Intervention will be required in order to prevent
core uncovary. There are a number of alternative means of coolant delivery
but an Investigation of those alternatives Is not within the scope of this
project [1-6, 1-17]. It will be assumed that for the TQUX sequence at this
time in the accident, the operator fails to depressurize md thereby looses
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Table 1-1. Fuel Data

Core

NiMber of Fuel Assemblies

Fuel Cell Spacing (Control Rod Pitch), In.

Total Number of Fueled Rods

Core Power Density (Rated Power) kW/l

Total Core Heat Transfer Area, f t 2

764

12

47368*

49.15

74871

Fuel Assembly Data

Overall Length, In.

Nominal Active Fuel Length, In.

Fuel Rod Pitch, In.

Fuel Rod Spacing, In.

Fuel Bundle Heat Transfer Area, f t 2

Fuel Channel Wall Thickness, In.

Channel Width (Inside), In.

176.16

150b

0.640

0.157

98

0.100

5.278

Fuel Rod Data

Outside Diameter, In.

Cladding Inside Diameter, in.

Cladding Thickness, In.

Fission Gas Plenum Length, 1n.

Pel le t Immersion Density, XTD

Pel let Outside Diameter, In.

Pel le t Length, In.

0.483

0.419

0.032

9.48

95

0.410

0.410

Water Rod Data

Outside Diameter, In.

Inside Diameter, In.

0.591

0.531

•Does not Include two water rods In each assembly.
bIncludes six Inches of Natural U at the top and bottom of the fuel column.
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aTT means of coolant delivery to the primary system which then continues to
boiloff and eventually reaches core degradation conditions. For the TQUV
sequence, It will be presumed that the operator manually depressurfzes, since
the ADS win not actuate under the postulated conditions, to the design
pressure range for the low pressure ECCS systems. These systems are then
postulated to fall which results In no coolant delivery to the primary system
and the TQUV sequence then proceeds along lines similar to the TQUX sequencer
coolant boiloff and ultimate core degradation. TQUX and TOUV are therefore
respectively high pressure and low pressure nonLOCA core degradation scenarios
which can be divided Into five or six phases; an operational transient period
of a few tens of seconds during which scram occurs; a coolant bolldown period;
core uncovery and degradation with essentially Intact pin geometry; disruption
of the pin geometry with either the formation of a Intrasubassembly debris bed
with1n Intact can walls or an energetic fuel Interaction disassembly; ultimate
mobility of the debris bed through failure of the core support plate or the
lower tie plate and the formation of a corium bed/pool on the lower vessel
head; and finally dispersal of In-vessel material Into the containment. Table
1-2 sliows approximate times to reach specified thermodynamic states of the 1n-
vessel material based on decay heat. These times do not consider chemical
reaction heat and are arbitrary specifications for the Internal enthalpic
distributions. The work presented 1n this report sharpens those bounds and
provides technical justification for the various enthaTpic states.

There are a number of ambiguities or options Involved with both the
TQUV and TQUX sequences which nave to be explored. The spectrum of operation-
al transients and the effect of the choice of a particular "T" on Initial post
scram conditions for the remainder of the accident needs to be evaluated. The
timing of loss of feedwater relative to the Initiating transient Is not
definitive. For the purposes of this project It will be assumed that
feedwater delivery Is lost Instantaneously at the Initiation of the transient.
This minimizes the coolant Inventory. For TQUV the sequencing of the operator
response has to be specified. It will be assumed that the operator responds
1n fUe minutes and depressurfzes the system to 350 psi. This would be In the
range of not only the low pressure ECCS but also possibly the condensate
booster pump which would open up more alternatives. Five minutes would appear
to be on the short end of the spectrum but as the results discussed later 1n
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Tabie 1-2, Postulated Event Sequence

Thermodynamic State Time (seconds)1*

1. Boll off all water (no superheat) except for

Tower downcomer water which cannot be utilized

because of jet pump geometry.'''

2. (1) + Zr clad and U02 at Zr melting temp

(~ 2000"C).

3. (2) + melt Zr clad*.

4. (3) + support plate and bottom head at steel

melting temp. (~ 1400#C). t f

5. (3) + Zr clad and U02 at U02 melting point

(~ 2800'C).

6. (5) + melt U02,

7. (6) + melt bottom head.

4500

6500

6500

8000

8000

9500

11000

''Time origin is point of scram.
+Ho superheat of steam.

*Zr clad melt 1s negligible.

bring support plate to melt ttdds neg71g1b7y.
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thfs report will show, to delay significantly longer could have adverse

effects on core uncovery. With the assumption of five minutes the core 1s

st i l l covered after depressurizatfon to 350 psi and TQUV then proceeds along

lines similar to TQUX.

Given the post scram conditions resulting from the specific

operational transient chosen the accident evolves Into a slow quasi-static

boll off. This evolutien occurs within tens of seconds after scram when

temperature profiles within the pins adjust to the decay heat levels, the

recirculation pumps coastdown to a natural redrcuiation mode and the water

level 1n the downcomer and the core Is determined by hydrostatics. This Is

discussed In Chapters 2 and 4. During the quasi-static bolloff period when

the core 1s s t i l l covered nothing of significance occurs as the system 1s In

thermodynamic equilibrium. The safety/relief valves l i f t and the setpoint

determines the pressure and thereby the temperature. Alternative scenarios

are considered with automatic l i f ts and operator determined manual l i f ts of

longer duration at lower frequencies. As the set point pressure 1s only ~ 100

psi higher than nominal operating pressure and the operational transients last

only ~ few tens of seconds temperatures outside of the fuel pins do not change

significantly from the nominal operating conditions. All the decay heat

generated 1s removed via the valves. The flow patterns however do alter as

the natural circulation mode 1s a low flow mode and there are two-dimensional

Intersubassembiy effects due to the power Incoherendes discussed In Chapter

3. The two-dimensional coolant hydraulics effects are detailed In Chapter 4.

Once core uncovery occurs then superheating of the steam commences,
with concomitant production of hydrogen, different levels 1n the subasscmblies
and Interstitial regions are established and heat transfer to Internal
structures and nozzle regions through both radiation and convection become
important. Radiative losses from the top of the core to the shroud head
decreases the hydrogen production rate as the bottom of the core continues the
boll down of the liquid level. Convective transfer to the steam line nozzle
weakens the nozzle region and Introduces the possibility of pressure boundary
failure prior to fuel mobility. This would not only transform the TQUX
scenario into a TQUV scenario at the drywell pressure but could also lead to a
reduction in the fission product filtering efficiency of the suppression
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pooi. Fuel mobility at dryweil pressures would delete the high pressure aero-
solization fuel dispersal picture. Convective heat transfer to the Internal
structures, dryer and separator, would help protect the nozzle region from the
superheated steam. Figure 1-9 shows the main steam flow paths [1-15], The
deterioration of mechanical strength of the upper Internal structures and the
subsequent collapse could be a mechanism for producing a debris bed out of a
now much deteriorated core. Chapters 4, 5 and 7 detail these aspects of the
accident during this phase.

The core mechanical condition Is governed largely by the cladding
behavior »$ Irradiated BMR fuel at nominal burnup Is widely fragmented.
Unlike LOCA events the shattering of cladding through thermal stresses Induced
by the cycling of the level with cold ECCS Injection does not appear to be the
probable scenario for TQUV and TQUX. While there 1s a general heatup of the
fuel pins and a cycling of the core water level with the cycling of the S/R
valves Inducing level swell, the level swell and the temperatures Involved do
not appear to be significant enough for thermal stress shattering of the
clad. Rather 1t appears that the chemical reactions and the pnase changes
determine the mechanical strength of the cladding and consequently the
criterion for the onset of both clad and fuel mobility. Chapter 6 examines
these questions In detail.

With the mass flow rates and composition of the mobile fuel/clad
mixture determined by the core slumping picture detailed 1n Chapter 6 there Is
a potential for energetic fuel coolant interactions as the pin mixture slumps
Into the coolant pool in the non power producing bottoms of the subassemblies.
A preliminary assessment of that potential was made using mass flux rates
which do not Incorporate delays due to refreezing and reuniting and jamming
possibilities as the pin slumps. Results are presented In Chapter 8.

If the fuel coolant Interaction Is not sufficiently energetic enough
to disrupt the geometry further an intrasubassembly debris bed Is formed upon
the lower tie plate bounded by Intact can walls. The formation of the bed
disrupts the generation of hydrogen as the superheating of the steam Is
reduced with the decrease In the active region height. Competing heat
transfer processes, which lead to failure of subassembly walls, melt of the
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LiM

Figure 1-9. Flowpaths for Stem [1-15]
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lowtr tie platt and motion through the orifices, and Mechanical failure of the
core support plate determine the enthaipic and material composition as well as
the mode of dispersal of the bed Into the lower plenum region. Chapter 10 1s
a scoping analysis performed to resolve these questions. Mo further work was
carried out for the remaining phases of the accident as funding was terminated
at this stage.
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2.0 Initiation Transient

The TQUX and TQUV sequences are the "with scram" sequences and reactor

scrM Is the logical reference point to use In these event sequences. Ini t ia l

conditions required for analyzing the remainder of the accident consists of

temperatures, pressure, flow rates and distribution of water Inventory at

scram. Each FSAR Chapter 15 operational transient will generate a unique set

of such Ini t ia l conditions but since the plant system Is designed to meet

thermal margin, pressurization and dose rate criteria all such sets are within

a certain design envelope. Natters are complicated by the postulate of

simultaneous loss of feedwater which Is not normally considered. As most of

these transients are over In ~ few tens of seconds an additional decrease In

Inventory of ~ 50 x 103 lbs of water Is possible with the assumption of loss

of feedwater at the Initiation of the transient. This Is , however, compen-

sated for by the Inventory In the feedwater lines which Is ~ 50 x 103 lbs. I t

will be assumed that tills Inventory Is available to the primary system.

To delineate the design envelope of Ini t ia l conditions, then, the
only requirement Is to consider the normal category of Chapter 15 transients
and select the limiting classes [2-1]. These categories of transients are:

• Pressure Increase transients.

• Reactor vessel water temperature decrease.

• Reactor vessel coolant Inventory decrease.

• Core coolant flow decrease.

• Core coolant flow Increase.

• Positive reactivity Insertion.

For the pressure Initial condition the pressurfzation transients generator
load rejection without bypass (GLRWOB) and MSIV closure are limiting. This
then determines the bulk coolant temperature as the system Is essentially In
thermodynamic equilibrium. The limiting fuel pin temperatures should be
determined by the power transients which could either be the GLRMOB or the
positive reactivity Insertion transients; In specific, control rod ejection.
Coolant total Inventory and distribution should be determined by the loss of
feedwater and simultaneous seized recirculation pumps transients. The simul-
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taneous seized redrcuiation pumps transient has characteristics of a LOCA

with flow to the core starved, and consequently has the possibility for core

uncovery within the Init ial few seconds of the transient.

Once scram occurs all the transients evolve Into a slow quasi-static

boil off state. The temperature profiles in the fuel pins decay to a quasi-

static decay heat profile 1n several seconds; the recirculation pumps coast-

down to a hydrostatic natural recirculation flow 1n ten to twelve seconds and

. the pressure levels out at the relief valve set point thus also setting the

bulk coolant temperature. As the transients are generally over In few tens of

seconds structural temperatures are either at nominal operating temperatures

or at the new bulk coolant temperature given the range of conduction time

constants present. The only variable 1s the coolant inventory which then

depends upon the transient considered. To provide this Inventory a number of

RETRAN02/M0002 [2-2] computation were performed and an analytical calculation

was made to drawn bounding conclusions. The analytical calculation 1s

discussed in Chapter 5 while the next subsection details the RETRAN results.

2.1 RETRAH02/H0P02 Model

The nodalization used in the RETRAN [2-3] calculation 1s shown in

Fig. 2 -1 . The plant model utilizes the one-dimensional kinetics, the alge-

braic slip option and the non-equ1Hbr1um pressurizer model of RETRAN02/MOO02

and was used in licensing calculations in the best estimate mode. I t has

therefore been qualified against benchmark tests and has undergone extensive

examination; Four cases have been run with RETRAN02/MOD02, These consist of

three transients with the single failure of loss of feedwater and are GLRWOB,

loss of feed and simultaneous seized recirculation pumps. The fourth case was

performed for comparison purposes and this is the GLRWOB with normal feed.

Premature project termination did net allow for a control rod ejection case.

Figures 2-2 to 2-5 show the pressure response. The loss of feed

case has a number of differences with published 6E results available In the

open literature performed with either REDY or ODYN. While the calculation

appears to be Internally consistent there was Insufficient time to reconcile

the differences with GE results. The case Is characterized by significant
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bulk boiling throughout the primary system which could be the superficial
reason for the differences. As the figures show the asymptotic pressure
behavior for all the cases tend towards the relief valve set point.

Tables 2-1 to 2-4 are summaries of the coolant Inventory at various
times In the different transients. The times are essentially chosen to sample
at three power levels. The first column Is at t-0, the 100Z power time, the
second column Is at ~ 20X power and the final column Is at decay heat levels
~ 6% power where It Is clear that scram has occurred. Reference should be
made to Pig. 2-1 for the physical significance of the volume numbers.

The tables show that the number of prescram full power seconds, the
decay heat and the fuel pin stored energy for this range of transients 1s
worth from 20 x 103 to 50 x 103 lbs of water (~ 15X of total Inventory). The
analytical estimates In Chapter 5 for water Inventory after scram accounting
for stored energy 1s In this range. As the decay power 1s worth ~ 200 lbs/sec
at scram 1t 1s within the range of the estimate. If, therefore, the analytical
estimate Is used, a range of ± 10% of the total Inventory should be used for
parametries. While this may appear to be on the narrow side. Fig. 2-6 [2-4]
will Illustrate the reason for It being so. The trip systems are so designed
that the plant scrams, on a level deviation of +22V-12" In order to protect
the turbine from moisture damage. There Is an order of ~ 20 ft of water about
the core so the level set points translate Into +10Z/-5Z. The system 1s
designed such that Inventory does not vary significantly. The simultaneous
loss of feed complicates the Issue but the RETRAN computations show that the
range Is still narrow. Differences 1n subcooling of - 20'F are only
equivalent to ~ few % of the latent heat of vaporization and should therefore
be negligible.

The analytical estimate discussed In Chapter 5 will therefore b*
used to provide the Initial conditions for the remainder of the accident for
both the TQUV and TQUX sequences. Parametrics with a range of ± 10S In the
Initial coolant Inventory will be considered.
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Table 2-1. GLRWOB No Feedwater

Water

Inventory

103 lbs

/Temperature

•F
/qual i ty X

Max. fuel

centerline

temp. ' F

Volume

UDC

#160

HOC
#180

UP + SP

#125

Core Nodes

Lower Plenum

#100

t»0 sees

70

548*

2*
95

528
0

19
549

10

31
106

529
0

1900

t*2.5 sees

58

549.2

2*
93

542.6

0

19
567.3

10

34.5

106

531
0

1900

t*9.0 sees

56

549

2*
80

558
0.7

20
558
10

37.5

104

542.5

0

1000

Power t

Pressure (#190)

P$1

100

1057

16

1200

5.7

1123

two phase.
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Tabie 2-2. Loss of Feedwiter

Water

Inventory

103 lbs

/Temperature

u.

/Quality X

Max. fuel

center!1ne

temp. *F

yolume

UDC
#160

HOC
#180

UP + SP

#125

Core Nodes

Lower Plenum
#100

t*0 sees

refer

to
Table 2-1

t«2.5 stcs

92.7

544

«••
34.4

544

7.5
17.5

545.1

10.9

30

100

545.4

0

1690

t-9.0 S*CS

99

544.8

2*
30

545

10
20

545.9

8.7

28

83.5

548.6

1.1

1270

Power %

Pressure (#1)

psi

21

1017 1024

two phase.
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TabTe 2-3. Seized Recfrculation Pump Rotors No Feedwater

Water

Inventory

103 lbs

/Temperature

•F
/Quality X

Max. fuel

centerline

temp. 'F

Volume

UDC
#160

me
#180

UP + SP

#125

Core Nodes
Lower Plenum

#100

t-0 sees

Refer to

Table 2-1

t-1.75 sees

87.7

548

2*

94

533.8

12.4

548.5

16

18
106

529
0

1790

Power X

Pressure (#1)

P$1

17

1040

2 phase.
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Tabit 2-4. GLRWOB With Normal Feedwater

1

Water

Inventory

103 lbs

/TeMperature

•F

/Quality X

Max. fuel

centeriine

temp. #F

Volume t»O sees

I/DC Refer to

#160 Table 2-1

MDC

#180

UP + SP

#125

Core Nodes

Lower Plenum

#100

t>2.5 sees

62

549.2

2*
94

537.3

0

19.8

568.3

10

34

106

530.4

0

1956

t*9.0 sees

58

548.6

2 +
93.7

539

0

19.9

557.7

10

39

105

536.8

0

Power X

Pressure (#1)

16

1221

5.8

1121

f 2+ - 2 phase.
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3.0 HEUTROHICS

3.1 Introduction

The Init ial driving force of the degraded core accident is the heat

generated by the decay of fission products after reactor scram. I t Is the

decay heat which bolls off the coolant inventory and which heats up the fuel,

and causes further heatup through exothermic oxidation of the exposed cladding

by steam thereby driving the pins toward disruption. Therefore, an accurate

representation of the dependence of the decay heat on both space and time is

essential for making realistic estimates of how the accident will progress.

At the same time, the decay heat representation must be smooth enough to be

used easily in computations.

The basic assumption made in this study in mo«iel1ng the decay heat

Is separation of space and time. Making this assumption allows the decay heat

expressions to be much simpler and easier to use than would otherwise be the

case. Since no large changes would be expected to take place in the decay

heat spatial profile until large-scale disruption occurs, the assumption

should not compromise the accuracy of the calculation. Therefore, this

assumption satisfies both of the requirements mentioned above.

3.2 Time Dependence of the Decay Heat

The best available Information on the variation of the core-

wide spatially averaged decay heat with time was found in Ref. 3-1. The decay

heat data 1n Ref. 3-1 were generated for typical light water reactor conditions

using the Isotope generation and depletion code ORIGEN [Ref. 3-2], These

decay heat values were fe l t to be the best because they reflect the contri-

bution of not only the fission products but also the actinides and their

daughters and the light and structural elements. The decay heat data *n

presented In Table 3-1 over the time of Interest 1n this degraded core study.

As can be seen from the table, the light and structural elements make very

l i t t l e contribution to the total decay heat, but the actinides and their

daughter products are quite Important, accounting for about lOt of the decay

heat over most of the time period.
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TABLE 3-1 Decay Heat Values for a Typfcal LMR* [Ref. 3-1]

Time After
Shutdown (sec)

0.0
1

5

10

30

60 (1 Hrtn)

10*
500

103

3.6xlO3 (1 hr)
104

2.16xlO4 (6 hrs)

Deacy Heat As

Fission
Products

5.63
5.23
4.63
4.26
3.63
3.21
2.89
2.07
1.77
1.20
0.852
0.676

Actinides

0.246
0.246
0.246
0.245
0.244
0.242
0.239
0.213
0.188
0.121
0.0933
0.0881

Percent of Full Power

Light Elements
and Structural

0.00160
0.00160
0.00157
0.00155
0.00153
0.00152
0.00152
0.00152
0.00151
0.00151
0.00150
0.00149

Total

5.88
5.48
4.88
4.51
3.88
3.45
3.13
2.28
1.96
1.32
0.947
0.766

Fission Products
as I of Total

95.8
95.5
94.9
94.5
93.7
92.9
92.3
90.6
90.3
90.7
90.0
88.3

a8urnup « 33,000 MWd/HT, power - 38 MW/MT, • - 4.78 x 13n/d»2-s,
loading - 1 MTHM 235u/238u ̂ th 235u at 3#2 ^ ^
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An alternative source of decay heat data 1s the current ANS decay

heat standard [Ref. 3-3]. However, there are two disadvantages to using the

ANS standard data: 1) the data are for the Uniting case of Infinite oper-

ating time prior to scran and 2) the data do not Include the actinide contri-

bution, and the effect of the actinides must be added on In an approximate

manner. On the other hand, ORIGEN can directly calculate the actinide contri-

bution, and I t can generate data for finite bum times. In addition, ORIGEN

has been benchmarked against the ANS standard data for the case of Infinite

burn time and consideration of fission product contribution only. Therefore,

I t seems clear that the ORIGEN calculation provides more accurate Information

than would be the case using the ANS standard directly.

There are some differences between the parameters of the "typical"

LNR described In Ref. 3-1 and those of the reactor considered In this study,

and therefore I t Is necessary to ensure that these differences do not prevent

the decay heat data 1n Ref. 3-1 from being applicable to the study. The

differences In question are the bum times (33,000 MWd/HT 1n Ref. 3-1, 19,300

MWd/MT In the study) and the 1 so topic compositions (3.2S U235 with no

Plutonium present In i t ia l ly In Ref. 3 -1 , 2.19% U235 with piutoniurn present In

the study). According to Ref. 3-1, a 20X Increase In bum length makes less

than a 3t change In the decay heat values, and so the difference In bum times

between Ref. 3-1 and the study case probably does not make more than a 5%

difference In the decay heat values. In the case of the Isotopic compo-

sitions, the uranium-plutoniurn mixture In the study would produce somewhat

lower decay heat numbers than shown In Ref. 3 -1 , but again, the difference

should be only a few percent. Thus, the ORIGEH data represent a conservative

and fair ly accurate estimate of the decay heat values which would be expected

for the study core.

The discrete data points obtained from Ref. 3-1 need to be used to

generate a representation of the decay heat as a continuous function of time,

since the thermal-hydraulics calculations which must use the decay heat as

Input require a continuous form rather than a discrete one. An expression 1s

presented In Ref. 3-4 which Is attributed to Untermyer and Weil Is [Ref. 3-5]

ch represents the data fairly well at early times but deviates considerably

the Ref. 3-1 data for times greater than about 100 s. However, by using
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the same functional font as the expression from Ref. 3-5 but Modifying the
constants used in the expression, a function was developed which reproduces
the data 1n Ref. 3-1 to within 10X over the time range need for this study
( 0 - 6 hours). The constants were determined largely by trial and error.
This function Is

£ - » 0.1 [ ( t+ 8.5)"0*2 - 0.9612 ( t * 7.76 x 105)"0*2].

where t Is the time In seconds since reactor shutdown, P Is the power at time
t, and Po 1s the power at the time of shutdown. The good agreement between
this function and the data from Ref. 3-1 can be easily seen In Fig. 3-1, In
which the two are plotted.

Since the total heat generated from the start of the transient Is
also needed as a function of time by some of the study calculations, an
Integrated form of the decay heat data must be created. It Is, of course,
quite straightforward to integrate the functional f i t presented above, but, as
can be seen from Fig. 3-1, the function overpredicts the values from Ref. 3-1
for the first hundred seconds or so, then tends to underpredict them over the
remainder of the range, so the Integrated function needs to be checked against
a numerical Integration of the discrete data to be sure that the Integrated
function accurately represents the integral of the data points. The data
points were Integrated using a third-degree Interpolation algorithm from Ref.
3-6. The accuracy of this algorithm was verified by applying i t to discrete
points taken directly from the functional f i t and comparing the results to the
analytically determined Integral of the function. These calculations
demonstrated that: 1) the interpolation algorithm 1s quite accurate If given
a sufficient number of data points, 2} the Integration of the data points
using the algorithm gives a value which is about 10% higher than the
analytical Integral of the functional f i t over most of the time period, and 3)
more than half ?f this 10% error can be attributed to the relatively smell
number of data points available to the algorithm. Therefore, It was concluded
that the analytical Integral of the functional f i t to the data points repre-
sents the Integral of the data points quite well (within the _+ 2% accuracy of
the data values themselves) and should be used to represent the integrated
heat generation.
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These functional dependencies do net account for fission product
Migration, as the fission product source tern was not within the scope of this
study.

3.3 Spatial Dependence of the Decay Heat

The decay heat spatial shape Is assumed Identical to that of the
reactor power just prior to scran. This assumption neglects any migration of
fission products which may have taken place over the time of reactor operation
and any movement of fission products during the course of the degraded core
accident. However, the migration of fission products prior to reactor scram
should be a fairly small effect, and no significant release of nonvolatile/
nongaseous fission products should occur prior to fuel disruption, so the
assumed spatial shape should be fairly accurate In this respect. This,
however, neglects the Issue of volatile/gaseous fission products {private
communications have Indicated that this component may be around 30% of the
decay heat) which should be examined 1n future Iterations.

A further approximation Is made by assuming that the spatial shape
can be represented 1n cylindrical geometry as a function of r and z only {no
angular dependence) and that the function is separable In r and z. These
assumptions have been tested against the power shape data available for the
core used in the study (Ref. 3-7). These data are for a core average exposure
of 19,300 MWd/MT at the end of cycle 6. Plots were made of the axial power
shape taken at different radial locations, and these plots were compared to
the radially-averaged axial power curve. These plots showed that the axial
power shape does not vary significantly with radial location. Similar plots
of the radial power shapes at various axial locations Indicated that the
radial power shape 1s fairly constant along the axial direction. Therefore,
1t Is quite reasonable to separate the axial and radial dependence of the
decay heat. In addition, the power shape data show that the power Is only a
weak function of angle, and so i t is also valid to assume r~z geometry.

The power shape data available are In the form of discrete values at
specific spatial locations. Thesf t be used to create continuous, normali-
zed functions of r and z which * epresent the decay heat shape. This was
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dom by applying least squares polynomial f its to the data. In the case of
the radtai function, a single fourth-order polynomial was found which f i t the
data to better than 4S; this function Is

Pr(r) - 0.944 + 0.402r -0.191 r2 + 3.57 x lfl"2 r3 - 2.36 x 10~3 r*,

0 < r < 7.899 f t .

The radial shape function and the radial average power data are plotted In
Fig. 3-2. Note from the figure that the data points follow a nearly flat line
through most of the core, then drop sharply at the periphery of the core (due
to flux losses out of the core) and also drop somewhat at the core center
(since the core i s designed to operate with a reduced flux at the center 1n
order to achieve a more even distribution of bumup). Therefore, It Is
feasible to separate the date points Into three zones and use a low-order
polynomial f i t over each zone as follows:

i

Pr(r) - 0.955 + 0.281 r - 2.83 x 10"2 r2, 0 <_ r <_ 1.1284 f t . ,

Pr(r) - 1.244 - 1.55 x 10"2 r, 1.1284 £ r_< 5.642 f t . ,

Pr{r) - - 1.872 + l.lOlr - 9.97 x 10'2 r2 , 5.642 < r̂ £ 7.8988 ft .

Each function gives a more accurate representation of the shape of the data in
the region In which It Is applicable than does the fourth-order polynomial
given above, and so these functions are used to represent the radial variation
of decay heat In the calculations described In Chapter 5. Zone 1 Is ~ 2% of
the core while zones 2 and 3 are each ~ 49S of the subassemblies. The minimum
power level for a low power subassembly 1s ~ one-half of the average power. A
maximum power for the high power subassemblies Is ~ 115% of average power.

The axial power distribution shows the same type of shape as does
the radial one, but with much sharper drops at both ends. The flux drop at
the top of the core Is due to the reduction In the amount of moderator present
as a result of the voiding which takes place near the top of a boiling water
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reactor core, and tht drop at tht bottom 1s caused by tht presence of the

control rods. The powtr drops would be steeper s t i l l were 1t not for the fact

that the core design Includes reflector pellets at the top and bottom of the

active region. Therefore, the axial decay heat data are also divided Into

three zones, and polynomial f i ts are found to the data In each zone. This

approach gives the following three functions:

P2(z) - -3.542 + 4.786Z - 1.653 z2 + 0.191 z3 , 1 ^ z £ 3 . 0 8 f t . ,

P2(z) - 1.075 + 3.574 x 10"2z - 3.427 x 10"3 z2 , 3.08 ±z ±10.90 f t . ,

P2(z) - 44.47 - 11.95Z + 1.106 z2 - 3.442 x 10"2 z3, 10.90 ±z <. 13.5 f t .

Each function f i ts the data In the appropriate region to better than IX. These
functions are plotted along with the axial power shape data In Fig. 3-3. Note
that, because all three functions are low-order polynomials, they f i t the data
smoothly; by contrast, a single function which would f i t the axial data would
have to be a high-order polynomial which would Introduce anomolous "wiggles"
In between the discrete data points. Therefore, I t 1s more satisfactory to
use the three low-order functions than to try to find a single function to f i t
all the data.
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4. Coolant Thermal/Hydraulics

This chapter describes the transient thermal and hydraulic behavior of

the water and steam In the reactor vessel during the loss of feedwater

accident sequences. Both the high pressure TQUX (1100 psia) and low pressure

TQUV (350 psia) cases are discussed. The Ini t ia l conditions are obtained from

steaciy-state full power operating conditions, and the calculations continue

until there Is no water remaining 1n the active core. Since the early stages

of the transient are Identical for both TQUX and TQUV, those events will be

covered in one section. In this section, the cooling of the core from steady-

state full power temperature levels and estimates of the water flow rate Into

the core are discussed.

Separate sections for TQUX and TQUV are then used for describing the

later events In each sequence. For the high vessel pressure case, TQUX, there

Is a discussion of the estimates which were made of the time required for

boiling enough water for the water level to drop below the top of active core.

There Is also a description of the models used for determining the void

fraction In the core. The resulting void fraction profiles not only affect

the time at which the top of active core 1s exposed, but they also Influence

the transient water level In the core as I t dries out. Several other features

of TQUX are discussed, Including the effects of relief valve cycling, the

relief valve pressure range, and the axial and radial power distributions.

Finally, the heat transfer coefficients and some heat transfer calculations

art reviewed.

For the low pressure case, TQUV, the Ini t ia l estimates for the time

required to depressurize the vessel are given. This Is followed by a

discussion of the estimates of the time required to expose the top of active

core and of the transient water level In the core as the core dries out.

There 1% also a brief review of the important heat trtnsftr coefficients.

4.1 Early Stages of the Transient

This section describes the coolant behavior In the vessel during the
transition from steady-state full power operation to quasistatic decay heat
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I tvt i boll off In th* cort. At mentioned akove, the lirit ial conditions ara

obtainad fro* tha staady-stata results. TMs Information Is available from

tha output of tha RETRAM calculations described In detail In Chapter 2. In

tha following descriptions, tha geometry and volume designations used for tha

RETRAN calculations trill also ba usad. Oua to time constraints, tha variation

In Ini t ial coolant Invantory discussed In Chapter 2 was not examined, although

i t 1$ probably only a $acc;*d ordar affact.

4.1.1 Init ial conditions

At steady-state operation, there are 106,108 lbs. of water In

the lower plenun, 98,573 lbs. on tha core side (core, upper plentM, stand-

pipes, and steam separators), and 176,440 lbs. on the return side (upper

downcomer, middle downcomer, and jet, pump volumes). Once the redrculation

pumps have stopped the water In the lower downcomer (71,742 lbs.) and In the

recircuiation pump circuit would not be available until much later In the

accident sequence, so these volumes are not Included In the In i t ia l water

Inw *tory.

i

The water temperature on the core side Is between 531 F and

551 F at steady-state, wjth an average of 546 F. Tha lower plenum water

temperature Is 529 F, while the average temperature on the return side Is 537

F. The average temperature of the fuel pins 1n the core Is 1244 F at full

power and steady-state operation. For all of the calculations, the steam

properties were taken from the ASME Steam Tables (4.1) , while the material

properties were taken from MATPRO-II (4.2).

4.1.2 Removal of the Steady-State Stored Energy

In both TQUX and TQUY accident sequences, I t Is assumed 1n

this study that the feedwater Is lost, the reactor Is scrammed, the

redrculation pumps ara tripped, and the main steamline Isolation valves are

closed al l at the same time. In the transition from staady-state operation to

the slow boiling of the cooling water at decay heat levels, the most prominent

event Is the removal of the heat stored In the core, as the fuel pin

temperature rapidly equilibrates with the water temperature.
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Onct the main steamline Isolation valves have closed, the

vessel pressurizes to at least 1131 psfa, the set-point cited in the RETRAN

Input for the f i rst group of relief valves. Depending on the details of the

steam generation rate, I t 1s possible that the pressure rises temporarily to

open aore relief valves for handling the volume of steam generated, although

the maximum pressure is only 1151 psia. However, for the purposes of this

study, the details of this process were not needed, as the only Information

required was the amount of water lost 1n this In i t ia l phase. Ignoring the

detailed behavior during this stage should only Introduce a minor error due

mostly to the variation of thermodynamic variables with pressure, with the

error In timing the accident sequence* being much less than the accuracy of

some of the later calculations.

The problem is then rtduc^d to one of determining the amount

of heat available for boiling water 1n the range of 1097-1131 psia when the

fuel pin temperature Is reduced from 1244 F to 556-560 F, the corresponding

saturation temperature ranee. Using an average heat capacity for the fuel

pins, averaged over both the temperature range and accounting for the

different materials, the heat that needs to be removed to reduce the fuel

temperature Is 2.065 x 107 Btu. The use of average properties for this

calculation resulted In an error of less than 5*.

This heat Is transferred to the water In the core with part of

the energy being used to raise the water temperature to the saturation temp-

erature, and the rest used to provide the heat of vaporization. The estimate

of the water boiled during this process Is 32,285 lbs., again with an accuracy

of 5X. I t was assumed In this case that all of the water boiled came from the

core side, where the average water temperature was higher, resulting In the

largest quantity of water vaporized. I t was subsequently shown that this will

not have any Impact on the overall result. All of the water boiled during the

accident sequence has to be heated to the saturation temperature, so while the

timing of the steam generation may be affected, there Is no effect on the

total quantity of steam generated in the f i rs t few minutes. However, this

dees raise the question of whether there 1s sufficient water In reality on the

core side or not, or I f the core will remain covered during this stage of the

accident. For this reason, the flow rate Into the core during this event was

estimated.
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4.1.3 Init ial m t r now Rate Into the Cart

As described above, there kre 98,573 lbs of water on the core

side when the accident begins. However, 44,22f lbs are In the cot* bypass

voime, and would not be expected to be available dmiRf a rapid event. This

leaves 54,347 lbs . of which 32,285 lbs have boiled away, resulting In only

22,062 Tbs remitfnf to cover the core. Even with the high void fractions

that exist In the core at steady-state (over 70% near the top), there would

not be enough water to keep the core covered. Since I t Is expected that the

heat stored In the fuel pins will be removed In the f i rs t 20-30 seconds, based

on the snail time constant for the fuel pins, the question Is how rapidly tfc

water from the lower plenum and the downcoietrs can get Into the core to nake

up the difference.

The flow rate Into the core during these Init ial stages Is

controlled by the coastdown of tte recirculation pumps and the difference In

static pressure between the downcomer side and the core side. The effect of

the difference In pressure will be discussed f i rs t , and Is equivalent to the

case where the pump shafts have seized and no coastdown occurs. In order to

determine the flow rate due to this pressure difference, the major and minor

losses for al l of the components on the flow path between the downcomer

regions and active core need to be evaluated. Loss coefficients for al l of

these components are available from the RETRAN Input or are calculated In the

RETRAN code. Although these coefficients were derived for steady-state

conditions, they should give a good estimate of the Ini t ial flow rate Into the

core and determine whether or not the recirculation pumps are needed to keep

the core from uncovering during these Init ial stages.

The minimum difference In water level between the downcomer

and the core Is about 10.5 f t . at steady-state operation. Considering only

this effect and using all of the loss coefficients, this pressure difference

translates Into a flow rate of approximately 200 ft3 /sec, or 9200 Ib/sec.

Since only an additional 28,000 lbs of water, at most, 1s needed to keep the

core covered (when there art no voids 1n the core). I t would appear that there

would be sufficient flow Into the core to keep the core covered.
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However, thtrc Is an additional complication of having higher

pressure In the steam separator than In the steam done. This pressure differ-

ence 1s aore than sufficient to offset the difference In water level. The

recircuiating water causes a Urge pressure loss through the steam separator

at steady-state operating conditions. This would be .rapidly eliminated as the

recircuiating flow 1s stopped, although the timing Is diff icult to jstfmate.

However, based on the amount of water In the standpipes and steam separators,

and comparing this to the redrcuiating water flow rate at steady-state

conditions, only a fraction of a second would be needed to remove the water

from these regions. The pressures should also be equalizing on the same time

scale, which Is very small when compared to the other events. This result is

used as the basis for many of the subsequent calculations, as i t allows the

water level in the downcomers to be directly related to the water level In the

core by balancing the hydrostatic pressure between these two regions.

I f these estimates are correct, then the coastdoun of the

redrculation pumps becomes relatively unimportant. Its only effect will be

to raise the temperature of the water In the downcomer regions slightly. This

would result In less water be1iK?>bo1Ted during the removal of the steady-state

stored heat, us discussed previously, but the amount Is small, only about 3000

1b when the time constant for the coastdown Is 5-10 seconds. Assuming a

coastdown of the redrculation pumps, heat Is used to raise the water temper-

ature In the middle downcomer region Instead of boiling water In the core.

Later 1n the accident sequence the water In the middle downcomer would be

netted anyway by conduction through the shroud, standpipes and steam

separators. Therefore, the overall steam generation and timing is the same

using either approach, and is accurately estimated as a result.

The insensitivity of the amount of steam generated to the

behavior of the redrculation pumps Is explained by the ini t ia l ly uniform

water temperature throughout the middle downcomer, lower downcomer and

redrculation circuit. Then, since only the total amount of water available

to the core is of interest, i t does hot matter whether the water comes out of

the r*c1i*«7«t1on circuit or the middle dowucomer or from the core side.

Hfrww, the coastdown of the reciroriation pumps provides additional

atwtrances that the core will remain adequately covered during the Ini t ia l

stifles of the accident.
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As a result, during this Initial stage, the core temperature
Is brought Into equilibrium with the steam saturation temperature, the water
In the downcomers has partially relocated so that there Is no pressure
difference driving more water Into the core, and S O M water has boiled away
and been vented, leaving 348,836 1b In the reactor vessel. Afterwards, the
heat Input to the water Is supplied only by decay heat, and the process Is one
of boiling water at the saturation temperature. The steam generated Is vented
by cyclic operation of the pressure relief valves, so that a slow loss of
water occurs. The timing of these subsequent events and the uncovering of the
core are dependent on which scenario Is being considered, either TQUX or
TQUV. The details of these two cases are covered In the following sections.

4.2 TQUX; High Vessel Pressure

The high pressure case considers the events when the vessel Is
allowed to pressurize up to the relief valve settings. The first part of this
sequence Involves the boiling off of the water In the vessel, which Is then
vented periodically to maintain the vessel pressure within the cycling limits
of the relief valves. For the present calculations. It Is assumed that all of
the power generated by decay heating goes Into vaporization of water in the
core, heating of water In the downcomer regions, and heating of the Internal
structures up to the steam saturation temperatures. As long as the core is
covered, the fuel pins are kept at the saturation temperature, and these are
the only areas where the decay heat can be absorbed. An estimate of the time
at which the core would start to be uncovered 1s then obtained by a simple
balance between the total amount of heat generated, the amount of water that
has to be heated and vaporized and the amount of heat absorbed by the
structures. The amount of water that needs to be vaporized can be estimated
for all of the regions as a function of average void fraction 1n the core. A
range of average void fraction 1n the core was used to obtain approximate
times for exposing the top of the core. Accurate void distributions were then
calculated using the decay heat levels at those times to obtain a better esti-
mate of the time when the cere starts to uncover. The additional effects of
relief valve cycling and the radial power distribution were then added to this
first estimate.
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4.2.1 Time At Which Top Of Active Core Is Exposed

Fran the calculations discussed above, an estimte was

obtained of the amount of water retaining In the vessel after removal of the

steady-state stored energy. The method used In this calculation was to take

the total amount of decay heat generated up to a particular time and balance

.this with the heat required for removing enough water to uncover the core and

for heating the structure. The appropriate decay heat correlation was dis-

cussed In Chapter 3. At this stage of the calculation, an average power Is

used and the results are obtained by assuming that all suoassembiies are

Identical.

At the time when the water level 1n the core will be at the

top of active core, there will be different amounts of water In the core

depending on the void fraction. The amount of water on the downcomer side Is

determined by balancing the pressure between the core and the return side so

that there 1s no flow between them caused by a difference In static pressure,

as discussed In Section 4.1.3. Therefore, the amount remaining In the down-

comers and jet pumps will depend on the void fraction In the core, with the

amounts s t i l l based on having no static pressure differential between the two

regions.

As a result of the calculations, 1t was shown that most of the

decay heat was used for the vaporization of water, as expected. Significant

amounts were also used for raising the temperature of the water coming Into

the core from the lower plenum, heating the upper Internal structures, and

heating the water 1n the upper and middle downcomers. This last quantity

would account for the recircuiation pump coastdown effect of heating the

downcomer water while boiling less Ini t ia l ly , as discussed earlier. The total

amount of heat absorbed by the water would be the same In any case. Minor

amounts of heat were used for pressurizing the steam In the vessel and raising

the temperature of the reactor vessel.

The results were that 8.53 xv107 Btu had to be supplied to

start uncovering the core for the case where f t was assumed that there was no

void fraction In the core at a l l . This was taken as a limiting case, provid-
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Ing the earliest uncovering of the core. In obtaining this value, an average

heat of vaporization was used, since the pressure varies over the ranf* of

1097-1131 ps1a, based on the relief valve settings used for the RETRAM

calculations. Once the steady-state stored heat had been removed. I t was

found that the steam generation rate was low enough so that only one relief

valve was required to Maintain vessel pressure, Uniting the pressure range as

a result.

Using the decay heat correlation described fn Chapter 3,

approximately 1070 seconds (17 min 50 sec) would be needed for this much heat

to be generated. As mentioned above, this Is a minimum time since 1t was

assumed that there was no vapor In the core. After performing a detailed void

fraction distribution calculation at 1070 seconds, using uniform axial and

radial power distributions. I t was determined that the average void fraction

was 271. With this average void fraction, the time to the start of core

uncovering was extended to 1505 seconds (25 min 5 sec), and this time was used

as the Init ial best estimate of the time required to start exposing the active

core. Further Improvements were made as more of the additional effects wcrs

Included, such as the radial and axial power distributions, and the results of

those calculations are Included 1n a separate section.

4.2.2 Two-phase Flow Models For Void Fraction Calculations

As shown above, the void fraction In the core has a large

Influence on the overall timing of the accident. For this reason, a detailed

two-phase flow model was used for determining the local void fraction. The

model Is mostly based on the unified approach discussed by Ish11 and

Zuber(4.3). However, some of the correlations were modified to facil itate

computing, particularly with respect to the flow regimes.

Basically, the bubble shapes fa l l Into three categories,

depending on their size. Different correlations are used for each of these

bubble shapes, either spherical, distorted, or cap. A terminal velocity for

the Isolated bubble Is determined, which 1s then modified to account for the

presence of other bubbles. The result Is then further modified to accowit for

the flow regime, either bubbly, chum-turbulent, slug, or drop flow. The
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choicc of flow regime Is dependent on the local void fraction. This method
M S shown to give excellent agreement with experimental data on bubbling
column experiments using air and water, such as those by Orth, et ai . (4.4).

Due to the high pressure, It Is expected that the bubbles will
be fairly small. For bubbles in the range of 0.04-0.25 Inches, their sizts
Indicate that they win be In the distorted particle regime. This regime 1s
characterized by having the bubble r1st velocity Independent of the bubble
size. Thri, the bubble size need not be known precisely for accurate calcu-
lations of the void fraction distribution. This size range also makes the
bubbles smaller than the pin-to-pin spacing 1n the subassembly so that the
flow regimes will more likely be either bubbly or chum-turbulent flow, rather
than slug flow. For these reasons these are the bubble sizes considered for
the present analyses.

For these flow regimes, the effect of having multiple-bubbles
1s accounted for, by reducing the terminal velocity as the void fraction
Increases In the bubbly flow regime. For simplicity 1n these Initial calcu-
lations, the churn-turbulent flow regime was approximated by using a maximum
local void fraction for the bubbly flow regime of 50X. This value was derived
from the experiments of Orth (4.4) for a problem of similar geometry, although
a lower maximum value could be used. In the churn-turbulent flow regime,
bubble agglomeration and coalescense result in much higher terminal veloci-
t ies , which has the effect of limiting the maximum local void fraction in
stationary boiling pools.

With these results, the models reduced to a very simple set of
expressions which were readily solved. The terminal rise velocity Is only a
function of the water and steam properties, and the correction for Increasing
void fraction 1s a functional form dependent only on the void fraction. A
plot of the calculated void fraction as a function of height In the core Is
shown 1n Figure 4.1. The heat generated In the first 10 Inches Is used to
heat the Incoming water to the saturation temperature. This profile Is used
for many of the subsequent calculations, as there was not sufficient time to
Incorporate -a later, more accurate version.
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Figure 4 .1 . In1t1»l Estlmttt of tht Void Fr*ct1o« Distribution for tn
Poww SubasscMbly at 1505 Seconds After Scrw.
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4.2.3 Transient Wattr Level In the Core

Onot the void profile had been determined, I t was possible to

continue the calculation as the water In the core was boiled away. For these

calculations, several assumptions wert used. The fuel pin temperature below

the wattr level Is maintained at the saturation temperature since the fuel pin

ttmt constant Is short, as described above. Decay heat Is used to heat the

fuel pin only after the futl pin Is exposed. With al l of the decay heat In

the covered part of the core being used for heating the Incoming water and for

boHinf, the water level as a function of time Is Independent of the events

occurring 1n the uncovered part of the core. Axial heat conduction Is not

considered In the present study, except for an approximation made for

completely emptying the core; see Chapter 5. As mentioned above, the void

profile Is also held constant as the core uncovers since I t Is slowly changing

and the greatest effects are In the upper part of the core which Is rapidly

voided. The present calculation will lead to faster emptying of the core

since the void fraction decreases with time, and a higher void fraction

results 1n a larger fraction of the core power being used to boll water.

A simple, explicit finite-difference technique Is used to

calculate the wator level In the core. The power and water level at the

present time step are used to determine the steam generation rate. Given the

void profile and the water level In the downcomer and core bypass regions,

this Is converted Into a rate for lowering the water level In the core. This

rate Is then used to calculate the water level In the core at the next time

step, and the process Is repeated. The results of the calculation for an

average power subassembly with uniform axial and radial power Is shown In

Figure 4.2. This result was used as Input to the computer code described In

Chapter 5, where the details of fuel pin heatup and cladding oxidation during

core dryout tre discussed. The slight break In the curve occurs when the

water on the return side empties the middle downcomer and moves Into the je t

pump where the cross-sectional area Is much less. Once that happens, less

water has to be evaporated for a given change In water level In the core.

These results were also used to evaluate the effects of relief valve cycling,

since the periodic variation In pressure was not Included 1n the Ini t ia l

estimates.



Figure 4.2. Two-phase Mixture Level, Steam Generation Rate and Relief Valve Cycling Time for an
Average Power Subassembiy.
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4.2.4 Relief Valve cycling Efftcts

The cycling of the relief valve causes the pressure in the
vessel to vary between 1097 ps1a, where the valve Is set to close, and 1131
psia, where It Is set to open. The different saturation conditions at these
two pressures Introduce additional effects Into the accident sequence.
Starting at 1131 psia, the relief valve opens and starts to vent steam. This
causes the vessel pressure to drop to 1097 psia, where the time required
depends on the vapor volume In the vessel and piping, with typical values 1n
the range of 5 to 10 seconds.

While the valve Is open and the pressure In the vessel 1s
dropping, flashing of the water In the core will occur. Not only does this
expand the water volume In the core, but It also lowers the temperature of the
water In the core. For the present calculation, 1t Is assumed that the system
will always be 1n an equilibrium state. That Is, when the pressure has
dropped to 1097 psia, the water will be at the saturation temperature corre-
sponding to 1097 psia, and the available heat has all been converted to
steam. Since the water In the core 1s already boiling, and the pressure Is
dropping rather slowly, the water and steam should be very close to equili-
brium. It Is also assumed that the flashed steam will remain In the water
while the valve Is open, since most of It would not have had enough tfme to
separate out. This has the overall effect of venting slightly more steam
while the valve Is open, due to the decreased volume available to the steam.
This extends the cycling time slightly as well. Once the valve closes, the
steam and water will separate to the extent that the normal void fraction
profile Is restored. While the steam that flashed during this process
resulted In larger steam generation rates for the short period of tfme when
the relief valve Is open, the flashing also reduced the water temperature In
the core. Once the valve has shut, the decay heat Is divided between vapori-
zing more water and raising the water temperature back to the saturation temp-
erature at 1131 psia. The overall result Is that the Increased steam gener-
ation rat* while the vessel Is depressurizing Is balanced by a slightly
reduced rate while the vessel repressurlzes, **d there 1s no net difference
over the cycle.
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The length of time that the valve ft closed depends strenfly

on the steam generation rate. Initially, at 1505 seconds, the valve Is closed

for only about 18 seconds, with a total cycle tine of 27 seconds. Later In

the scenario, at 2505 seconds, the valve will be closed for 62 seconds, with a

total cycle tin* of 68 seconds. As the steam generation ratt falls off

further, the cycle/ time becomes even larger, although the core Is rapidly

running out of water. The approximate cycling tines are also Indicated on

Figure 4.2. These are only Intended to Indicate the relative timing of relief

valve operation while the core 1s being uncovered, and do not represent the

actual tines when the valve would be open.

During the expansion of the water pool In the core as the

water Is flashing, there was a possibility that the expanding pool may be able

to quench the rapidly heating cladding and cause premature failure of the fuel

pins. As a resist of the above calculations. It was shown that the pool

expansion Is only about 10* when momentum effects are Ignored. Since' the

pressure drop Is not that great, only 34 psi, and the time required for the

drop Is around 5-10 seconds, the momentum effect Is not expected to be

large. As the calculations discussed In Chapter 5 demonstrate, the cladding

temperature even near the top of the core Is not high enough for this sudden

fracture to occur until there Is only 1 or 2 feet of water left In the core.

It does not seem conceivable that flashing at that stage would enable the

water to be relocated to the top of active core. For this reason, the

expansion of the pool Is not considered to be a method for early cladding

failure. The only effect of the additional expansion provided by momentum

effects would be to lengthen the cycle time slightly, and as suck does not

need to be evaluated.

4.2.4.1 Effect of Varying the Pressure Range

The above analysis was ctyied out using the nominal

values for the relief valve pressure settings and automatic operation. Other

pressure ranges were Investigated to determine their effect on the relief

valve cycling process.

A range of 50 ps1a (1081-1131 ps1a) was selected as

an upper bound for the automatic operation of the relief valves. At 1505
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seconds, increasing tht prtssurt range incr*t$*s tht relief valve cycling time
to 41 seconds. The relative expansion of the water pool In the core Is also
Increased from 10* to 21*. This Increased expansion Is not expected to have
any Impact on the early fracture of the fttel pin cladding, since the
depresserizatio* tine Is also Increased to about 15 seconds which should mice
momentum effects small. The results at later times show corresponding
Increases In the relief valve cycling time.

There is also the possibility that the operator may
Intervene and manually operate the relief valves. In this case, a 200 psi
range (931-1131 ps1a) was used. In this case, at 1505 seconds, the relief
valve cycling time is 143 seconds, with the valve being open for 56 seconds.
The amount of steam generated by flashing Is correspondingly large, giving a
pool expansion of about 80* or more, if none of the steam separated from the
water. However, with the relief valve being open for such an extended period
of time, the assumption that none of the steam created by flashing would
separate from the pool is certainly incorrect, and the pool expansion would
not be nearly as large. However, even with such a large expansion of the
pool. It Is not expected that the water would be able to quench cladding that
was hot enough to fall. It should be mentioned that for this case, the
pressure range 1s large enough to cause some minor changes In the overall
timing of the accident sequence, but there was not sufficient time to calcu-
late the results.

4.2.5 Effect of Axial and Radial Power Distributions

As discussed above, all of the previous calculations were done
assuming a uniform power throughout the core and taking the average sub-
assembly conditions. In this section, the effects of nonuniform power distri-
bution are examined. First, the influence of the axial distribution is
described.

4.2.5.1 Axial Power Distribution Effects

The effect of the axial power distribution is
examined for the same conditions as wed for the calculations 1n Section
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4.2.2. The axial power distribution 1s available from the RETRAN calcu-
lations, as discussed in Chapter 3. For the present study, it is assumed that
the power shape remains the same, regardless of the decay heat level. It 1s
alno assumed that the power Is radially uniform at any axial height for the
calculations described In this section.

The results are shown on Figure, 4.3, and as a
comparison with Fig. 4.1 Indicates, there Is not much difference between using
an average power or using the detailed power shape. This is caused by the
power shape being relatively constant in the lower part of the core, while It
drops off In the upper part. In the lower part of the core, the void fraction
distribution Is mostly a function of the steam generation rate. In the upper
part, the local void fraction is a function of both the local steam generation
rate and the void fraction In the nodes below, which for this case has not
changed much. As a result, the transient water level In the core 1s not
significantly different from that calculated for the case shown In Figure 4.2.

4.2.5.2 Effects of the Radial Powe> Distribution

There are several effects of the radial power distri-
bution. In this section, only the influence on the transient water level In
the core will be discussed. As before, the axial power shape Is assumed to be
the seme, regardless of the relative power of the subassembly.

Starting with the low power subassembly. a minimum
value for the decay heat level Is approximately one-half of the average power,
as seen from the radial power distribution given In Chapter 3. This results
In an average void fraction In the core of 12%, as compared to 27X for the
average suoessembly. The void fraction profile is also shown on Figure 4.3.
The effect on the transient water level in the core and the steam generation
rate Is shown 1n Figure 4.4. The rapid drop at the start of uncovering the
core Is caused by the lower void fraction In the low power assemblies. The
lower void fraction results in a higher pressure at the bottom of the
subaseemhiy as compared to the average subassembly. Water will flow out of
the subessembly until the static pressure at the bottom of the subassembly is
equal to that 1n the average subassembly.
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For the high power subassembly, tht situation Is
reversed. A M X I M M power for the high power subassemblies 1s about list of
average power, again based on the radial distribution given 1n Chapter 3. The
average void fraction In the high power subassembly it 29.31, as compared to
27X In the average subassembly. This void fraction profile Is also shown on
Figure 4.3. The effect on the transient water level and the steesi generation
rate Is shown In Figure 4.5. The slight delay In exposing the fuel pins Is
caused by the lower pressure at the bottom of theVsubassembly due to the
higher void fraction. This lower pressure causes water Yrpm other lower power
subassemblies to flow Into the high power ones, resulting In a higher water
level and a delay In uncovering tht fuel pins In those subassembiies.

These results were also used as Input to the computer
code discussed In Chapter 5. The Influence of the radial power distribution
on the heatup of tht core was demonstrated. In reality, because of the mixing
In the upper plenum, the radial variation In power does not affect the upper
structures very much.

4.2.5.3 Influence of Improved Void Profile Calculation

As discussed above, the void fraction profile used
for tht calculations was the Initial best estimate. With the availability of
more accurate physical properties, an Improved estimate of the void fraction
profile was made. The results are shown on Figure 4.6 for the average
subassembly (with axial power variation but using a uniform radial power
distribution), and for both high and low power subassembiics. The results are
quite similar to the earlier cases, although the void fraction Is uniformly
higher due to a decrease In tht terminal bubble rise velocity. Using these
results, another aspect of the radial power distribution was Investigated.

While the core Is still covered, there would be
downward flow In the low power subassembiies, and upward flow 1n the high
power subassembiies due to the variation In void fraction between assemblies.
Talcing these velocities Into account uniformizes the void fraction In the
core, with tht avtrage void fraction just under 301. The average power case,
where the power was radially uniform, resulted In an average void fraction of
33*.
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Ou* to the nonlinearities 1n the Models for the void fraction calculations, a

higher value Is calculated when the core Is assumed to be radially uniform

than when the radial variation Is taken Into account. Once the core Is

uncovered and the connection between the subassenblies Is lost, though, the

void fraction will differ greatly between the low and high power subas-

senblies, as discussed above. This additional 3X In the average void fraction

would add about 60-70 seconds to the Init ial core uncovcry tine, however.

4.2.6 Heat Transfer Coefficients and Calculations

In the process of performing the voiding core calculations,

several heat transfer coefficients are required. After the core has started

to uncover, the convective heat transfer coefficient between the steam and the

rapidly heating fuel pins becomes Important. As the stsaa becomes superheated,

the heat transfer to the upper structures and the main steamiines also becomes

Important. These processes have been modeled by the computer code described

In Chapter 5. In order to verify the computer modeling of these events, some

simplified analytical results will also be described.

4.2.6.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients

The heat transfer coefficients were al l derived from

experimental correlations which have the following form, and which Is
sometime* Identified *s a Dittus-Boelter form;

Hc - 0.023 RejJ'8 Pr0*3 3 k/D

where h" * average convective heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hrft^Fc
ReQ - Reynolds number based on the diameter 0

Pr - Prandtl number

k - thermal conductivity of the f luid. Btu/hrftF

D - diameter (approximate for Interpin flow areas), f t

The values of Reynolds number depend on the particular flow situation,

although the flow rates are generally very low. For this reason, the

following laminar flow correlation Is also used (Kreith 4-5):
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where L « length over which heat transfer coefficient Is to be evaluated.

The value for the length was arbitrarily set at 0.5 ft , as the temperature Is
rapidly Increasing 1n the axial direction, and there Is a much greater effect
on the heat transfer coefficient through the changes In thermophysical
properties.

At the start of uncovering the core, the steam
velocity 1n the subassembly Is only 0.4 ft/sec, resulting In a Reynolds number
of about 3500. Since this Is probably turbulent, the above correlation was
used to estimate h*c - 12 Btu/hr f t 2 F. Even 1f the flow were laminar, the
correlation above would give h*c • 10 Btu/hr f t 2 F. Later 1n the accident, at
2505 seconds, the Reynolds number Is only -jbout 900. The laminar flow
correlation then gives a value for h"c In the range of 4-5 Btu/hr f t 2 F. This
drops even further as the steam generation rate continues to decrease, with a
minimum value of around 2 Btu/hr f t 2 F expected.

In order to evaluate the overall heat transfer
between the stean and the fuel pins, the conductive resistance must also be
Included, In general. For the present study, however, estimates showed that
the resistance from the thermal conductivity of the clar'.ding, gap, and fuel Is
very low compared to that for convection. Using a ranvective heat transfer
coefficient of 10 Btu/hr f t 2 F, more than 92t of the overall heat transfer
coefficient Is due to convection. For this reason, considering the
Inaccuracies already Introduced In evaluating the convective heat transfer
coefficient, the convective heat transfer coefficient alone was used as the
estimate for the overall heat transfer coefficient. These values were then
used In the computer code results discussed 1n Chapter 5.

Similar calculations were performed for the heat
transfer 1n the standpipes and steam separators. The Reynolds numbers are
much higher In these regions, due to the relatively large diameter of the
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pipes. Using the turbuTent flow correlation given above, the heat transfer
coefficient 1s about 13.5 Btu/hr f t 2 F when the core first starts to be
uncovered. At 2505 seconds, this has dropped to about 3.7 Btu/hr f t 2 F. It
Is Interesting to note that these are almost the same as those calculated for
the core, Indicating that the heat transfer coefficients seen to be pro-
portional to the mass flux. This observation resulted In the heat transfer'
coefficients for the standpipes and steam separators being used for the steaii
dryers also. No detailed geometry was available for a more accurate determi-
nation In the steam dryer region, but In light of the above observations, i t
Is believed that the error In making this assumption should be small.

For the vessel walls, It was assumed that there was
no heat transfer between the steam and the walls. Over most of the vessel
surface, the velocity of the steam would be negligible In comparison to the
steam flowing out the relief valve, or even compared to the velocity In the
core. The problem Is controlled by conduction only, at least until buoyancy
effects could take over. Any large scale Instability would be Interrupted by
the periodic cycling of the relief valve. The 30-60 second period which
occurs during this stage of the accident Is rapid when compared to the
movements expected from natural circulation. Once the core has been dried
out, however, and there Is l i t t l e or no steam generation, this possibility
would be considered again, but there was not enough time to pursue this stage
of the accident.

The main steamiine nozzle has to be treated differ-
ently due to the periodic nature of the flow In that region. In order to
estimate the heat transfer coefficient for this region, an average coefficient
over the relief valve cycle was calculated. Based on the relief valve
capacity, the velocity In the steamline and In the vicinity of -he nozzle was
estimated to be about 30 ft/sec. Using turbulent boundary layer correlations
for the nozzle, the average convective heat transfer coefficient for a one-
half foot length Is 395 Btu hr f t 2 F. Assuming that there Is no heat transfer
during the time when the valve Is closed, the overall heat transfer
coefficient Is estimated by taking this maximum value and multiplying 1t by
the fraction of the cycle time that the valve Is open. This results In the
average heat transfer coefficient being about 130 B/hr f t 2 F at 1505 seconds.
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when the core starts to uncover. The value drops to 35 Btu/hr ft2 F at 2505

seconds since the relief valve cycle time is Increasing, although the valve Is

open for about the sane amount of time.

4.2.6.2 Heat Transfer Analysis

In this section, some simplified calculations are
described which were used primarily for ensuring that the computer code
discussed In Chapter 5 was giving reliable answers. Some of the calculations
use simple f inite difference techniques to obtain approximate answers.

4.2.6.2.1 Adiabatic Fuel Pin Temperature Rise

These calculations were performed to provide a lower

limit for the time required to reach the cladding failure temperature. I t

also provided a maximum rate of temperature rise for the fuel pin, as long >\s

decay heat was the only heat source. I t was assumed that all of the de JV

heat went Into heating of the fuel pin. The variation of heat capacity v'<-<

temperature was also Included. Two cases were done; one where just the fuel

pins were heated, and the other where the suoassembly wall material was also

Included with the fuel pins. These results were obtained using average power

with no axial or radial profile.

The results of these calculations are shown on Figure

4.7. Extrapolating these results, the cladding temperature does not reach

melting until ibout 1765 seconds after the uncovering of the core starts. I f

the subassembly walls are also Included, melting of the cladding is delayed

until about Z075 seconds after the start of uncovering the core. For the

f i rst few hundred seconds after the top of the core is exposed, these results

give a good estimate of the upper limit for heating the fuel pins. As the

cladding temperature Increases, though, the reaction bewteen steam and

cladding will provide a significant quantity of heat. At that point, the

computer results cannot be compared with these limiting calculations.

A quasi-static calculation was also performed, where
al l of the heat generated In the region where the core was exposed was assumed
to be absorbed by the steam. Using the transient water level shown in Fig.
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4.2, the rtsults of this calculation showed a steam temperature rising faster

than the adfabatic fuel pin temperature. For such a rapid transient, the heat

absorbed by the fuel Is not negiibic. Clearly, this Indicated that the quasi-

static assumption Is not valid for this case, and that the proptr limiting

case Is where adiabatic conditions are assumed for the fuel pins.

4.2.6.2.2 Init ial Fuel Pin Temperature Rise

These calculations provided an estimate of the

Ini t ia l steam and fuel pin temperature rise at the top of the core. A f ini te-

difference scheme was used to evaluate the temperatures. The problem was

solved on a node-by-node basis, using RETRAN nodes. The time step was

determined by the time required to void a given node. A balance was performed

between the amount of heat generated, the amount of steam convected In that

time, and the heat capacity of the fuel pins. The steam generation rate was

used for estimating the amount of heat available to heat the fuel while the

node was voiding. The convective heat transfer coefficient was 10 Btu/hr f t 2

F, and was used to apportion the heat generated In a voided node bewteen the

fuel and the steam passing through.

The results of these calculations are also shown on

Figure 4.7. These results were shown to agree very well with the computer
model for the outlet steam temperature, although the fuel temperature estimate
was too high. This was caused by the use of a uniform axial power for these
calculations, while the computer code used the axial power profile. The power
falls off fairly rapidly In the top node, resulting In a slower heatup of the
fuel pin. The steam temperature Is more of an Integrated effect, and Is not
as sensitive to the uniform power assumption.

4.2.6.2.3 Heating of the Upper Internal Structure

This section describes the results for the analysis

of the heating of the upper Internal structures by superheated steam. The

steam temperature for the steam exiting the core Is obtained from the computer

results In Chapter 5. The transient behavior Is approximated by a ramp

function, which Is accurate up to the time when the cladding-steam reaction
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becomes important. There Is sow error near the star t as wel l , but by delay-
Ing the onset of the reap function, tMs can be greatly reduced.

The rfse fn the structure temperature Is dependent

only on the difference between the steaM and structure temperatures. The

M o w t of neat transferred to the structure Is related to the energy lost by

the steaM passing over the structure, and since the energy of the steam

leaving the core 1s known, I t was possible to solve a simple f i r s t order

linear dif ferential equation for the structure temperature as a function of

time. The two equations for the f i r s t structure region are as follows:

Vi* i r " M(Tsi - V

where mj « mass of region 1
Cp2 * heat capacity of region 1

T} - temperature of region 1
h * heat transfer coefficient

TS£ - temperature of the steam In region 1
w • steam mass flow rate

T s c 0 * steam temperature at core exi t
Cp - steam heat capac i ty

T $10 * steam o u t l e t temperature from region 1 .

These two equat ions a re combined and solved a n a l y t i c a l l y . The temperature

r i s e c a l c u l a t e d by the s o l u t i o n o f these equations I s summarized I n Table 4 . 1

The numerical results arc obtained by averaging a l l of the nodes In the f i r s t

upper structure region from the computer code output. As can be suen, the

agreement 1s quite good.
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Table 4.1
Time, sec

0

100

200

300

400

Temperature rise In the
Analytical

0

5.1

18.5

38.6

64.4

1 result

F
F
F
F

upper structure
Computer

0

7.4

19.7

38.4

62.6

model

F
F
F
F

Analytical

0

7.8

28.4

52.1

result

F
F
F

Computer

0

10.9

28.2

50.2

nodal

F
F
F

Similar rasults ware also obtained for the second upper Internal structure,

tha steam dryer. The results are summarized In Table 5.2.

Table 4.2 Temperature rise, In the steam dryer

Time, sec

0

100

200

300

Considering all of the noniinearities associated with tha material properties,

and the large volumes used for these calculations, the agreement Is excellent.

This provides assurance that tha modeling In the computer code Is reliable.

The steam dryer, steam separator, and the stand-

pipes were assumed to have uniform temperature through the trails of the

material due to tha thinness of these components. For the shroud head, how-

ever, there was some question about the accuracy of this approach. An

analytical solution was then used to estimate the error.
/
'i

Using tha 2 Inch thickness of the shroud head, It

was modeled as a uniform slab with the same thickness. The resulting area In
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contact with the steam was about the saw sine* the real shroud head 1s

perforated with large holes, and tht sides of thott holts contribute signifi-

cant hoat transftr aroa. Usinf an analytical solHtton for such a slab

subjected to a linear Increase In steam tamp•ratura, with constant properties

and constant heat transfer coefficent (Carslaw and Jaeger ( 4 . O ) , the estimated

temperature rise was obtained. In comparison with the numerical results, the

agreement on the temperature rise was within 10*. This demonstrated that

treating the shroud head as having a single uniform temperature was adequate

for the present study, and the details of the tamparatura gradient across the

shroud head were not needed for estimating the temperature rise of these upper

structures 1n the vessel.

4.3 TQUV: Low Vessel Pressure

This section describes the results on the low pressure scenario.

For this situation, the following sequence of events was used. Up to S

minutes after scram, the events are Identical to those of the high pressure

case. At 5 minutes, the operator decides to depressurize the vessel. For

this study, the final pressure Is assumed to be 350 psia. After the vessel

has been depressurfzed, the pressure Is maintained at 350 psia, and the core

Is dried out In the same manner as In the high pressure case.

4.3.1 Depressurfzing the Vessel

In order to depressurize the vessel. I t was decided that four
of the relief valves would be opened by the operator at 5 minutes Into the
accident. This provides one relief valve open In each of the four main
steaslines leaving the vessel. The capacity of these four valves Is
sufficient to finish the depressuHzation of the vessel while there 1s s t i l l
enough water In the vessel to keep the core covered after they tn shut. As a
f i rs t approximation the steam vented from the system 1s estimated by perform-
ing a series of Isentropic expansions. Since the losses associated with these
expansions are low, the Isentropic assumption should work reasonably well.
After each expansion, the properties of the steam lef t In the core Is averaged
based on the relative masses, and a new thermodynamic starting point Is
established tor the next expansion. These expansions were done 1n steps of
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100 psta beginning at 1100 psia. The last stap to 330 psia was only 50 psi.

TN thts way, M M of tilt Irreversibility associattd with tht steaM absorbing

heat frm the Internal structurts was Included. I t should bt emphasized that

this was only the Ini t ia l estimate for TQUV, and t t m was not available for

refining the vessel detresfurization calculation.

The water Inventory In the reactor vessel at 5 Minutes after

sera* was estimted at 380.907 1b. Including the water In the lower

downcomers. All of this water will be Involved *n flashing as tiie vessel

depressurizes, since the saturation tCMperature will drop to only 431 F at 350

psia. The energy available for flashing water 1s evaluated by taking the

difference In saturation enthalpy for the water as the pressure Is reduced.

The Mass of water flashed 1s then added to the Inital steam Inventory. The

final stetM Inventory at the lower pressure of each step Is determined, and

the difference Is the amount vented by the relief valves. At the same tfMe

the reactor decay heat Is s t i l l boiling water, adding More steaM to the system

which was vented by the relief valves. The relief -reive capacity 1s evaluated

at the Midpoint pressure of each 1 sentropic expansion.

The results for depressuri zing the vessel are shown on Figure

4.8. Using Information provided In the RETRAN output, and the results of

Hurdock and BauMan(4.7), the relief valve capacity as a function of pressure

was determined. Approximating the capacity as a linear function of pressure

was found to be accurate to within IX of the available data, so a linear

dependence was used. As shown on the graphs, the pressure drops Most rapidly

at f i rs t , Mostly because the relief valve capacity Is highest for those

pressures. I t was found that 3 win 45 sec was required for depressurizing the

vessel.

At this time the operator shuts the relief valves, causing the
flashing to stop. SteaM generation Is only caused by decay heat In the core
frem this point on. While the vessel was depressuri zing, the large amount of
water being vaporized Most likely expanded the water pool to some extent,
although I t was assumed that none of the water was carried out of the vessel
by the escaping steam. Once the valves *n closed, the pool wil l collapse to
the veld profile that can be sustained by the belling In the core. The void
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profile was calculated using the M M model described In Section 4.2.2. At

the end of the depressurization, I t was found that tht core was st i l l

covered.but tint the top would be uncovered about 200 seconds after the

pressure reached 350 psia.

4.3.2 Transient Water Lewi In the Core

I t was determined that the top of the core would be uncovered

at approximately 725 seconds after scram. The void fraction profile In the

core at this time Is shown In Figure 4.S. These results were obtained for an

averafe radial power, although the axial power distribution was Included. As

shown on the graph, the maximum of 50* Is reached very rapidly. This Is

caused by the much larger change In volume at 350 psia as compared to 1100

psia. I t Is not known at this time whether or not the maximum of SOX is

reasonable In this case. There was not time enough to Investigate the effect

of this maximum on the overall results, but for comparison with TQUX, I t was

kept at 50*. The resulting core average void fraction Is almost 441, and this

was used to determine that the core would start to be uncovered at 725

seconds.

The drop In water level and the steam generation rate In the

core Is shown In Figure 4.10. The results are quite similar to those obtained

for TQUX. These results were used for the Ini t ia l calculations of the core

heatup at low pressure using the computer code described In Chapter 5. The

curves m very smooth In this case, since the water level In the return side

1s In the Jet pump for the entire sequence. The striking similarity between

TQUX and TQUV results Is fortuitous. The core Is emptying at an earlier tfme

In TQUV, which corresponds to higher decay heit levels. The heat of vapori-

zation Is also higher, partially compensating for the Increased power. The

void fraction In the core Is much higher as well, and less water needs to be

vaporized for a given change In water level. The overall result looks very

similar. I f the depressurization had been started at 10 minutes Instead of 5

rinutes, the results would probably be quite different, but there was no time

to Investigate this further.
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4.3.3 Heat Transfer Coefficients

Since the physical properties ire different at 350 psia as

compared to 1100 psia, new heat transfer coefficients were determined. The

equations used In Section 4.2.6.1 were a7so used here. Due to the Increased

volute change when the water Is converted to steam, the velocity In the core

Is significantly higher for TQUV as compared to TQUX. This assures that the

flow will be turbulent. The results of these calculations showed that the

corrective heat transfer coefficients are approximately one-half as large as

those used for TQUX. Since only an Init ial analysis was to be done, this was

considered sufficient for the computer code calculations, as discussed In

Chapter 5.
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5.0 Chemical Reactions and Thermal Models

5.1 Chemical Reactions

Many chemical reactions between a variety of Interacting materials

may occur during a hypothetical severe accident In an operating reactor. This

was recognized early In the reactor program and concerns that certain ener-

getic reactions might occur Ted to a rather vigorous serUt of experiments and

analyses by several Investigators during the 1950's and 1960's. Both labora-

tory tests and 1n-reactor experiments were conducted, leading to a consider-

able base of understanding and associated data for those reactions having

potentially significant consequences. An excellent summary of the state of

knowledge gained up to early 1969 can be found In Chapter 17 and Its Addendum

of Technology of Nuclear Reactor Safely, Vol. 2 [5-1] .

More recent studies were prompted by concern for understanding core

response to postulated large-break loss of coolant accidents.. Since emergency

core cooling systems were assumed to perform as designed, the emphasis was

placed on the potential for steam oxidation of cladding In the 1100 to 1580'C

range with the large quantities of hydrogen that might be generated, Finally,

the need for knowledge was broadened and accelerated by the THI-2 accident In

1979 leading to large programs established by both government (NRC) and

Industry (IDCOR) to determine the consequences of postulated accidents that

could lead to core degradation Including meltdown. A plethora of releated

reports and papers (e.g. Ref. 5-2) have been published In recent years

covering calculated accident sequences for a variety of Initiators that lead

to s*M»n core damage, relocation of core materials and penetration of the

reactor vessel leading to mechanical and thermal loads on the containment

building, In some cases considered sufficient to cause Its failure. In these

studies, significant chemical effects I .e. those that significantly add to

degradation of materials or potentially add to containment loads are generally

treated at each stage of the accident progression under study.

I t was the original Intent of this study to Include such an assess-

ment of relevant chemical effects for each major phase of the In-vessel

scenario. Table 5.1 Is a comprehensive l is t of al l 1n-vessel material which
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Tablt 5.1 In-Yeswl Materials

SAS33 GR B CC 1339
304 SS

Incomi 600 SIB66

Incoml 600 SBI68

SA508 CA CC1332

SA106 Grade B

SA802 GR B

Z1rcaloy-2

ZfrcaToy-4

Inconel-X

Uran1u»-ox1de

Gadoiinia

Fission Products

Hater

Boron Carbide

HeliuM
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Evitnt

Table 5.2 Core Heat-up Event Sequence

T. 'C T, -ct

(Spencer) (Other)

Threshold for steam-zircaloy reaction

Cladding becomes plastic and either

balloons (external underpressure) or

collapses (external overpressure)

800

850

Threshold for stainless steel (SS)

steam reaction

1100

Threshold for solId-solid U02-Zry

reaction*
1400 <1000 (KfK 4-20)

Stainless steel-steam reaction

becomes very rapid

1400

Steam-zircaloy reaction
becomes very rapid

1400 1580 (Baker 4-4)

304-SS welts 1400

Zircaloy (Beta and o-Zr(O)) melts 1850-1975

*The values 1n this column override.

*Spencer [5-23] claims limited solubility potential as the reason for the high
threshold temperature. Hofn^nn [5-19] docs not mention this effect, but does
point out the need for sufficient external overpressure to collapse the
cladding onto the fuel for good solid-solid contact below 1500*C.
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shouid therefore be considered as candidates for chemical reactions. However,

constraints of funding have United this treatnent only to the point ef

Ini t ial core disruption and hence the In-core heatup phase following the

beginning of uncovery Is addressed. Table 5.2 shows the possible chemical

reactions and phase changes and Important temperatures relevant to those /

phenomena. Boron Carbide and 6adol1na reactions have not been considered.

During this phase I t Is considered that only two chemical reactions occur that

substantially affect the scenario, v iz . , the reaction between zircaloy and

steam and between zircaloy and UO2.

5.1.1 Zircaioy-Steam Reaction

5.1.1.1 General Considerations

The core of a typical BUR contains a large amount of

zircaloy metal used for structural purposes as fuel rod cladding and sub-

assembly wrapper cans. The cladding alone amounts to more than 76,000

pounds. I f a l l this cladding were to be oxidized by steam, more than 3,300

pounds of H2 would be liberated and the highly exothermic reaction would

generate more than 2 x 10s MW-sec of heat. The destructive potential of such

large amounts of hydrogen and heat could considerably exacerbate an already

severe accident condition. For certain accident scenarios, conditions could

be further worsened by oxidation of the zircaloy subassembly wrapper.

However, physical constraints exist to limit the extent of the reaction that

actually occurs. Phenomena such as steam starvation and hydrogen blanketing

have to be considered.

5.1.1.2 Thermodynamics and Rate Laws

Zirconium, as well as several other elements used in

nuclear components, are relatively high 1n the electromotive series and hence

react with oxidizing agents such as water. The complete reaction with steam

Is :

Zr + 2H20 • ZrO2 + 2H2
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Tfcere 1s a large negative Gibbs free energy associated with this reaction

Indicating a strong tendency to go to completion. The reaction Is exothenric

releasing 6300 to 6530 J/g of Ir oxidized.

As stated earlier, because of concerns that such '

reaction could become violent, especially at the elevated temperatures

associated with severe nuclear accidents, Many studies have been conducted to

determine the reaction kinetics. Two documents have been published recently

that provide excellent summaries of work conducted to date with some

recommendations regarding preferred correlations and needs for added Informa-

tion; references 5-3 and 5-4. Early Isothermal experiments led to the

derivation of a parabolic rate equation as representation of the data. This

equation can be expressed as:

W2 « A«t«exp(-B/RT)

where ; with a consistent set of units:

w * mass of IT oxidized per unit area of surface - (mg-Zr/cm2)

A * experimentally determined pre-exponential factor - (mg-Zr/cm2)2/S

t « reaction time - S

B - activation energy - J/mole

R * universal gas constant - J/K-mcle

This parabolic law 1s plausible for the bulk of the

experiments performed which were designed to ensure an adequate supply of

steam at the surface of the oxide during the tests. I t Is then postulated

that oxidation rate Is limited by solid-state diffusion which ts the parabolic

law asserts Is Inversely proportional to the thickness of the oxide layer.

Reference 5-4 summarizes a number of studies which,

along with the early ANL analyses [5-6] provide the results of Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3.

Investigator

Baker-Just (5-6)
Suzuki (5-7)
Leistikow (5-7)
Brown (5-7)
Cathcart (5-8)
Lemmon (5-9)

Westerman (5-10)

Klepfer (5-11)
Bellinger (5-12)
Urbairfc (5-13)

Parabolic Rate Law Constants for
Rate Constant

(mg Zr/cm2)2/s

18S2*C 158O*C

6S5 (143)
— 60.2
— 58.5
— 58.3
— 57.2
- 45.9
— 42.2
— 40.0
— 35.9
— 33.9

at
1000*C

_

0.39
0.31
0.38
0.41
0.68
0.58
0.64
0.58
0.54

Zircaloy
Pre-exp.
Factor
x 10"*

33.3
3.80
5.86
3.64
2.94
0.47
0.52
0.36
0.31
0.30

Activation
Energy

U/mele ,

190.4
170.3
177.4
170.1
167.1
142.2
145.2
140.2
139.6
139.8

The value of the rate constant at 1580*C dted for
the Baker-Just investigation Is not reflective of a Measured value but Is
calculated using their correlation. Note that i t predicts a much larger value
than the others. Rectnt studies have shown that a sharp transition 1n the
oxidation rate occurs at lSSO'C [5-13]. This temperature is the stability
limit for the tetragonal oxide phase; beyond this temperature the cubic oxide
phase becomes stable. Because, as stated earlier, the oxidation rate Is
believed to be controlled by solId-state diffusion of oxygen through the oxide
layer, the change In crystalline structure Is assumed to cause the sharp
Increase 1n rate observed at 1580*C. These recent results have led Baker to
conclude that the Baker-Just correlation over predicts the oxidation rate
below 1580*C and Is somewhat conservative above that temperature. He also
points out that the Cathcart correlation is more conservative than others and
was obtained with great care and precision. Baker, therefore, recommends the
use of the Cathcart correlation In the temperature range up to 1580*C and the
Baker-Just correlation for higher tempertures.

Evidence of other rate limiting mechanisms have been
the subject of several Investigations. Limitation of the gaseous diffusion of
steam through the evolving hydrogen was postulated early [5-6] especially for
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high temperatures where the solid-state reaction rate becomes large. However.

In the relatively high temperatures tests of Baker-Just, the generated

hydrofe* rapidly becaae the predominant gas constituent causing a hydrogen-

rich atmosphere but without apparent deviation from the parabolic rate law.

Also, other tests have shown no dependence on total pressure at temperatures

above 1000'C [5-14]. Thus, for a period of time I t was concluded that the

reaction does not depend on the steam-hydrogen ratio except at very high

temperatures where gaseous diffusion could be Important.

Quite recently, tests performed at AM. Indicate rate
reductions caused by excess hydrogen Introduced Into the experimental system

[5-15, 5-16, 5-17]. Low temperature tests showed a small but definite effect

which was verified as due to Inhibition by hydrogen by conducting companion

tests with excess helium. However, some of the high temperature tests which

showed very large rate reductions were not similarly verified and as Baker

points out [5-5] the effect could be due to a gaseous diffusion limitation.

Thus, the magnitude of rate Inhibition by excess hydrogen blanketing Is

controversial and requires added experiments, especially at high temperatures,

to resolve the Issue.

Finally, Figure 5-1 graphically depicts the corre-

lations recommended by Baker over the temperature range of Interest. The

large discontinuity In rate at 1580*C Is clearly shown; these temperature

dependent constants are used In the fuel pin thermal model and code described

below.

5.1.2 Z1rcaloy-U02 Reaction

The definitive work to date 1n the study of the U02-Zry

reaction has been done at the Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK). Several

papers (Refs. 5-18,19,20) hav* resulted from this work, and i t Is from these

that the Information In this section has been taken, unless otherwise noted.
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Zircaloy and UOg ••** knotm to be thtnaodynanically unstable
with respect to each other, even at low temperatures. The reaction rate
Increases with temperature, however, so that, while the rate Is low enough at
normal reactor operating temperatures to mike the reaction negligible. It 1s
rapid enough at high temperatures to be of significance In accident analyses.
Zircaloy can react wfth solid U02 as either a solid or a liquid; however. It
Is the solid-solid reaction which Is of Interest under degraded core accident
conditions.

At low temperatures, and In the absence of any oxygen,
zircaloy Is In what Is called the a-phase, or o-zry. At about 800*C, the
zircaloy begins to change phase and enters a condition In which both «-Zry and
a second phase, P-Zry, coexist. Above about 950"C, the phase change Is
complete, and only 5-Zry 1s present. However, If oxygen Is added to either
<*-Zry or 6-Zry, the result Is a stabilized form of the a-phase, denoted *•
Zr(0), which can exist at higher temperatures; and the higher the oxygen
content, the higher the temperature at which a-Zr(O) 1s stable.

The UÔ -Zry reaction creates «-Zr(0) when the zircaloy
reduces the LJ2 *nd liberates the necessary oxygen. Metallic uranium Is also
produced and reacts with zirconium to fora a (U,Zr) alloy. These materials
separate out Into three layers as follows: an «-Zr(0) layer In which some of
the (U.Zr) alloy 1s present (this layer 1s next to the unreacted U02), a layer
of (U.Zr) alloy, and finally, a layer of a-Zr(O) which contains no (U.Zr) and
which borders the unreacted zircaloy region. The (U,Zr) layer forms when the
elemental U formed by reduction of UO2 by zircaloy flows as a liquid along the
a-Zr(O) grain boundaries and Interacts with the zirconium to create a {U,lr)
alloy which 1s liquid above about 1150*C It Is not Immediately obvious that
this process would form a structure of two arZr(O) layers sandwiching a (U.Zr)
layer; rather, a two-layer configuration of an oeZr(O) layer followed by a
(U,Zr) layer might seem more plausible. However, the Interfadal energies of
these two structures are such that the three-layer sequence Is energetically
more stable than Is the two-layer one, and so the three-layer sequence Is the
one which 1s experimentally observed.
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An Important additional result of the U02-Zry reaction Is
extensive formation of uranium on the UÔ  grain boundaries. The formation of
uranium completely destroys the UO2 grain bond, so that, once the cladding
melts, the molten material can penetrate not only the cracks 1n the fuel
pellets but also the grain boundaries on which the bond has been destroyed,
making dUptrsal of the fuel 1n the molten cladding easier. This effect Is of
greatest Importance near the U02 surface.

A prerequisite for the U02-Zry reaction to take place Is that
there be good contact between the two solids. If there is not, the only path
by which oxygen can pass beween the U02 and the zircaloy is through the gas
between the two sol Ids, and this takes place at such a slow rate as to be
negligible in the time frame of the degraded core accident.

The U02-Zry reaction Is Important for two reasons: 1) the
uptake of oxygen by the zirconium embrittles the cladding and 2) the melting
point of o-zr(0) Is significantly higher than that of 9-Zr (1850#C for B-Zry,
versus up to 1975*C for a-Zr(O)), and so the creation of substantial amounts
of o-Zr(O) In the cladding Increases the cladding melting point and Impacts
the disruption scenario. Unlike the steam-Zry reaction, however, the U02-Zry
reaction does not release any significant amount of heat.

Just as in the case of the steam-zircaloy reaction, the rate
at which the zircaloy reduces the fuel 1s determined by the diffusion of
oxygen in the zircaloy. Therefore, the U02-Zry reaction also follows a
parabolic rate law, and, above about 1100'C, the two reactions proceed at
about the same pace. The U02-Zry reaction does not, however, experience any
sudden increase in reaction rate such as that characteristic of the steam-Zry
reaction around 1580*C. This is because the sharp Increase in the steam-Zry
reaction rate is dr.1* entirely to an increase In the rate of formation of Z/ty;
the rate i t which the o-Zr(O) layer associated with the steam-Zry reaction
forms has no such discontinuities [Ref. 5-21]. Since, there Is nc ZrÔ
formation isi the U02-Zry reaction, the reaction rate does not take any sudden
jumps.
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Figure 5-2. U02/Zry-4 Reaction Zone Growth as a Function of Reciprocal

Temperature (Ref. KfK).
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The parabolic rate laws governing the growth of each of the
reaction zones are presented graphically and In equation fon* in Fig. 5-2,
which Is taken from ref. 5-18. These formulae can be easily manipulated to
give the rate of growth of any of the three ltyers.

5.2 Therm? Models

Early In this study i t was concluded that a simple, stand-alone,

thermal model and computer code would need to be developed in order to carry

out the assigned work. Init ial attention was given to heatup of the core

during uncovery as caused by fission product decay heat and the zircaioy-steam

exothermic reaction. The hoped for result was a computer code that adequately

treats the physics of the problem 1n a highly understandable manner and was

also efficient In terms of f lexibil i ty and computer time so that parametric

studies could be made with reasonable expenditure of these resources.

5.2.1 Model and Code

The program language chosen was the IBM product, Continuous
System Modeling Program (CSMP) [5-22] because of considerations of programming
ease, availability of unique library routines and a variety of Integration
algorithms of varying degree of sophistication.

5.2.1.1 Core Fuel P1n Model

Init ial modeling was of the core region for which a

single pin and associated coolant channel was represented. The fuel pin and
channel may be subdivided into a user selected number of axial segments. At
the axial mid-plane of each axial segment, a single node represents the
average temperature of the fuel, cladding and coolant. Change of phase Is not
simulated. Table 1.2 and the results using this code presented In $5.3 show
that Zircalloy clad melting takes insignificant time (~ S minutes). The
hydrogen generation will be overestimated slightly. Furthermore, Section 6.0
shows that the slumping rates are negligibly affected. Heat transport along
the coolant channel 1s represented by a linearly extrapolated coolant con-
vection term. Also, at each fuel and cladding node a heat source Is provided.
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representing nuclear decay and chemical heat generation respectively. In the
latter case both the Cathcart and the Baker-Just zircaloy oxidation correla-
tions are Included In the program. Cathcart 1s used for cladding temperatures
less than 1580*C and a switch provides changeover to Baker-Just at higher
temperatures. For the nuclear decay heat an axial power shape was Incorpo-
rated In the code (sec Chapter 3, above). Values for the specific heat of
fuel, cladding and steam and liquid water *n temperature dependent as are the
conductivities of fuel and cladding and the steam density. A constant value
of the fuel to cladding gap conductance was Input. The film heat transfer
coefficient was Input with a value calculated as described 1n Chapter 4.
Also, Input ts forcing functions and described In Chapter 4 are the time
dependent values of water level 1n the core and attendant steam generation
rates. Since the radial power shape of the core is not flat, three such pairs
of forcing functions are required to perform Independent calculations of the
effects of radial Incoherences. This was done for the TQUX scenario but only
the average power case was calculated for TOUY.

For each case, the code calculates the total amount
of zircaloy oxidized and mass of hydrogen generated. The mass rate of steam
used to oxidize zircaloy 1s calculated for each axial segment; 1f this rate
exceeds the Inlet steam mass flow rate (I .e . the exit flow goes to zero),
computation of the oxidation rate Is switched from the aforementioned rate
correlation and set equal to the Inlet steam mass flow rate. When the Inlet
flow goes to zero, the oxidation process Is terminated for that node. This Is
a model simplification for the phenomenon of steam starvation as a detailed
nodal steam mass balance Is not performed. The other extreme of triggering
the shutoff on outlet flow was also programmed. This accounting of the steam
Is for control of the oxidation process only; for purpose of heat transfer the
depleted steam should be replaced with an equal number of moles of hydrogen.
However, hydrogen tracking has not yet been Incorporated, so for the purposes
of heat transfer, continued cooling by flowing steam at the Input generation
rate Is assumed. This also means that the code does not provide for any
treatment of oxidation rate limiting by hydrogen as discussed above. This had
been planned as a feature to be added with project continuation. In Its
present form, therefore, It Is assumed that the code overpredicts the
oxidation rate and extent although the magnitude of overprediction Is
controversial.
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For the accidents studied herein, low water
Inventories limit the total In-core zircaloy cladding oxidation that can
occur. Our scoping calculations (see Section 9.0) Indicate that only ~ 12X of
the cladding reacts because the water Inventory and attendant steam supply
becomes exhausted. Because of this depletion, we also Infer that for this
accident there would be l i t t l e added heat or hydrogen generated by 1n~cort
oxidation of the zircaloy subassembly wrapper cans. The can walls would
become hot enough to participate chemically by heat transferred to them
directly from the steam and by radiation from the fuel pins. However, by the
time this occurs over any significant area of the can wall, the steam reaction
with the cladding Is vigorous enough to deplete the steam and hence, any
oxidation of can wall metal would be essentially compensated by a reduction 1n
the amount of cladding oxidized.

5.2.1.2 Upper Structures Models

Initial calculations with the above core model showed
that very hot steam was generated. To escape the vessel, this steam must flow
through relief valves located In the main steam lines. This escape path
causes the steam to flow past upper Internal structures v1z.t the upper shroud
head, standpipes, separators, dryers and finally the steam line nozzle at
vessel exit. Heating of these structures by the hot steam raised the
possibility of loss-of-strength sufficient to cause their failure, Including
early breaching of the reactor vessel. Therefore, the thermal model was
expanded to compute the temperatures of these structures as required by the
stress analyses presented in Chapter 7.

The total model Is depicted schematically In Figure
5-3 which shows its major elements. The equations employed are standard for
such a lumped parameter approach and i t was not felt warranted to present them
here, especially considering the state of the project. The equations are
contained in the computer program and source code listings provided in
Appendix C for TQUX and Appendix D for TQUY conditions.
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Figure 5-3. Major Element Schematic of Thermal Model
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5.2.1.3 Model Qualification and Verification

Certain aspects of the total Model described above

were checked by both companion Independent computer and analytical calcu-

lations and by sensitivity calculations with the code. The radial division of

the fuel pin was suspected to be too coarse; however, a snail. Independent

computer program that provided a detailed treatment of radial heat transfer In

the pin showed very f lat temperature profiles during similar transients and

therefore conffroed the adequacy of radial nodaiization used. The pin model

was further confirmed by analytical solution for limiting conditions.

Similarly, analytical calculations of the temperature reponse of upper

structures to the passage of hot steam over their surfaces confirmed the

modeling of those regions (see Chapter 4) .

With regard to the axial nodalIzation of the fuel

pin, sensitivity calculations were made varying the number of nodes from five

to twenty. The results of these studies are shown 1n Fig. 5-4 which shows

close-agreement In the amount of hydrogen generated for all cases. These

results are for steam starvation triggered on node Inlet flow. Corresponding

results were obtained for triggering on node outlet flow. As to be expected

those results approached the asymptotic limit from the lower bound and

Indicated that 10 axial nodes provided reasonable values. With this nodal1-

zaffon the oxidation front propagation Is slow enough that the nodal steam

Inventory Is of lesser Importance. The mass of hydrogen calculated Is a

sensitive barometer of Integrated code performance.

8ecause the ten node case shows some conservatism
above that for twenty and ran much more efficiently. I t was decided to use ten

axial nodes for all subsequent calculations.

To summarize, the code provides standalone multi-
axial node thermal calculations for the fuel pin, the upper structure and the
steam line nozzle with convection heat transfer from the flowing steam coolant
exiting the nozzles. Axial conduction Is neglected and the radial conduction
1s treated by a lumped parameter approach. The transients are long compared
to the conduction time constants so the lumped approach Is reasonable. The
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anaiytical code calculations In Chapters 4 and 6 and Appendix E verify this.
Those analytical/code calculations also show that the axial conduction In the
pin cladding is only Important when the core water level drops to ~ 0.5 ft .
Hydraulic conditions are forced upon the code from the results obtained In
Chapter 4 with water level and steam flow rate histories and convective heat
transfer coefficients being input. Simplifications are made for the steam
mass balance and the sensitivity calculations show reasonable agreement. The
calculations also show that 10 axial nodes should suffice. Variations In
axial power distribution can be considered.

It 1s concluded that this model should provide
reasonable estimates of the in-core heatup phases of the TQUX and TQUV BWR
scenarios. The code runs at a reasonably efficient rate with a typical
CPU/transient-time ratio of - 0.15. This is for a variable time step routine
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm coupled with Simpson's method for a
estimator. Parametric variations are readily accomplished. A chief
deficiency In the code currently In the lack of treatment of the effects of
hydrogen generation and Its Inhibiting effects on the steam-zircaloy reaction.

5.3 TQUX/TQUV Results

The computer code described above was used to calculate several core
and upper structure heatup cases for the TQUX scenario and one calculation for
TQUV. Comparative results from these calculations are summarized 1n this
subsection. Table 5-4 shows the matrix of parametrics performed for this
study to obtain the effects on the amount of hydrogen generated, the quantity
of zircaloy left unreacted, the mass flux rate of disrupted core material
slumping Into the Incore coolant pool, and the temperatures of the shroud head
and steam line nozzle. The high pressure cases are the TQUX cases (~ 1130
psi) while the low pressure case 1s the TQUV case (~ 350 ps1) discussed In
Section 4. Axial power shapes *n either flat or the nominal shape detailed
in Section 3 with partial control rod Insertion. The differentiation between
average, low and high power subassembTies, utilizied to Introduce radial
Incoherences Into the study, Is also detailed in Sections 3.3 and 4.2.5.2.
Sections 4.2.6.1 and 4.3.3 discuss the variation in heat transfer coef-
ficients. Table 5.5 summarizes that variation.
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Figure 5-4. Parametrics Matrix

Pressure

High (TQUX)

Low (TQUY)

Axial
Power
Shape

Nominal

Flat

Nominal

Subassembly
Total
Power

Average

High

Low

Average

Average

Heat
Transfer

Coefficients

High

Low
Average

High coref

Low core
Average core

High core

Low core
Average core

Average

Average

Case #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*M1x1ng In the core outlet plenum Implies that parametries not Involving the
average sufcassembly should only vary core heat transfer coefficients.
Varying heat transfer coefficients In the upper Internal is only consistent
for the average core behavior.
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Table 5-4. Heat Transfer Coefficient Range TQUX

Location/tBtu/hrft^F) Maximum Nominal Minimum

Core

Standpipes and steam

separators

Nozzle and steam

outlet pipe

12

13.5

130

10

10

100

2

3.7

35.2
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This section presents results obtained from the average subassembly
power Tevtl TQUX "base case" (#3) to Illustrate the general core behavior and
other phenomena. The nominal axial power shape detailed In Chapter 3 1s used
as well as the nominal heat transfer coefficients discussed 1n Chapter 4. The
following six figures depicit typical results.

Figure 5-5 shows the fuel (TF) and cladding (TO temperatures at the
axial midpiane of the uppermost node 1n the core and the steam temperature at
core exit (TSOUT). The time origin for all code results 1s the onset of core
uncovery. The shape of these temperature curves are typical for the condition
of Initial heatup due only to decay heat, a large Increase In slope as the
steam-zircaloy reaction becomes vigorous and then an abrupt reduction when the
region becomes depleted of steam. The two sources of heat at that location,
decay heat (QF) and chemical (QC) are shown 1n Fig. 5-6. This figure clearly
shows the rapid Increase 1n oxidation as the cladding becomes hot with the
heat of reaction becoming the dominant source temporarily. The abrupt cutoff
is due to steam depletion.

Figure 5-7 and 5-8 show the core-averaged mass of cladding (WGLBS)
oxidized for this transient and the amount of hydrogen (WH2LBS) generated
thereby. As mentioned earlier the total In-core reaction involves ~ 12Z of
the cladding mass In the active fuel region. The reaction stops when the
water level In the core drops to the bottom of active fuel and steam
generation ceases.

The final two figures for this case, 5-9 and 5-10, show the temper-
ature response of the upper shroud head (TUH) and steam line exit nozzle
(TUP3) respectively. As mentioned earlier, these structures are heated by the
passage of hot steam flowing over their surfaces as 1t escapes the vessel
through safety relief valves. As the decay heat decreases the rate of temper-
ature Increase diminishes as 1t compensates for the drop 1n steam flow rate.
At ~ 1600 seconds the oxidiation becomes significant and the rate of temper-
ature change Increases. This change then propagates through the downstream
heat sinks with an appropriate delay. The final flat top of these curves Is
due to the eventual depletion of the core water Inventory.
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It should be noted that values of the two-phase nrfxture level and
steam generation rate vs. time are presented fn Ch, 4 above for the perfod of
2000 s after beginning of core uncovery. To calculate the core heatup beyond
this time the associated curves were extrapolated by hand in lieu of
additional calculations. This was considered appropriate because the low
water levels would tend to make two dimensional heat transfer effects signifi-
cant and the complication of adding axial heat conduction in the fuel pins was
deemed unwarranted. Reference should be made to Appendix B where i t can be
seen that for boll off two dimensional pin heat transfer effects can be
neglected upto levels of 0.5 ft.

Thus, the curves for water level and steam generation were curve f i t
by hand out to 3000 s; beyond ~ 1400 s the level curves are coincident for all
cases in this study. The slope of the water level curve at 3000 s was used to
finally extrapolate the level to zero which was achieved at 3350 s. For each
case, a constant value of the steam generation rate equal to the extrapolated
value at 3000 s was used up to 3350 s at which time It was set equal to zero.
Beyond this time calculated values of Inlet or exit steam temperatures for any
region are not meaningful. The calculation becomes one of adiabatic heatup
whereas there would be radiative and convective heat losses from the top and
bottom of the core.

The high power case with the average heat transfer coefficient (Case
#6) 1s Illustrated 1n F1gs. 5-11 to 5-14. With the exception of the upper
shroud head and steam line nozzle temperatures, for which there are no plots,
these graphs are the equivalents of Figs. 5-5 to 5-10. It can be seen that
the - 15X Increase in power does not lead to drastic differences In the
results either 1n temperatures on 1n hydrogen generation rates. The time
scales are similar. The nodal temperature rates Increase from ~ l*F/sec to
10*F/sec once the transition 1n the oxidation correlation Is reached and steam
starvation occurs soon thereafter. The upturn In the hydrogen production
appears to occur earlier.

The low power parametric with the average heat transfer coefficient
(Case #9) while exhibiting the same general characteristics does introduce a
delay in the time scales. Figures 5-15 to 5-18 are the corresponding graphs
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for the low power subassembly. It can be Inferred from these figures that the
water level has dropped to the lower fuel tie plate even before the pin
temperature has reached 2400*F. As trill be discussed 1n Chapter 6 this result
has Implications for the problem of fuel coolant Interactions. However, as
noted earlier the modelling has deficiencies as the boll dry condition is
reached. It Is recommended that pin two dimensional heat transfer and top and
bottom losses be reexamined 1n future studies.

The parametrfes 1n the heat transfer coefficient for TQUX show one
complication In the pin thermal response. While the heatup Is basically
adiabatic, the outlet positions are essentially being heated by the steam from
the central hotter sections of the pin as the axial power shape plays a
role. It Is difficult to draw conclusions on temperatures when the core heat
transfer coefficients are varied as this Inversion exists. Chapter 6 which
discusses the pin disruption picture will show this In greater detail. The
effect upon hydrogen generation rate does not appear to be significant.

The corresponding figures for the corresponding TQUY (11) case are
F1gs. 5.19-5.24. While the water level history and steam generation rate, as
discussed In Chapter 4, are quite similar to the TQUX sequence there are
differences due to earlier core uncovery and the low pressure effect on heat
transfer coefficients. Core outlet steam temperature, the shroud head
temperature and the steam line nozzle temperature are lower. The hydrogen
generation rate appears to be somewhat higher and the fuel runs somewhat
hotter. However, In general the two sequences have the same characteristics
and about the same time scale.

Table 5.5 shows the total hydrogen generated for each of the para-
metrics listed In Table 5-4. A few cautionary notes are In order here. While
the calculations model the steam starvation effect, the effect of hydrogen
blanketing, whatever It may be, Is not simulated. Furthermore, the values
listed In column (2) are at the time the water Inventory 1s depleted in the
active core region. This Is in general beyond the time of fuel pin disruption
which would render the code Invalid as the modeling assumes Intact pin
geometry. It however will not affect the conclusions drawn later regarding the
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cladding oxidation. Column (1) is at the tfme of fuel pin disruption and
shows that most of the hydrogen generated is produced prior to pin disruption.
Fuel pin disruption will be addressed in Chapter 6. The results shown In
Table 5-5 should be regarded as bounding Units. It can be concluded fron the
table that about the only parameter considered which has a significant effect
on hydrogen generation is power level and that on the average during the
Incore phase ~ 10X of the zircaloy clad 1s oxidized. The hydrogen production
Is dominated by the phenomenon of steam starvation as all the steam boiled
off, once accelerated oxidation commences, is consumed in the oxidation
reaction.



Transient

TQUX
TQOX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUX
TQUV

- Axial
Shape

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Hat
Nominal

Table 5-5. Hydrogen Generated

Heat
Subassembly Transfer

Power

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
Ave.
Ave.

Coefficients

Ave.
Low
High
Ave.
Low
High
Ave.
Low
High
Ave.
Ave.

and Zircaloy Oxidized

(1)

300
320
300
180
189
179
300
310
290
280t
275

Hydrogen
Generated
LBS (2)

388
386
390
180
189
179
422
444
424
370
350

by Steam*

(1)

6400
7100
7200
4095
4300
4072
6400
7500
6500
6700
6200

Zircaloy
Oxidized
LBS (2)

8827
8782
8872
4095
4300
4072
9600
10100
9646
8300
7692

*Note: Amounts calculated are for 47,368 active fuel pins which Is the entire core (total clad + can wall
zircaloy Inventory ~ 60 x 103 kgm).

Underestimated as node outlet steam flow trigger was used for steam starvation.
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6.0 FUEL/CLADDING MECHANICAL DISRUPTION AND MOTION

6.1 Postulated Scenario

In the early stages of the transient, the cladding serves to contain

the fuel 1n a pin configuration. Because of the long period of time for which

the fuel was Irradiated prior to the start of the transient, the fuel 1s no

longer 1n the form of smooth pellets; rather, the fuel has swollen, cracked,

and fragmented due to the formation of fission products, so that, without the

cladding to contain I t , the fuel would simply collapse Into a pile of rubble.

Therefore, once the cladding weakens sufficiently at a given axial location,

the pin geometry wil l be disrupted at that location, and the fuel and cladding

wil l fa l l away under the Influence of gravity. The crit ical Issue, then, Is

to establish a criterion for deciding when the cladding has become too weak to

maintain the pin geometry. In this study, such » criterion was derived from

Information gathered In a literature survey of experiments designed to

simulate degraded core conditions.

The experiments surveyed Included both In-pile tests which attempted

to simulate the Integrated progression of events 1n a degraded core transient

and out-of-p11e tests which focused on specific aspects of the degraded core

conditions. The Ideal source of Information would have been an In-pile

experiment which simulated degraded core conditions and used Irradiated fuel

rods. However, the only experiment which approaches this Ideal 1s the Severe

Fuel Damage Test 1-3 (ref. 6-1), which was run 1n July, 1984, and data are not

yet available from this test. Therefore, results from 1n-p1le tests with

fresh fuel were evaluated In conjunction with data from out-of-piie tests

which Investigated the mechanical behavior of un1rradiated fuel and cladding

under thermal-hydraulic conditions similar to those expected during a degraded

core transient. Also, In order to forsmilate at least a qualitative Idea of

how a degraded core test might progress differently I f performed with

Irradiated pins rather than fresh ones, an examination was made of results

from a test which did not simulate a degraded core but which did use both

Irradiated and fresh fuel pins. All of these experiments wil l be discussed In

detail below.
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Tht experimental results indicate the following sequence of events

once core uncovcry has begun:

1) The zircaloy cladding begins to react with both the U02 and the

steam, taking up oxygen from both. The U02-z1rcaloy reaction 1s a

reaction between two sol Ids and hence depends on good contact,

between the solids; the contact should be quite good in the present

situation due both to the swelling of the fuel from prior irradi-

ation and the fact that the Internal pin pressure is lower than the

external steam pressure, causing the cladding to collapse onto the

fuel once the cladding 1s hot enough to be 1n the plastic range.

2) The uptake of oxygen by the zircaloy from the fuel and steam results

In the coexistence of several different phases of zircaloy as the

temperature Increases. In addition, the zircaloy-steam reaction

creates a zirconium oxide layer along the outer edge of the

cladding.

3) ' Eventually, the cladding becomes hot enough to *)eg1n melting.
Because several different phases of zircaloy are now present 1n the

Padding, the cladding will melt over a range of temperatures, since

the different phases have different melting temperatures. The center

of the cladding will melt f i rst , with the edges melting last. The

ZrO2 layer has a much higher melting point than do any of the

zircaloy phases, and so i t will remain intact as the zircaloy melts.

4) Because the ZrO2 layer remains solid as the remainder of the

cladding melts, the molten material In i t ia l ly has no flow path and

so does not move. However, once the oxygen-rich zircaloy layer next

to the fuel melts, the molten cladding flows along the cracks In the

fuel, creating a slurry of fuel fragments and molten zircaloy. The

sharp-edged fuel fragments are now free to move around within the

slurry and jam against the ZrO2 layer. Since the ZrO2 Is quite

br i t t le , I t will shatter from the mechanical loading by the fuel.

The fuel fragment-molten cladding slurry will then simply drop under

the force of gravity Into the water pool at the bottom of the core.
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The criterion for predicting disruption, then. Is that all phases

of zircaloy shall have become molten; once this occurs, shattering of the ZrO2

layer and subsequent pin disruption are frirfnent. This Is equivalent to

requiring that the cladding temperature have reached or exceeded the melting

point of al l phases of zircaloy present In the cladding. This maximum melting

temperature 1s 1975*C.

Prior to the mobilization of the fuel fragments, no mechanism exists

during the transient by which to subject the ZrO^ layer to either a thermal or

mechanical stress, and so the layer remains Intact up until this point. This

Is quite different from the more widely studied loss-of-coolant accident

(LOCA), In which the coolant Inventory Is lost very quickly, followed by

heatup of the uncovered core (with the attendant formation of a ZrO2 1 ay« r o n

the cladding) and then a rapid bottom refiooding which thermally shocks and

shatters the (mostly oxidized) cladding 1n the lower regions of the core. As

discussed In Chapter 4, some oscillation of the steam-water Interface does

occur during core uncovery (see F1g. 4-2), but the oscillations are not large

(the Interface moves about_+l foot), and the small layer of oxide which builds

up between peaks In the oscillations is not a big enough fraction of the

cladding for the cladding to shatter.

At this point, a physical picture of how the accident progresses has

been developed, as has a quantitative criterion for predicting the onset of

fuel disruption. What is missing Is a quantitative description of the

accident progression, I .e . , the rate at which the phenomena described above 1n

Items 1 through 4 occur. This description 1s provided by calculations

performed with the simple thermal-hydraulics code discussed In Chapter 5. The

details of these calculations are presented In Chapter 9. This code uses a

lumped parameter approach which assumes a f lat radial temperature profile In

both the fuel and the cladding. In addition, i t does not monitor the develop-

ment of the <*~Zr(0) layers 1n the cladding, although I t does compute the

buildup of the oxide layer. Therefore, the disruption criterion as applied to

the results from this code 1s simply that the cladding temperature (which,

because of the lumped parameter assumption, 1s actually the radially-averaged

cladding temperature) at the hottest axial location reaches 1975*C, the

maximum zircaloy melting temperature. . -
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The validity of this simple approach to the radial temperature
profile and the disruption criterion has been verified through the use of a
second code which was developed expressly to validate some of the assumptions
mad* In the main code. This second code does not treat axial temperature
dependence but Instead focuses on a specific axial location and computes the
radial temperature profiles In the fuel and cladding. It also uses the rate
laws discussed 1n Chapter 5 to compute the thicknesses of the ZrO2 and ot-Zr(O)
layers as functions of time and temperature. More detailed Information about
this code. Including a listing, 1s given In Appendix E. The results from this
code show that the radial temperature profile Is Indeed nearly flat (less than
1*F difference across the cladding) and that the fuel and cladding temper-
atures are nearly the same throughout the transient. The code predicts the
creation of thin layers of ocZr(O) and ZrO2

 a l o n 9 *** cladding surfaces, with
a central region of B-Zry remaining. Due to the nearly flat radial temper-
ature profile, the code Indicates that the center of the cladding will melt
first, with the melt fronts spreading out toward both surfaces. Therefore,
cladding melting will not be complete (and therefore disruption will not
occur) until the oxygen-saturated a-Zr(O) next to the fuel and to the ZrO2

melts at 1975*C. This is equivalent to stating that disruption occurs when
the average cladding temperature reaches 1975*C, which Is just the criterion
used in the main thermal-hydraulics code. Thus, the second code has confirmed
the modeling of the radial temperature profile and the disruption criterion
made 1n the main code calculations.

One phenomenon not considered by either code 1s the effect of the
latent heat of fusion of the cladding on the determination of the disruption
time. Zircaloy has a fairly large latent heat of fusion (2.25xlO5 j/kg
according to ref. 6-2), and so i t might seem Initially that neglecting this
effect would substantially underpredict the time at which disruption starts.
However, the mass of the zircaloy Is a small portion (about 15S) of the total
pin mass. In addition, as seen from the radial temperature calculations just
discussed, the fuel and the cladding are fairly tightly coupled thermally.
Therefore, once the cladding reaches the melting temperature, nearly all the
energy which had been used to heat up both the fuel and the cladding (mostly
the much more massive fuel) goes Into performing the solid-to-liquid cladding
phase transformation. Because energy Is supplied at a fairly rapid rate, the
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phase change takes only about three to five minutes, and so neglecting the

latent heat of fusion Introduces an error of at most 10* Into the determi-

nation of the start of disruption, well within the uncertainties of the

experimental Information on which the calculations are based.

As melting of the zircaloy progresses axiaiiy outward from the point

of Ini t ia l pin disruption, a flow of the fuel/cladding slurry down to the

water pool Is established. The mass flow rate of both the liquid and the

solid components is then needed to determine whether or not a steam explosion

will occur. A good estimate of these mass flow rates can be made from a

simple calculation using data from the main thermal-hydraulics code runs

discussed 1n Chapters 5 and 9. This code solves the energy equations along a

ten-node axial grid, and so I t provides the times at which the average temp-

erature In each node reaches the melting point of the entire zircaloy mixture

In that node. These can be used to compute the slurry mass flow rate as

follows: the mass flow rate m 1s given by

m * PAV,

where PA 1s assumed time-Independent and 1s a weighted average between the

fuel and the cladding of the product of the density and the cross-sectional

area and v is the velocity at which the slurry Is fall ing. This velocity 1s

estimated as

Az
v -H^-

where Az Is the distance between node midpoints and At 1s the difference

between the code-calculated time of complete zircaloy melting In a node and

the calculated time of melting In the adjacent node. The velocity can then be

estimated as a function of time from the melting times provided by the code

and used to give the mass flow rate as a function of time.

This method of estimating the slurry velocity assumes that the melt
fronts move at a constant speed between midpoints of adjacent nodes and
neglects any freezing and reuniting which might occur; I t thus provides a
conservative limiting case for the actual accident. Also neglected 1s the
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t1me required for the slurry to drop from Its original position 1n the pin

Into the water (a good assumption 1n this case, because the melt fronts move

slowly relative to the rate at which the material drops Into the pool 1f

jamming and refreezing mechanisms are neglected; In other words, the process

1s melt-rate limited rather than motion limited). Note that, since the

hottest point 1n the cladding Is not at the top of the core, the pin origi-

nally disrupts somewhat below the top of the core, and so there are two melt

fronts, one above and one below the original point of disruption. The upper

front 1s 1n a much lower power region and so moves more slowly than the lower

one, but I t s t i l l makes a significant contribution to the mass flow rate of

the disrupted material.

Slurry mass flux rates have been computed for a series of para-

metrics studies using this method. These are discussed In §6.4 and Chapter 9.

6.2 In-Pi1c Experimental Work

Of the experiments about which Information 1s currently available In

the open literature, the one which most closely simulates the degraded core

conditions of Interest In this study 1s the Severe Fuel Damage Test 1-1 (SFD

1-1) (ref. 6-3). This test simulates the slow uncovery of a reactor core due

to decay heat boiloff of the water following scram. The pressure In the core

Is 1000 ps1a, exactly the same as In the present study. The total core power

1s about l.St of full power, similar to that In the study, although the

experiment maintains a constant power as nearly as possible, whereas the decay

heat power declines with time In the study. The experiment bundle has a

prolonged exposure to steam generated by bolloff of the water pool. The

radial temperature distribution across the bundle Is quite f lat ; this Is

consistent with the assumption made In the study that the temperature 1s

constant radially across any' given subassembly. The experiment bundle Is not

too different 1n size from the 64-p1n bundle considered 1n the study; the test

bundle contains 32 pins which are about 20X smaller than those In the study,

arranged 1n a square lattice similar to the eight-by-eight lattice used 1n the

study.
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Unlike many of the 1n-p1le and out-of-p1le experiments, SFD 1-1 Is

not terminated by a rapid quench; rather. I t Is allowed to cool slowly, making

I t more prototypic of the true accident situation. This also allows more

accurate conclusions to be drawn about fuel pin disruption from posttest

examination of the bundle, since no rapid quench Which would shatter Intact,

britt le cladding Is used.

There are several features which are different between the experi-

ment and the study. Perhaps the most significant of these 1s that the fuel

used In the experiment 1s fresh, not Irradiated as In the study, and so the

extensive cracking and fragmentation which play a major role 1n the postulated

disruption scenario of the study are not present In the experiment. In

addition, the fuel pins are PWR pins, not BHR pins as In the study. This

means that the Internal pressure of the experiment pins Is higher than the

external steam pressure, and so the pins will balloon and rupture rather than

collapsing onto the fuel, as 1s the case In the study. Also, the flow of

steam 1s maintained at a constant rate (the equivalent of 4 kg/s over the

entire full-size core) In the experiment; In the study, the flow decreases

with time from an Init ial peak of about 40 kg/s down to around 2 kg/s.

Finally, the axial power shape In the experiment 1s very close to a cosine

shape, whereas that In the study Is quite f la t over most of the core, with a

sharp drop-off at the top and the bottom; therefore, the location at which pin

disruption will occur will be different 1n the experiment and In the study.

The experiment begins with a slow uncovery of the test bundle due to

bolloff of the water by the (simulated) decay heat. The uncovered pins heat

up, and the cladding begins to react with the steam to form a zirconium oxide

layer on the outside of the cladding. At about 1100 K, the cladding becomes

I plastic and, because of the high Internal pin pressure, balloons and ruptures,

exposing the fuel to the steam. The axial center of the bundle Is the hottest

point In the bundle and so reaches the temperature threshold of rapid reaction

with the steam f i rs t . This rapid oxidation consumes al l the steam fn the

lower half of the bundle, resulting In steam starvation In the upper half.

Since the steam-cladding reaction Is highly exothenr;£ at this point, the

bundle heats up rapidly 1n the vicinity of the bundle center, causing the

region In which rapid oxidation Is taking place to spread outward radially and

downward axially.
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Eventually, much of the zircaloy in the lower half of the bundle has

been oxidized and so no longer consumes steam. This makes steam available

again to the upper bundle region, and this area begins to heat up rapidly due

to the energy released in the steam-zircaloy reaction. Thus, the center of

rapid cladding oxidation moves from the midpoint of the bundle up Into the

upper half of the bundle. Meanwhile, the cladding at the center of the bundle

has reached the melting point, begins to penetrate the oxide layer on the

cladding surface, and eventually slumps, taking with I t about 45 of the fuel;

this Is fuel which has liquified 1n the reaction between the zircaloy and the

U02. Some of the molten cladding and liquified fuel appears to fall Into the

water at the bottom of the bundle, causing a mild (0.2 MPa) pressure pulse.

By now, a power decrease has been Initiated, and the transient is essentially

over.

Certainly the accident postulated for the degraded core study should

not be expected to follow exactly the same path as SFD 1-1 due to the design

differences described above. The ruptured cladding provides escape paths for

the molten material which would not exist in the postulated accident, and the

fresh fuel used does not provide sharp-edged fragments to shatter the brittle

ZrO2 layer and allow large-scale pin disruption. However, the progression of

the cladding oxidation and the overall core heatup should be similar to what

might be expected in the postulated accident. Since the conditions prescribed

for the study should be more favorable to pin disruption than are those of SFD

1-1, the fact that some molten fuel and cladding do appear to fal l into the

water pool during the experiment would seem to Indicate that significantly

more molten material might be expected to drop Into the pool In the postulated

accident.

Some further Insight Into the difference 1n behavior between fresh

and irradiated fuel can be gleaned from the Reactivity Initiated Accident Test

RIA 1-1 (ref. 6-4). Although this test has l i t t l e In common with degraded

core accidents (1t is a power burst experiment), I t Is of Interest here

because I t was run with a combination of two fresh fuel pins and two pins

which had undergone extensive irradiation prior to the experiment. Since the

two types of pins were exposed to Identical conditions during the test, any

differences In their behavior must be attributed to the differences In their

Irradiation histories.
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The RIA 1-1 results indicate that the previously irradiated rods

produced more extensive disruption and produced i t / a t an earlier time than did

the fresh rods. The Irradiated pins appeared to fragment during the course of

the test, while most fragmentation of the fresh pins occurred during the

quenching which took place at the end of the transient. The Indication, then.

Is that i f a test such as SFD 1-1 had been run with irradiated fuel rather

than fresh fuel, more extensive pin disruption would probably have taken

place. Therefore, I t seems reasonable to predict that the postulated degraded

core accident would lead to significantly more pin disruption than was

demonstrated in SFD 1-1.

6.3 Out-of-PHe Experimental Work

Because the U02-Zry and steam-zircaloy reactions play such an

important role in degraded core accidents, they nave both been thoroughly

Investigated through out-of-pile tests. These tests allow the reactions to be

observed in Isolation, rather than In the midst of the various phenomena

occur!ng In a reactor test, and so provide much more detailed information

about the reaction kinetics than can be obtained from In-pile tests.

6.3.1 U0;-Zry Reaction

In section 5.1.2, a detailed description of how U02 and

zircaloy Interact Is presented. The existence of such detailed Information

can be attributed to an extensive series of out-of-piie tests performed at the

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe In Germany. Excellent discussions of these

experiments are to be found 1n references 6-5 through 6-7. What follows is a

brief summary of that material.

The goal of these tests Is to expose fuel rod segments to a

range of temperature and pressure conditions over a period of time, then

perform metallographic examination ' oss-sect1ona1 slices taken from the

rods to determine what chemical and viCturai changes have taken place as a

result of the UO2-Zry reaction. The segments used consist of high-density,

Sto1ch1ometr1c U02 pellets contained In zircaioy-4 cladding. The segments are

10 cm long and are f i l led with helium at 1 bar. Tests were performed on a
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nunber of samples, with the* temperature ranging from 1000'C to 1700*C and the
external pressure on the sample from 1 to 200 bar.

The experiments were conducted by first Inductively heating
the test section at atmospheric pressure up to the desired temperature, then
applying an external pressure. Although the external pressure went as high as
200 bar In some tests, In most It was held at 40 bar. The sample was then
held at steady state for anywhere from 60 to 9000 seconds. Because the U02-
Zry reaction embrittles the specimen, a slow cooling process was performed 1n
order to minimize cracking of the sample. All tests were performed in an
argon environment so as to focus exclusively on the U02-Zry reaction and
eliminate any effects from reaction between the zircaloy and an atmosphere
containing oxygen.

After cooling, the samples were sliced Into sections and
examined by several different techniques. These Include scanning electron
microscope, electron microprobe, and Auger electron spectroscopy. Optical
photomicrographs were also taken In both bright field and polarized light.
Analysis of the large quantity of data thus generated has produced the picture
of the three-layer structure discussed In section 5.1.2 and has determined the
reaction rate formulae as functions of time and temperature which are
presented at the end of section 5.1.2.

6.3.2 Steam-zircaloy reaction.

The steam-zircaloy reaction plays two roles in the degraded
core accident scenario: 1) as a source of heat, as discussed in Chapter 5,
and 2) as a cause of cladding embrfttiement through the formation of ZrO2 and
oxygen-stabilized o-zircaloy. This process of cladding embrittlement has been
studied at length In a series of experiments performed by Chung and Kassner
(ref. 6-8). These tests were performed to establish a criterion by which to
predict when cladding exposed to steam becomes sufficiently brittle to shatter

;,,i under thermal or mechanical shock.

The Chung and Kassner experiments are out-of-pile tests
designed to allow Isolated Investigation of the steam-zircaloy reaction. They
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are conducted with 15.3 en long pieces of Zry-4 cladding f i l led with simulant

fuel (h1gh-purfty recrystailized alumina pellets). The specimens are Intended

to simulate sections of PMR fuel rods, and so they are f i l led with helium gas

to a pressure of 1000 psia at room temperature. All tests are conducted In a

steam environment, with an unlimited supply of steam provided.

The experiments begin with the sample at room temperature.

The temperature of the sample is then raised at a linear rate (about 10 K/s)

by directly heating the cladding by an ac power supply. Since the steam 1s

kept at a pressure of 8.7 to 11.6 psfa, the high internal pin pressure causes

the cladding to burst once i t heats up enough to become plastic. Once the

desired temperature Is reached, xne pin 1s held at steady state for a period

of time, after which the sample is quenched by bottom flooding of the test

chamber. Many such tests were run, with exposure temperatures varying between

1027 and 1427*C and exposure times between 20 and 10,000 seconds. Upon

quenching, samples with a sufficient buildup of ZrO2 and a-Zr(0) shattered

from thermal shock; the rest did not.

After cooling, mechanical shock tests were performed on each

sample prior to removal from the test chamber. The pins were then sectioned

and examined by scanning-electron and scanning-Auger microscopy, as well as

optically. Evaluation of the resulting data led to the conclusion that I f the

thickness of the 3-Zry Is greater than 0.1 mm and the oxygen content of the 0-

Zry Is less than 0.9 wt X, the cladding will not shatter under thermal shock,

regardless of the total specimen thickness, total specimen oxygen content, or

oxidation temperature. The cladding can withstand mechanical shock with an

Impact energy up to 0.3 J at 300 K 1f the 9-Zry contains less than 0.7 wt I

oxygen and is at least 0.3 mm thick. These two specifications provide the

required criterion for predicting when zircaloy cladding is sufficiently

britt le to shatter i f stressed.

This embrittiement criterion forms the basis for selecting

the conditions for disruption discussed in section 6 .1 . Several possibilities

for disruption exist; 1) prior to melting of the zircaloy, the fuel pin

swelling could strain the cladding to the point of rupture i f the cladding were

sufficiently br i t t le , 2) the embrittled cladding could buckle under Its own
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weight ami crack, 3) the ZrO2 could crack due to loading from fuel fragments

once the zircaloy has melted. However, the calculations discussed In Chapter

5 Indicate that somewhat more than 80S of the cladding remains In the 9-

phase. This Information, combined with the fact that the cladding 1s about

0.8 KM thick, means that, by Chung and Kassncr's embrittlement criterion, too

much B-Zry (more than 0.3 mn) Is present for either of the f i rst two possi-

bil i t ies to seem likely. However, In the third situation, the only solid

material remaining 1n the cladding 1s the ZrO2, which Is certainly britt le

enough to be cracked by fuel fragments in a slurry. Therefore, the Chung-

Kassner criterion leads to acceptance of the third possibility as the probable

path of the accident.

6.4 TQUX/TQUY Results

Based on the pin disruption picture postulated and discussed In

Section 6 .1 , which essentially translates Into a fuel disruption thermal

criterion of 1975*C, and on the results of the standalone thermal pin code

detailed In Chapter 5, mass flux slumping rates were obtained around the fuel

pin disruption time. These rates are summarized In Table 6 .1 . To reiterate

the physical picture Is one where the Irradiated fuel pellet fragments disrupt

the thin zircaloy oxide shell remaining after al l the various zircaloy phases

melt (~ 1975*0 and slump Into the coolant pool at the bottom of the core.

To simplify matters and obtain an upper bound on the slumping rates

free fall of the fragments Into the pool 1s assumed. This gives the upper

limit since phenomena such as refreezing, remelting and jamming, all mech-

anisms which would be expected to delay the slumping process and decrease

velocities and mass flux rates, are not considered. The main assumption 1s

then one of a zircaloy clad melt rate controlled dispersion, and the simple

equation discussed In Section 6.1 for the clad melt front axial velocity up

and down the pin Is used to compute the mass flux rate Into the bottom coolant

pool. As Figs. 5-5 and 5-19 show that the cladding and fuel pellet temper-

atures are closely coupled, the composition of the dispersing debris 1s of

zircaloy cladding (~ 25X volume fraction) mostly molten at 1975'C and solid

fuel pellet fragments <~ 75% volume fraction) at 1975*C.
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W1th the limitations 1n nodal1z«t1on 1t was f*1t desirable to round

off the slumping rates presented In Table (F.I. Given this constraint 1t can

be seen that clear patterns do not emerge in the matrix of parametries. The

complication of nodalization and a time dependent slumping rate as tlie melt

front propagates up and down the pin travelling down the temperature gradient

from high power regions to low power regions, renders I t diff icult to draw

trends. However, within each transient I t can be seen that there 1s Ini t ia l ly

a relatively large slumping rate which then decreases asymptotically to a

slumping rate which Is of ~ few tenths of a Tb/sec for each subassembly for

al l the parametries with the exception of one. The exception 1s the TQUX case

for a f lat axial profile where the slumping rate 1s 0.4 lbs/sec throughout.

Axial power shape has made a significant difference 1n the slumping rate at

the onset of pin disruption. The cases where the nominal axial power Is used

are cases where the Init ial pin disruption Is not at the core outlet. The

clad temperature profile Is peaked with the result that the Init ial disruption

occurs In a region with a zero temperature gradient leading to the large

Init ial slumping rate. The axial power shaping has led to a difference of

~ facto" of 10 In the Init ial slumping rate. Axial power shape effects need

to be Investigated further.

Table 6.1 also shows that there Is a significant delay in the onset

of fuel/clad disruption 1n the case of the low power subassembiies as opposed

to the high and average power subassembHes. The onset of fuel pin disruption

In the low power subassembly occurs after boll dry (2" water at 3200 seconds)

In those assemblies. T*ie water level Is therefore below the lower fuel tie
i

plate when slumping occurs and fuel coolant Interactions upon debris bed
formation would therefore not be expected for these subassemblies. However,
as Indicated 1n Chapter 5 the algorithm for predicting dryout used In this
study needs to be refined to take better account of top and bottom losses.
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Tabi* 6.1. TQUX/TQUV Parametrics Slumping Rates*

Axial Heat
Power Subasstably Transfer Disruption* At Node
Shape Power Coefficient times, sec sec # lbs/sec

*Zr ^Total

lbs/sec lbs/sec

Komi rial Average High

T
Q
U
X Low

Ave.

High High

2472
2490
2622
2814
2871

2424
2511
2575
2661
2874
3157
3570

2473
2485
2615
2805
2900

2208
2251
2405
2529
2590

18
132
192

87

151
213

12
130
190

43
154

185

9
8
7
6
10

8
7
9
6
5
4
10

9
8
7
6
10

9
8
7
10
6

3.0
0.5
0.4

0.9

0.75
0.3

4.0
0.5

0.4

1.3
0.5

0.4

0.6 3.5
0.1 0.6
0.1 0.5

0.2

0.15
0.05

1.0
0.1

0.1

0.3
0.1

0.1

1.1

0.9
0.35

5.0
0.6

0.5

1.6
0.6

0.5

Low

Ave.

Low High

2158
2238
2355
2387
2623
2913
3135

2211
2246
2396
2557
2581

4710
4837
4983
5203
5263

80

149
236

35
150

185

127
146

280

8
7
9
6
5
4
10

9
8
7
10
6

8
7
6
9
5

0.8

0.6
0.3

1.6
0.5

0.4

0.5
0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
0.05

0.4
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1

0.05

0.7
0.35

2.0
0.6

0.5

0.6
0.5

0.35
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Table 6.1 (cont'd)

Axial Heat \ Q 2 MZr

Power Subassembly Transfer Disruption* At Nod*
Shape Power Coefficient times, sec sec # 1b«/sec lbs/sec lbs/sec

Low 4666 8 8 6 1.5 7.5
4674 188 7 0.35 0.05 0.4
4862 308 6 0.25 0.05 0.3
5170 5
5297 9

Ave. 4706 116 8 0.5 0.1 0.6
4822 153 7 0.4 0.1 0.5
4975 6
5202 280 9 0.3 0.05 0.35
5255 , 5

Flat Ave. Ave. 2530 150 10 0.35 0.05 0.4
2680 160 9 0.35 0.05 0.4
2840 170 8 0.35 0.05 0.4
3010 7

Nominal Ave. Ave. 2355 7 8 7 1.5 3.5
T 2362 107 9 0.5 0.1 0.6
Q 2462 152 7 0.4 0.1 0.5
U 2614 194 6 0.35 0.05 0.4
V 2808 5

3003 10

*Per subassembly.

*T1me after core uncovery.
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7.0 Structural Failure,

Methods used In the mechanical evaluation of a boiling water reactor

under degraded core conditions 1s described 1n this section. During the

accident sequences being considered the reactor Internals, reactor vessel and

the Immediately attached penetrations are calculated to reach temperatures

that signffcantly exceed the operational design conditions. Since such an,

event has small probability of occurring, the philosophy proposed In the AS9f£

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Appendix F,7"1 under Faulted Conditions or

Level D Service Limits 1s adopted for these evaluations. For such evalua-

tions, only primary loads are considered. Thus, thermal stresses are neglec-

ted and failure criteria based on peak localized elastic stresses and cyclic

loadings are not considered. The primary loads are assumed to be Induced by

the Internal pressure and the weight of components supported by the structure

under evaluation.

7.1 Pressure Containment

This particular section covers the pressure containment by the

reactor vesse], top reactor vessel head, flange bolts and steam outlet pip-

Ing. These components are constructed of carbon and low alloy steels which

are subjected to temperatures signficantly exceeding their normal design

applications. Appendix A 1s a listing of the materials and dimensions of

components considered In this mechanical evaluation. These data are for a

General Electric BWR-4 unit. The degraded core conditions are calculated to

persist for hours. Creep rupture of the pressure containment components

subjected to the calculated high temperatures was therefore selected as their

most probable failure mechanism.

7.1.1 Evaluation Procedure

The failure mechanism proposed for the reactor vessel, too

vessel head, flange bolts and steam outlet piping under degraded core condi-

tions 1s creep rupture. As the temperature Is Increased, the local stresses

are relaxed by creep, and the reinforced nozzles are geometrically strength-

ened7"2 by the creep deformations. The reduction In load carrying capacity of
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the vessel, head, pipe and bolts under the highly deformed conditons asso-
ciated with creep rupture Is evaluated In terns of the following stress Inten-
si t ies:

Flange Bolts

where

sb
p

<b
n

Reactor

S
V

m

m

s

m

*

Vessel

« PD /2h
m

stress Intensity in bolt - [psi]
Internal pressure in the vessel - [psig]
Internal diameter of vessel
diameter of the bolt
number of bolts

where

S v

h

stress Intensity7"3 in vessel - [psig]

mean diameter of the reactor vessel - [ in]

thickness of the vessel - [ In]

Reactor Vessel Head

where

PRH/2h

stress Intensity in the reactor vessel head - [psi]
mean radius of the spherical vessel head - [ in]
thickness of the spherical vessel head - [ in]
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Steam Outlet Piping

S * PD /2h
P •

where

Sp • stress Intensity7 '3 In the steam outlet piping - [psi]

Dm > mean diameter of the outTet steam piping - [ in]

h - thickness'of the outlet steam piping - [ In]

7.1.2 Material Failure Criteria

The stress rupture behavior of a material 1s based on the

time,to rupture at constant stress and temperature. Various parametric meth-

ods7'4 such as Larson-Miller, Dorn, Manson-Haferd, etc. , are used to correlate

creep rupture data. One such correlation 1s required for each material to be

considered. These correlations can be functionally expressed as

tR - f(S,T)

where

tg » time to rupture
S * stress Intensity
T » temperature

The BHR structural components are subjected to a varying
temperature environment during the postulated degraded core accident. A
linear damage accumulation based on time to rupture 1s assumed. The damage
accumulation fraction is evaluated as

A - I A j ^

where

A * damage accumulation fraction
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Atj * time Increment at conditions Sj and Tj

Sf - average stress Intensity during &t|

Tf • average temperature during &t|

Failure Is assumed to occur when A»l as the most probable failure predictor.

7.1.3 Discussion of Evaluation Procedure

An extensive literature exists concerning failure of reactor

penetrations, selection of stress Intensity criteria, damage accumulation

under high temperature creep conditions and correlation of creep rupture

conditions. The references reviewed during this study were cataloged on a

computer o>ta f i le and provide an entry Into the literature. A listing of the

references Is given In Appendix F. The variability of material lots and the

extrapolation of creep rupture times to conditions for which test conditions

may not be available should compensate for the simplifications that have been

made In the evaluation procedure. Thus, the remainder of this section will

concentrate on the data base used to evaluate the creep rupture relations, how

these creep rupture correlations were evaluated and the checks used to confirm

the resultant correlations.

7.1.4 Evaluation of the Creep Rupture Correlations

The available data for each material considered for this

study varied In format and In content. To determine the critical components,

the Init ial evaluations have been made In the most expedient manner. Should

some aspect of this evaluation become critical to the general degraded core

analyses, the data sources found by this study should provide a start for more

detailed evaluations. Further work can then be done on expanding the data

base and refining the correlations, damage criteria and mechanical evaluation

of the various component responses. The write-ups that follow describe the

approach that was taken and the rationale behind the approximations.
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7.1.4.1 Stress Rupture of the Carbon Steel

Creep rupture data on carbon steels were found In

the literature7"5 '7"6 for test temperatures up to 1050'F. Other creep rupture

data on carbon steels7"7 '7"8 was found to be consistent with those reported by

Smith.7"5'7"6 Also the tensile data reported by Smith7*6 was In agreement

with the ultimate stress values reported In the ASME code7"* for the carbon

steel SA106 GRB. The tensile data of Smith7"6 Is shown In Pig. 7.1 with the

solid line representing the ASME code values between 0 and 1000'F. Since the

degraded core analysis should use the most probable failure values, the dashed

line In Pfg. 7.1 1s recommended for use at temperatures below 750*F.
s

The creeo rupture values used to obtain the recom-

mended correlation are those from Smith7"6 shown 1n Figs. 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.

The data were analyzed In the original work7"5*7"6 to obtain creep rupture

strengths at 10,000 and 100,000 hours. For the degraded core analyses high

temperatures will be maintained for only a few hours, but even for such short

times a significant reduction In creep rupture strengths can occur. For the

steam outlet piping remaining near system pressure, ~ 1050 ps1, the stress

Intensity, section 7.1.1, will be approximately 14,000 ps1. I f the ultimate

strengths were used, failure would occur at 1300*F (ref. F1g. 7.1). I f the

temperatures were maintained for ~ 100 hours, failure would occur at 1000"F as

a creep rupture failure (ref. Fig. 7.4). Thus the extrapolation 1n tempera-

ture of the creep rupture response Is required.

Smith7"5*7"6 had plotted the creep rupture stress

versus the Larson-Miller parameter, P • T(20 + logtp) x 10"^. T Is the abso-

lute temperature, *R, and t,. 1s rupture time, hr. Fitting a curve to this

data presentation and re-estimating the 1050*F creep rupture data did not

yield a good representation of these data over the time range of Interest.

Since the temperature range of Interest Is greater than that for the available

creep data and the tensile data spans the calculational range, a correlation

method was sought that used the tensile data.
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The creep rupture corre la t ion developed for the low

carbon steel SA106 i s empirical and based on a l inear re la t ion between the log

of the stress and the log of the creep rupture t ime. Linear approximations of

the graphical resul ts in Figs. 7.2 to 7.4 were extended to the ult imate stress

values presented 1n Fig. 7 . 1 . The Intersect ions of these curves were approxi-

mately a t a rupture time of 0.25 hours. The rupture stresses a t th is time

were assumed to be the ult imate tens i le strength. The slope of each curve was

determined such that i t would pass through the creep rupture time a t 100 hr.

These slopes could be approximated as a l inear function of 1og( l /T) where T i s

the tes t temperature. The resul tant corre la t ion was:

loge(4t r) - 1.498 l o g ^ / S V O o g ^ T ) - 7.05)

where

ty. » rupture time - [hr]

Su - ult imate stress - [ps1]

S * tes t stress - Cpsi]

T • t es t temperature - [ # R]

I f T 1s less that 1160*R then the f a i l u r e process 1s assumed to be independent
of temperature. I f the stress in tens i ty exceeds Sy» the f a i l u r e i s assumed to
be Instantaneous. Appendix G 1s the l i s t i n g of an In te rac t ive program that
evaluates the creep rupture t ime. The creep rupture times calculated with
th is program are plot ted on the graphs with the tes t data . Figs. 7.2-7A.

7 .1 .4 .2 Stress Rupture of the Low Alloy Steels

The vessel and I t s top and bottom heads are made of

SA533GRB while the nozzles are made of SA508C1. These mater ia ls are low a l loy

der ivat ives of C-0.5 Mo steel which have s imi lar responses.7"1 Creep tes t

resul ts were found for tes t temperatures as high as 1200"F. 7 " 9 Additional

creep tes t resul ts were found for t es t temperatures up to 1400*F 7" 1" for ma-

t e r i a l s cf s imi lar composition. Some short time creep rupture graphical

c o r r e l a t i o n s 7 " 1 1 for SA508C2 were found for temperatures as high as 1750#F.

Comparative creep r u p t u r e 7 ' 1 2 results for SA533GRA and SA533GRB were also
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found. Tensile results were also available up to 1400*F7"10 for the general

class of this alloy which Is correspondent to those results for the

SA5337"13'7"1* materials. Creep rupture correlations of the Larson-Miller and

Man son type were compared7"** with the creep rupture data and each other.

Both of these correlation procedures yielded similar results.

The tensile strength tables for low alloy steels

used In the Interactive program (Appendix G) developed for this study are

based on Smith's7"14 curve for the tensile strength ratio of A533 steel. The

curve was extended to higher temperatures using data for the base C-Mo a l -

loy. At temperatures below 600*F the tensile strength was chosen equal to an

average strength of 80,000 ps1 from data for different product forms. The

correlation Is compared with data and a correlation for C-0.5 Mo steel7"10 1n

Fig. 7.5.

The creep-rupture correlation for row alloy steels

1s based on Larson-Miller parameter f i t to the 100 hour rupture data7"10 for

C-0.5 Mo steel. Data from other references for SA508, A533 and C-Mo steel are

shown In F1g. 7.6 along with the C-0.5 Mo data and the curve that was used to

develop the correlation. Again a table look-up procedure Is used In the

Interactive program to determine the Larson-Miller parameter P given a stress

and temperature. The rupture time Is evaluated by the relation:

t ' 10*" 2 0 + 1OOOP/T)

r

For the typical BWR vessel (see Appendix A), with an

Internal pressure of 1050 ps1, the stress Intensity, <s ~ 21,400 psi. The

tensile failure7"10 would occur at less than 1300'F (see Fig. 7.5) and the

creep response would be within the range of the Larson-Miller parameter

values7"10 (see Ffg. 7.6) used to develop the creep rupture correlation.

7.1.4.3 Stress Rupture of the Flange Bolts

The flange bolts are structural members that must

resist the pressure loads. They are manufactured from a material that differs

from the other primary pressure containment components. An AISI4140 or

SA193B7 steel Is used for the bolts In the representative BUR selected for
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this study (Appendix A). The same type of data, tensile, creep rupture and
Larson-Miller plots, are presented7'10 for a steel of AISI4140 composition as
was presented for the low alloy steel. This material data covers creep rup-
ture up to 1400'F. The Aerospace Structural Metals Handbook7'15 (Code 1209,
page 9) Indicates that the ultimate tensile strength decreases with Increasing
bar stock size. The normalized high carbon ultimate tensile strength values
of ASTM-STP No. 1517"10 are similar to those values given for the bar stock of
AISI4140 tempered at 1265*F (Code 1203, page 13) . 7 ' 1 5 Various sources of ten-
si le strength values7"10*7"13*7"15*7"16 are 1n agreement, thus the values
given 1n ASTM7"10 publication (Fig. 7.7) were used to represent the short time
tensile properties.

Heat treatment does Influence the creep behavior
(Code 1203 page 16)7"15 even up to 1200'F. The Influence of notches7"17 at
higher temperatures (1000'F) 1n normal material (not embrittled) Is not
significant, thus regular creep rupture data can be used to represent the high
temperature response of the bolts.

The Larson-Miller plots are for the creep rupture
behavior of various data sources.7-10,7-17 T h e c r e e p rupture data In the
ASTM7"10 and MRIM7"16 were In good agreement (Fig. 7.8), thus the Larson-
Miller representation of the ASTM7"10 data (F1g. 7.9) was used to develop the
creep rupture correlation. Since the data presentation used to develop the
correlation Is the same as for the low alloy steel, the same methodology Is
used to develop the correlation.

The Interactive program (Appendix G) for determining
the creep rupture times evaluates the ultimate tensile stress with a table
look-up based on Fig. 7.7. If the stress 1s higher than this value, rupture
1s assumed to occur. A decrease of the rupture stress due to creep Is not
assumed to occur below 700*F. The Larson-Miller curve of Fig. 7.9 Is approx-
imated with the quadratic expression

P - -3.1562 + 11.01866 Jtn(S) - 0.72674 [«n(S) ] 2
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P • T(20 + logft,.)) x 10"3 • Larson-Miller parameter

T - test temperature [*R]

tp » rupture time [hr]

S • test stress [ps1]

The rupture time 1s evaluated with the relation:

i n(-20 + 10O0P/T)
t • 10

7.2 Reactor Internal Structures

The critical BUR Internal structures (excluding the fuel assemblies,

discussed 1n Section 6) are fabricated of either annealed AISI type 304 stain-

less steel or Inconel alloy 600 (ASTM SB166 and SB168). The dimensions,

weights and materials are given In Appendix A. Stainless steel structures

Include the 1) steam dryers, 2) steam separators, 3) shroud head, 4) core

shroud, 5) jet pumps, 6) top fuel guide, 7) core support plate, 8) control rod

guide tubes and 9) control rod drive housings. Inconel structures Include the

control rod drive tube stubs and the shroud support columns.

Under degraded core conditions the reactor Internal structures are

subjected to temperatures ranging from the design temperature of 575*F to

temperatures exceeding their melting point (approximately 2500*F). The pri-

mary mechanical loading on the Internals 1s due to the weight they support.

Pressure differentials Inside the reactor from the low steam flow-rate are

negligible. Again, because of the high temperatures, moderate loads and long

times Involved 1n degraded core analysis, the primary modes of failure are

assumed to be those associated with creep deformation and creep rupture.

7.2.1 Evaluation Procedure

The reactor Internals may carry their loads 1n tension,

compression or bending. Depending on the loading and on the geometry, the

appropriate failure criteria used here 1s based on stress rupture or on creep

collapse.
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Withfn the limitations of the present study, only the shroud

head was considered. The shroud head is the f i rst Internal structure that Is

expected to fal l as the core uncovers and the temperature of the steam at the

core outlet Increases.

Shroud Head

The shroud head structure consists of a shallow spherical cap

with the steam separators welded Into circular penetrations. The total weight

of the Integral structure 1s 139,600 lbs. The simplified analysis presented

here considers the shroud head as a spherical shell subjected to a dead load

equal to the above weight. The hoop stress Sg and meridional strjess S+ are

given by (see, for instance, Table 6.1 of Reference 56)

V 7 T?

t Ah 1 + cos*"1

where

F * dead weight, 139,600 lbs

A * middle surface area, 39,274 1n2

R * radius of curvature, 216 1n

h * shell thickness, 2 "In

+ - polar angle, 0 < • < 30*

For buckling considrations the dead load Is replaced by a

uniform pressure loading P where

P « F/A

The resulting uniform stress state
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fs equal to the dead-load stress state for small <fr.

7.2.2 Material Failure Criteria

Stress rupture calculations for the Internal structures are
based on the same life fraction method outlined for the pressure containment
In Section 7.1.2. The maximum tensile stress Is used 1n material correlations
to calculate the Hfe-time at a given temperature. For a variable stress and
temperature history, damage 1s assumed to accumulate In proportion to the
fraction of the rupture time spent at a given stress and temperature. Failure
Is assumed to occur when the l i fe fraction reaches 1.0. In addition, the
maximum stress 1s continuously compared with the ultimate strength at the
current temperature. If the ultimate strength Is exceeded, failure Is assumed
to occur Instantaneously by plastic Instability.

Buckling calculations are based on approximate methods7'18

using elastic formulas with Young's modulus replaced by the tangent modulus.
The creep strain 1s calculated from

c » / e (T,S) dt
C o C

where e 1s the material creep rate at constant stress and temperature. The
tangent modulus Et is then calculated from

3e
1/ET " 1/E + I T

An example of the buckling calculations Is the creep collapse
of the shroud head. The critical stress Scr for a spherical cap Is calculated
from (see Eq. 6.35 of Ref. 56)

V
Scr " °'125 T '

Collapse of the head Is calculated to occur when S > S .
cr
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7.2.3 Evaluation of Creep and Creep Rupture Correlations

Data for high temperature creep deformation and creep rupture

were reviewed for the reactor internal materials. An extensive search of

applicable data for 304 stainless steel was completed before the present study

was terminated. The survey Inconel data 1s much less complete.

7.2.3.1 Deformation and Stress Rupture of Type 304 Stainless
Steel

Austenitic type 304 stainless steel is widely used

as an elevated-temperature structural material. Consequently, there Is an

abundance of data available on Its high temperature properties. Much of the

data has been collected for application to nuclear fast breeder reac-

tors 7 " 1 9 * 7 " 2 0 * 7 " 2 1 * 7 " 2 2 * 7 " 2 3 ' 7 " 2 4 * 7 " 2 5 and is reported In the Nuclear Systems

Materials Handbook (HSHH).7"26

The NSMH data for the ultimate strength of type 304

stainless steel Is based on G. V. Smith's evaluation7'27 of the elevated

temperature data compiled by Simmons and Yan Echo.7"28 Smith reduced this

data in terms of the ratio of the ultimate strength at temperature to the

ultimate strength at room temperature. The table look-up procedure adopted

for the present study 1s based on Smith's stress ratio table (Table 2 of Ref.

54) extended to 2200*F using data7"27 for 1ype 316 stainless steel. The

average room temperature ultimate strength of annealed type 304 stainless

steel is 75,000 psi .7"2 7

Since both creep deformation and creep rupture are

Important in determining failure of reactor Internals under degraded core

conditions, i t 1s desirable to use consistent correlations for the two that

are based on the same data. The correlations selected here are based on the

average results of data from 26 lots of material.7'2^ The creep rupture and

minimum creep rate are given by

log t • C - 0.01258T - 1.232 x 10~5TS - 4.770 x 10~3T log S ,
r n
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and

log e • C* + 0.02113T + 1.754 x 10*5TS + 5.218 x 10~3T log S
c n

respectively. Here

tj. • rupture l i fe (h),

c - minimum creep rate (X/h),

S • stress (Mpa; 1 ks1 » 6.895 MPa), and

T » temperature (K).

The constants Ck * 25.458 and C* * -33.890 are lot constants which are chov m
11 n .

as the reported average values. I t Is noted that the above equation for e is

the recommended equation for Minimum creep rate given In the latest version :f

the HSMH.7"26

Fast neutron flux 1s known to embrittle stainless

steel so that the rupture l i fe t,. of BHR Internals may be less than that given

by the above equation, which Is based on data from unfrradiated material. The

shroud is the closest component to the core and by the end of plant l i fe the

most irradiated point on the inner surface of the shroud is subjected to a

total Integrated fast neutron flux of 2.7 x 1020 Mvt (E > 1 Mev).

Lit t le data was found for the high temperature (T >

1600'F) failure of Irradiated type 304 stainless steel. However, transient

burst tests on Irradiated fast reactor 201 C.K. type 316 stainless steel

cladding tubes7"29 suggests that the above level of fluence would not greatly

reduce the high temperature strength of the BUR core Internal structures.

Fluence effects were therefore Ignored here.

7.2.3.2 Deformation and Stress Rupture of Inconel Alloy 600

Curves for the ultimate strength, secondary creep

rate and rupture time of Inconel alloy 600 are given In the Nuclear Systems

Material Handbook.7'30 Inconel data is not Included In the materials property

routine given 1n Appendix G because the Inconel structures would not be
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expected to fal l until after core disruption, which Is beyond the scope of the

present report.

7.3 TQUX/TQUV Results

The mechanical response of the pressure containment and reactor
Internal structures under degraded core conditions were calculated for the
postulated scenarios using the above methodology. Temperatures and pressures
were supplied from calculations given In other Chapters of this report.
Failure predictions and their Influences on the accident sequences are dis-
cussed below.

During the Incore degradation phase where Intact pin geometry Is

s t m retained the collapse of upper Internals upon the thermally weakened

core or the failure of the primary pressure boundary at locations such as 1n

the region of the steamline nozzle could lead to branch points In the

scenario. Two calculations are presented here Involving the possibility of

structural failure of the upper Internals and the steam line piping for the

TQUX sequence using the results of Chapter 5 for an average power subassembly.

The f irst calculation examines the failure of the steam line piping

just downstream of the nozzle which should be the weak point 1n the primary

boundary for the 1ncore/1ntact pin geometry degradation phase.

During steady-state operation the steam piping 1s subjected to the

reactor pressure of 1050 ps1 at the corresponding saturation temperature of

547*F. Under the high pressure TQUX scenario the pressure remains nearly

constant, but the temperatures slowly rise as the core uncovers. Figure 7-10

shows the hottest temperature 1n the steam line near the reactor outlet nozzle

for two scenarios (average heat transfer coefficient).11 The f i rst scenario 1s

one where 1t Is presumed that the separator and dryer are bypassed by the

steam flow. This gives the upper bound on the steam line temperatures.

Nonbypass 1s postulated for the second scenario. The lower temperature curve

Is typical of outlet piping temperatures for nonbypass.

Refer to Chapter 5.
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In the previous sections of this chapter an evaluation procedure 1s

presented for determining the failure of structures under degraded core

conditions. The procedure for analyzing stem pipe failures Is based on high

temperature creep rupture. Stress rupture and ultimate strength correlations

are given for the carbon steel steam line material. The stress rupture

correlations are Incorporated Into a l i fe fraction analysis to determine the

creep rupture time ( l i fe fraction * 1) under transient loading and temperature

conditions. I f at any time the stress 1s calculated to exceed the ultimate

strength at the current temperature, Instantaneous failure Is assumed to occur

by plastic Instability and the l i fe fraction Is set equal to 1 .

The second set of curves 1n F1g. 7-10 show the calculated l i fe

fraction of the steam lines as a function of time for the given temperature

histories and for a loop stress of 14,000 ps1 corresponding to the 1050 ps1

steam pressure. Under these conditions the l i fe fractions are seen to

accumulate rapidly at temperatures above 1100*F. However, In both cases the

ultimate strength Is reached at 1300*F before the l i fe fraction reaches 1 as

noted by the breaks 1n the slope of the curves. The corresponding failure

times are 2080 and 4160 seconds after core uncovery.

Figure 7-11 shows the calculated shroud head temperature for the

TQUX sequence (maximum heat transfer coefficient analytical calculation)*.

This curve should give an upper bound. The shroud head structure consists of

a shallow spherical cap which supports the steam separators. During the

period when the temperatures are Increasing, the pressure drop across the head

1s small because of the low steam flow rate. The only significant load on the

head Is therefore compression from the dead weight of the steam separators and

the head Itself .

The nominal dimension, weights and material properties for the Type

304 stainless steel head structure are given 1n the preceding sections along

with a procedure for evaluating failure based on creep collapse. The weight

of the head plus the separators 1s 139,600 lbs and the area of the middle

Refer to S4.Z.6.Z.3 and Chapter 5.
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surface Is 39,300 In 2 giving a distributed load of 3.55 ps1. The rat io of the

hoop stress S to the c r i t i ca l hoop stress Sc r for the Se conditions 1s only

0.008 at low temperatures where the head responds e last ica l ly . At higher

temperatures, however, stainless steel begins to creep rapidly. The procedure

for calculating creep buckling under these conditions Is based on approximate

methods using elastic buckling formulas with Young's modulus replaced by a

calculated tangent modulus, as outlined previously.

The rat io of the applied stress to the c r i t i ca l stress for collapse

of the shroud head under the calculated temperature history 1s shown In F1g.

7-11. Failure 1s predicted at 3120 s after core uncovery at a temperature of

2350*F. The collapse would occur very rapidly with the weight of the

separators and shroud head dropping down on the core.
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8.0 Fuel Coolant Interaction

This section considers the Interactions that may occur when the top sec-

tion of the fuel elements overheat enough to fragment and fal l Into the water

s t i l l present near the original core bottom.

Analysis using the computer code described In Chapter 5 and the fuel

disruption criterion described 1n Chapter 6 presents the following picture.

Late In the accident sequence (about 2470 sec after beginning of core

uncovery) a sizable section of the fuel elements near the core exit will

fragment (as Indicated by overheating of one calculationai node which 1s 15

Inches long). Fragmentation will occur over a 10 second period giving mass

flow rates of 4.3 tjs of U02 and .86 #„/$ of Zircaloy. The code also pre-

dicts the mean temperature of these particles will be slightly less than

2000X thus the U02 will be In the form of hot solid particles and the

Zircaloy will be liquid. The fragmented material will fal l through the length

of the core f i l led with steam and hydrogen (-40.5 feet) and Impact on the re-

maining water near the original core bottom (a 12 Inch deep layer above the

core support plate containing slightly less than 6 #M of water). How wil l

this Incoming material react with the water? We considered three types of

reactions:

1. As the particles Impact on the upper water surface violent boiling

may splash the particles and some water backup Into the dry part of

the core.

2. The particles may penetrate Into the water and boll the water dry 1n
a relatively short period of time.

3. The particles may penetrate Into the water and cause a vapor
explosion.

Each type of reaction will be discussed In more detail below.
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8.1 Surface Boning

The behavior of hot particles (either liquid or solid) as they fall
through gas and/or vapor layer and Impact on a much colder liquid surface Is
determined by a complex Interaction between the particles, the gas and the
liquid. A gas/vapor envelope develops around the falling particles. As the
particles approach the liquid surface four thing occur. The gas envelope Is
squeezed and pressurized, the cold liquid surface distorts, the particle de-
celerates (If It's liquid. It also distorts), and vapor Is formed at the cold
liquid surface. Depending on the size, shape, and velocity of the particle
and the properties of the three materials (particle, gas/vapor, liquid) the
particle may squeeze completely through the gas/vapor envelope and Impact
directly on the liquid surface. The resultant sudden vaporization blows the
particles back up Into the gas space along with a splash of water. Even for a
completely defined system (particle size, shape, etc.) the conditions that
will lead to a sudden surface boiling reaction are not well understood. For
the conditions In the reactor where the size, shape, and velocity of the
particles are unknown we can only say the reaction may occur.

8.2 Subsurface Boiling

I f surface boiling does not occur, the hot particles will settle

through the water surrounded by a gas/vapor film. The water will film boll

off the hot particles. The mean specific heat for both the U02 and the

Z-lrcafloy 1s about 370 J/KG'K 1n the temperature range between 600*K and

2400'K. I f a l l of the heat In the hot particles above the boiling temperature

of the liquid at the ambient pressure 1s converted Into latent heat of vapor-

ization, the water layer would boll dry in slightly less than three seconds.

Even I f I t Is assumed as much as 50X of the heat remains 1n the hot particles

to account for temperature gradients across the hot particles and through the

vapor film the residual water will s t i l l boll dry in only six seconds. Unless

a vapor explosion occurs.
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8.3 Vapor Explosions

Vapor explosions occur when a hot liquid suddenly fragments and In-

timately mixes with a cold liquid causing explosively rapid boiling and the

generation of high pressure vapor. Current theory says that during an explo-

sion the system goes through four sequential steps:

1 . The liquids coarsely Intermix. During this f i rst step an Insulating

vapor laver between the liquids prevents a violent reaction,

2. A trigger of sone sort causes a local collapse of the vapor film.

Liquid-liquid contact at very high temperature generates a local

region of high pressure vapor.

3. This local pressurization causes collapse of the vapor film 1n the

surrounding region. The area of high pressure grows and the

boundary between high and low pressure areas steepens Into a shock

wave which passes through the rest of the mixture mak**3 a coherent

explosion.

4. The high pressure steam expands thus converting thermal energy to

destructive mechanical energy.

Triggering 1s a poorly understood phenomena. I t Is known that In-

creases In ambient pressure tend to stabilize the vapor film and make t r ig-

gering more diff icult . The high pressure In the reactor (1100 PSI) greatly

reduces the probability of an explosion. However the possibility of an ex-

plosion cannot be positively precluded. I f an explosion does occur, how much

energy would I t release and how high a pressure would "ft generate? The ex-

plosive energy release 1s dependent on the mass of the hot material Mh, the

maximum theoretical energy EB per mass and the efficiency of the actual ex-

plosion defined as Ex/Effl(Mh) = EFF = c. The pressure time 111 story would

depend on both the energy release and the accelerated reaction mass. I f I t

assumed that an explosion occurring at the bottom of a subassembly produces a

one dimensional acceleration of a liquid slug upward (a gun barrel type reac-

tion) the Impulse, defined as the time Integral of the vertical force across

the suba;sembly, will take the following form.
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I s / Force d(t1me) * / PAdt « A / Pdt • Aft (8.1)

where I 1s Impulse, A Is the flow area of the subassembly, P 1s pressure P 1s
average pressure and t 1s time. Impulse and energy are related by

where Ma 1s the mass of the accelerated water slug and 1s equal to length of
the slug L times the flow area A times the density p. (See, for example, the
derivation 1n Ref. 8.1.)

Again, the lack of knowledge about both vapor explosions and the
particular system under study does not allow the various terms 1n Eq. (3.2) to
be specified. However, we can make some arbitrary but reasonable assumptions
about various values and see the effect on predicted pressure-time history.
Maximum theoretical energy release per mass for a 2000*C Zircaloy - 1100 PSI
water system would be about 250 Joules/gm.8*1 Assume that the amount of
molten Zircaloy flowing Into the water bath In one second reacts In the bottom
half of the water pool and blows the top half of the pool upward. Assume a
50X efficient explosion (about as high as ever observed) and a mean pressure
of 1000 PSI (typical of pressure generation In reactions of this type). These
assumptions predict a pressure Impulse lasting for nearly 4 ms. Even If a
more typical efficiency of 5% 1s assumed the pressure Impulse would last over
1 ms. In either case, a vapor explosion, 1f 1t occurred, would produce a
destructively large pressure wave.

8.4 Conclusions

We have considered three types of reactions between hot fuel element
fragments and water. Me lack the detailed knowledge of the specific reactor
geometry, and the understanding of the basic phenomena necessary to specify
which of these reactions or which combination of reactions would actually
occur In a reactor accident scenario.
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9.0 Incore/Intact Pin Scenario Summary

This chapter summarizes the significant results obtained 1n the preceding
chapters pertaining to those phases of the TQUX and TQUV sequences when the
system undergoes the FSAR Chapter 15 operational transient to the point where
the core pin begins to form a debris bed on top of the subassembly lower tie
plates within Intact can walls.

Table 9-1 shows the important events In the TQUX and TQUY sequences. It
should be compared to Table 1-2 which was derived for prescribed thermodynamic
end states. Given the spectrum of operational transients, it can be concluded
that in general, with the possible exception of the control rod drop transient
(Insufficient time prevented an examination of this transient), the system
reaches a quasi static bofioff state 1n a few tens of seconds with the com-
pletion of flow coastdown end the equilibration of pin temperature profiles to
decay heat levels. Variations 1n the spectrum can be considered as variations
of tlOS 1n the nominal coolant inventory. While 1t proved impossible to
examine this variation parameter!cally, it 1s probably a second order effect.

Boil off 1n a quasistatfc mode leads to a choice of automatic relief or
less frequent but more substantial operator initiated depressurization. Valve
cycling causes level cycling and the attendant temperature cycling. It
appears that, at least for the TQUX sequence, the level swell duration and
extent Is such that early cladding failure due to the cycling Is not probable.
It 1s not clear at this stage whether this 1s significant for the hydrogen
generation rate as most of that occurs when there Is only 2-3 ft. of water
left 1n the active core region for both the TQUX and TQUV sequences. The
effect of automatic versus manual cycling at this time can only be speculated
on but axial power shape effects are negligible. Radial two dimensional
Intersubassembly effects are more substantial. Intrasubassembly effects, if
any, are not examined. The two dimensional Intersubassembly flow patterns do
not add significantly to core uncovery time in this slow quasi static boil off
but once core uncovery occurs, the radial Incoherence leads to Initial sharp
level differences between the various power subassembiies.
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Tabie 9-1. Sequence of Events

t Seconds

Initiation of FSAR Chapter 15
Operational Transient

Quasi static Steady State

Depressur1zat1on

Core Uncovery

Rapid Hydrogen Generation

Cladding Melt

P1n Disruption/Formation of
Debris Bed

Active Region Water Level at
1' (Average Subassembly)

TQUX

0

few tens of seconds

1505

3230

-3700

-4000

-4000

TQUY

0

few tens of seconds

300
1 -0

725

2200

-2800

-3000

-3200
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These radial effects have their largest significance 1n the hydrogen
generation rate. Table 9-2 shows the parametHcs performed during the < • ,*se
of this study for the hydrogen generation rate. Also Included are the effect
on pin disruption, the mass flux rate of slumping core material and tempera-
tures of Internal structures and at the primary boundary. While the calcula-
tions performed 1n Chapters 4 and 5 show that at these flow rates typical of
TQUX and TQUV the core heatup 1s basically adiabatfc, the degree of nonadia-
batldty does matter for certain parameters.

Hydrogen generation for both TQUX and TQUV 1s dominated by the phenomenon
of steam starvation. All the steam generated 1s consumed 1n the cladding oxi-
dation reaction once accelerated oxidation commences. Figure 9-1 Illustrates
the physics of the hydrogen production problem. The left hand axis Is the
rate of hydrogen production assuming that all the steam boiled off from the
coolant pool 1s consumed by the oxidation reaction. The parametric compu-
tations detailed 1n Chapter 5 using the simple stand alone pin thermal code
have shown that the propagation of the oxidation front axially Is slow enough
that the steam Inventory need not be considered for most of the in core
phase. The hydrogen generation curve is then just based on the steam
production curve of F1g. 4.2. The dashed curves referring to the right hand
axis are total hydrogen accumulation as a function of time assuming various
time delays in the Initiation of the oxidation reactions. This then simulates
the fact that there Is a threshold temperature before the rapid increase in
the oxidation reaction, as noted in Chapter 5, occurs. Table 9-1 Indicates
that accelerated oxidation did not take place until ~1700 seconds after core
uncovery. Figure 9.1 shows that the t * 1700 curve gives about ~few hundred
lbs. of hydrogen accumulation at clad melting. Most of the water Is boiled
off before enough superheating occurs for the accelerated oxidation. This
Implies that any mechanism which shifts the accelerated oxidation to the right
while regaining the same boil off rate will decrease tha hydrogen production.
Heat loss by radiation and perhaps natural convection from the top of the core
to the shroud and the shroud head would be such a mechanism. Insufficient
time prevented the examination of these possibilities.



Table 9-2, Parametric Results

T
Q
U

X

T
Q
U
V

Axial
Power
Shape

Nominal

Flat

Nominal

Subassembly
Poyer

Average

High

Low

Average

Average

Heat
Transfer
Coefficient

High
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low

Average

Average

Average

Time to**
Disruption/Node

sees

2500/9 or 7
2500/9 or 8
2500/9 or 8

2200/9
2200/8

2200/8 or 9

4700/8
4700/7
4700/8

2600/10

2300/8

Hydrogen
Generation

lbs

300
320
300

290
310
300

179
189
180

280*

275

Mass+

Flux lbs/sec

-200 sec
Peak Average

3.5 0.5
0.7

5 0.5

0.5
0.7
0,5

0.5
7.5 0.4

0.5

0.4 0.4

8.6 0.5

T *F
Shroud

1450
870
1300

830

T #F
Nozzle

800
870
800

700

At point of fuel disruption.

+Per subassembly.

* * , *Time from core uncovery.

*Uses outlet steam starvation trigger.
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The absence of heat transfer coefficient effects can be attributed to the

fact that the pin is basically heating up adiabatically so the timing of the

accelerated oxidation Is not altered significantly when the heat transfer

coefficient Is altered. The explanation for the dependence upon the subas-

seiaSly power Is more Involved as the level and steam flow histories differ

accord-frill to the radial Incoherency. In addition, the low power subassembly

active region bolls dry before pin disruption occurs. However, the basic

element s t i l l Is that rapid oxidation Is shifted to the right for the low

power case as compared to the high power case thus resulting 1n less steam

production and therefore decreased hydrogen generation. A different oxidation

correlation, as those discussed 1n Chapter 5, would only have an effect 1f I t

decreased the hydrogen production rate. In addition, the phenomenon of hydro-

gen blanketing, which would again only decrease the production, was not

considered.

The two dimensional Intersubassembly thermal hydraulics effects during

the boll dry phase in the individual subassemblies primarily Influence the

steam flow rate once the water levels decrease to 3-4 f t . The levels

themselves are not strongly effected by the difference in void profiles and

power. The profiles merge together, the magnitudes become small and there is

significant subcooling. As a significant portion of the hydrogen generation

occurs during this period the two dimensional intersubassembly flow effects

are essentially restricted to steam flow effects.

All the factors Imply that the numbers generated in this study are upper

bdfcds. In general, 1t can be concluded that steam starvation dominates and

that ~ 5-10Z of the core zircaloy content Is oxidized in a period of several

hundred seconds with the production of a few hundred lbs. of hydrogen within a

few thousand seconds of scram for both TQUX and TQUY.

Table 9-2 also shows that fuel pin disruption timing 1s highly dependent

upon the subassembly power level which 1s an indication of the radial incoher-

ence present but, once again, as the heat up is basically adiabattc, the heat

transfer coefficients are not a factor. Axial location of Init ial disruption

does not vary significantly in the set of parametries presented as the nodes

are only 1 f t . in length in a twelve foot core. Thus variations In drop
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height should not affect Impact velocity whether in a free fall mode or a

refre*z1ng/rtmtlt1ng slumping mode and, therefore, should not Influence the

resulting fuel coolant Interaction. The resulting fuel coolant interaction

does appear to be influenced by the axial power shape. The f lat power shape

cast results 1n an init ial mass flux rate which 1s a factor of -10 lower than

the nominal axial power shape. However, while the nominal shape with the

average subassembly power does lead to a relatively energetic fuel coolant

interaction, i t would definitely be premature to extrapolate to definitive

conclusions. The fuel pin disruption model considered 1n Chapter 6 leads to

upper bounds on the mass flux rates as 1t does not consider the delaying and

decelerating effects of fuel motion due to refreezing/remeitfng and jamming.

By assuming that the motion was cladding melt rate controlled, the model leads

to upper bounds. This Is an area which deserves further examination. Further-

more, the low power subassemblies boll dry to the lower fuel tie plate, I f

there are no Interactive effects from disrupted higher power subassemblies,

thus deleting the possibility of fuel coolant Interaction in those sub-

assemblies. The effect of axial heat losses should be examined In order to

Increase the confidence In this conclusion.

The parameters for which the heat transfer coefficients are Important are

indicated by Table 9-2 to be the shroud head and steam!Ine temperatures. I t

should be noted that when "nozzle" is used. I t actually refers to the steam

line at the nozzle region. As the line Is much thinner than the actual noz-

zle, 1t 1s more vulnerable to the thermal hydraulic environment. The shroud

head which supports the steam separators and standpipes 1n particular, has a

swing of a few hundred degrees Farenheit for the TQUX sequence depending upon

the heat transfer coefficient. The nozzle appears to be well protected by the

separators and the dryer regardless of the variation in the heat transfer

coefficient. I f significant bypass of the dryer occurs with the decrease 1n

level aid the disappearance of the liquid seal, as depicted 1n Fig. 1-9 , the

temperature of the nozzle could increase by ~ 200*F, which 1s the temperature

drop in the dryer for the nominal, case. The calculations presented In Chapter

7 on structural failure demonstrate that this 1s s t i l l Insufficient to cause

nozzle failure on the few thousand second timescale characteristic of the

Incore/Intact pin phase. This means that for both the TQUX and TQUY sequences

primary boundary loss of Integrity is not likely to occur prior to fuel pin



disruption and debris bed formation. This Incore pin phase trill occur at the

Ini t ia l relatively high pressure levels. In addition, the structural failure

computations In Chapter 7 also Indicate that In spite of the seemingly higher

temperatures of the shroud head, the shroud head trill not fall and collapse on

the core before thermal Induced disruption of the fuel pins occur. Early

Incore debris bed formation will not occur vrfth the collapse of the steam

separators on the thermally weakened core structure. Debris bed formation and

the end of the Incore scenario occurs with the thermal degradation of the

clad.
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10. In-Vessel Cooling of Core Debris

This section describes the transient behavior of core debris 1n the stage

following the completion of the Incore scenario. One major Issue 1s to deter-

mine the conditions for debris bed dryout at high pressures (~1100 psD com-

monly encountered 1n BWRs. In the following subsections, previous work on the

cr i t ical heat flux relevant to the present study 1s reviewed and a simple

model describing the effect of system pressure Is presented. The phenomena of

boiling and dryout as a core debris bed forms within the Individual fuel sub-

assembly are studied. A scoping calculation Is performed to determine the

transient water level and the steam generation rate. Melting of the core de-

bris (mainly Zircaloy) and the can wall during the depletion of water 1n the

fuel subassemblies Is then considered. Molten debris flow Into the

Interst i t ia l volume following melt-through of a portion of the can wall

located above the water level 1s assumed. Also assumed 1s that there 1s no

melting of the lower t ie plate 1n this period since I t remains covered by

water. This leads to the formation of a debris layer consisting of solid fuel

and molten Zircaloy on top of the core support plate. Conductive heating of

the plate by the debris layer and downfadng boiling of water 1n the lower

plenum are modeled and the time for local failure of the core support plate 1s

estimated. Also estimated are the je t velocity during debris flow Into the

lower plenum and the total drainage time. Cooling of the core debris by

heating and boiling of water In the lower plenum Is studied so as to calculate

the rate of steam generation and the time at which a l l the water in the lower

plenum 1s depleted by boiling. Finally, modeling of the two-dimensional,

transient behavior of the dry debris layer Inside the dome-shaped vessel head

1s discussed.'

10.1 Literature Review on Dryout Studies

The crit ical heat flux for a debris bed 1s the maximum heat flux

attainable without dryout In a portion of the bed. The term "dryout" refers

to the situation 1n which decay heating exceeds heat transfer from a debris

bed to the coolant, resulting 1n boll-dry of liquid from a sizable area of the

bed and an abrupt rise of bed temperature to cause melting. Early studies

have been performed almost exclusively to simulate the debris conditions for
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sodium-cooled fast reactors. The dryout of a debris bed under postulated LWR

accident conditions has received considerable attention only 1n recent years

owing to the Increasing Interest in possible degraded core cooling sequences.

Besides the properties of the coolant (sodium versus water) and the decay

power level , there are two main differences between the LMFBR and LWR cases.

These are the particle size and the system pressure, both of which are much

larger 1n the case of LWRs.

Numerous studies have been performed to determine the conditions for

debris bed dryout. Dryout heat flux data have been obtained for both volume-

heated and bottom-heated particulate beds consisting of a variety of solid

materials including U02, stainless steel, nickel, lead, copper, and glass

[1-14] , The liquid media that have been employed In these experiments include

water, sodium, methano1, acetone, Freon 113, and isopropanol. Wide ranges of

particle sizes and bed depths have been explored. There are, however, large

discrepancies not only between the data taken by various apparatus, but also

between data taken with different materials In the same equipment. Besides,

most experiments have been conducted under the atmospheric conditions. I t

appears that [14] is the only study that has explored the higher pressure

conditions (up to 0.5 MPa).

Many models have been developed for predicting the conditions

required to induce dryout in a heated debris bed. For laminar flow in the

inters t i t ia l volume of the bed usually occurring In small particles that have

diameters less than one millimeter, dryout models have been set forth by

Hardee and Nilson [15], Ohir and Catton [16] , Jones et a l . [17] , and Gabor et

a l . [18] . For turbulent flow encountered in beds of larger particles (>1 mm),

models and correlations for predicting dryout heat fluxes include those of

Lipinski [19] , Ostensen and Lipinski [20] , Henry and Fauske [21] , and Dhir and

Barleon [22] . Time-dependent debris bed boiling and dryout has also been

modeled by Turland and Moore [23] and Gorham-Bergeron [24] . Most recently,

Lipinski [25] has extended his previous models to Include both laminar and

turbulent flows. Owing to the immense scatter in the available data, i t 1s

extremely d i f f icu l t to provide a definitive appraisal of any one of these

models.
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There are many parameters that affect the conditions for debris bed

dryout. These Include the size and the shape of the particles, the bed depth,

the Intrinsic properties of the solid and the liquid phases, the boundary and

the heating conditions, the height of the liquid column above the bed and I ts

degree of subcooling, the system pressure, the configuration (two-dimensional)

of the bed, etc. Physically, I t is the type of flow of the vapor phase (bub-

bling versus flooding for example) that dictates the cri t ical conditions for

dryout. The formation of channels is responsible for the much higher dryout

heat fluxes observed in shallow beds than those in deep beds.

10.2 Determination of the Critical Heat Flux

To assess the conditions for debris bed dryout at high pressures

(-7.6 MPa) encountered 1n BWRs, extrapolation of the low-pressure data 1s re-

quired. This 1s achieved by employing the formula advanced by Gabor et a l .

C26]

}P

where Qd[Pj 1 and Q.<j(P0) are the critical heat fluxes at pressures Pj and PQ,

respectively, hv the latent heat of vaporization, P A the liquid density, and

P V the vapor density. Since the liquid phase is a condensed phase and since

Pt » PV, we have

\*»21 r ( \l/21

) 1P ~ K Y P V J ]P '
1 0

From thermodynamic considerations [27] , i t can be shown that

P

! _ f
h

3hv
[ ]_ do « 1 or h fp ) ~ h fp 1 . (2)

v P
o
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The above relationship holds even though (Pi~P0) is of the order o
f 100 atm.

Finally, assuming that ideal gas law applies, we have

t p»V P
r • (4)

v'P o
0

Equation (1) thus reduces to

Pj 1/2

o

The above result has been compared favorably with the experimental data pre-

sented in [14] over the pressure range of 0.02 to 0.5 MPa.

Our next step is to obtain the value of 0,1 (Po). Previous studies [1-13]

indicate that there is a sharp increase in the dryout heat flux as the bed

depth fa l ls below the channel depth, h, and thus enters the shallow-bed re-

gime. On the other hand, the dryout heat flux is independent of the bed depth

in the deep-bed regime when the bed depth exceeds the value of h, A model for

predicting channel depth in particulate beds has been proposed by Jones et a l .

[28] . This is

where o is the interfacial surface tension, PS the solid density, pt the

liquid density, g the gravitation acceleration, e the porosity of the bed, and

D the particle diameter. For fuel debris in water, h is of the order of 20

mm. Thus we are facing a deep-bed regime 1n BWRs. The data of [14] , obtained

for the bed depth of 80 mm, may be applied. For particle diameter of 3 mm or

larger, the dryout heat flux at 0.5 MPa is approximately
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Q.(0.5) -2.5 x 1O6 W/m2 . (7)
d

From Eq. (5), we have, at 7.6 MPa (~1100 psi)

Q (7.6) « ^ 4 ) 1 / 2 (2.5 x l o V l x 107 W/m2 . (8)
d u.5

Accordingly, dryout Is not l ikely to occur In BWRs unless the rate of decay

heating per unit cross-sectional area 1s of the order of 1 x 10^ W/m2.

10.3 Debris Bed Behavior within the SubassembHes

Results of the Incore studies presented In previous sections for the

TQUX sequence Indicate that at 3905 seconds after scram, pin debris start to

flow and relocate downward within each subassembly. The mass flow rates of

UO2 and Zircaloy on the average, are on the order of ifiyg • 0.152 kg/s and
2 l™Z1rc = 3*°3 x 1(^"2 kg/s, respectively. The volumetric flow rate, V, of the

core debris as a whole Is given by

V* 1 + Jill* 1.85 x 10"5 m3/s . (9)
PU02

 PZ1rc

Referring to the surface of the core support plate, the height of the debris

bed Is given by

' • • •» • T ^ f -

where e 1s the bed porosity and As 1s the flow area in each subassembly. The

latter Is As - (7.804)/(764) » 1.0 x 10"
2 m2. The value of e is taken to be

0.4 based on the measured data of [14], which 1s found to be almost Independ-

ent of particle diameters. This gives
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d » 0.203 + 3.02 x 10"3 (t-3905) . (11)

The above expression 1s valid during the period 3905 s < t < t^, where \ Is
the time at which the water level starts to drop below the debris bed
height. For t > t^, we have

d » 0.203 + 3.02 x 10"3 [t^-3905) + 1.81 x 10"3 (t-1^] . (12)

To determine the transient water level , *, referring to the surface
of the core support plate, heat transfer between the core debris and water
needs to be considered. At 3905 s, the decay power level 1s about 1.25*.
Based on the nominal core power of 3382.5 MWt, the rate of decay heating per
unit weight of fuel 1s approximately 2.67 x 102 W/kg. The water level at 3905
s 1s 0.406 m above the bottom of the active core or 0.558 m above the lower
tie plate. Heat removal from a debris bed of this height requires a surface
heat flux of

Qs * (2.67 x 102) (0.558) (1-e) (m^ /V) » 7.34 x 105 W/m2 , (13)

which 1s much less than the value of Qd(7.6) given by Eq. (8) . Thus dryout
will not occur in the bed. Boiling is the only mechanism to deplete the water
causing remelting of the core debris. Assuming the rate of boiling of water
or the steam generation rate to be m̂  g, the transient water level becomes

* 0.761 + [1 - ( l-a)e] (d-0.203) - tnu Jt-3905) , (14)
H2°

where a Is the liquid-vapor void fraction and the value 0.761 refers to the
water level In meter above the core support plate at t * 3905 s. A value of a
* 0.2 will be used. Equation (14) gives the water level within the subassem-
bl ies . In the interstitial volume, the water level is

4 » 0.758 - nl (t-3905) . (15)
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From Eqs. (11) and (14), the time t^ at which the water level 1s the same as
the debris bed height 1s given by

t - 3905 + [mu + 3.02 x lO*3 ] ~ l {0.558 + [1 - (l-a)e](d -0.203)} (16)

where d^ 1s the value of d at time t * 1^.

During the transient formation of the core debris bed within the
individual subassembly. energy 1s transferred from the hot debris to the
coolant via boiling. The in i t ia l temperature of the debris consisting of
molten Zircaloy and solid fuel 1s taken to be 1975*C whereas the In i t ia l
temperature of water Is at 295*C The steam generation rate 1s given by

\ + "2 + 3̂
% n * — n • (17)

H0 A L

where A 1s the flow area, LH 0 the latent heat of vaporization of water, q±
the heat transfer rate required to cool the debris down to the boiling point
of water, q2 the decay heating rate in the portion of the active core covered
by water, and q3 the additional rate of decay heating due to the debris bed
i tse l f . The values of A and LH 0 are taken to be 1.84 x 10"2 is2 and 1.46 x
106 J/kg, respectively. The value of cjj may be estimated as

where Cy0 and Cz^rc are the heat capacities of fuel and Zircaloy, respec-
t ively, Lz^rc the latent heat of fusion of Zircaloy, and ft * (1975-295) »
1680*C. Using the values of C^Q =» 320 J/kg-K, Cz 1 r c « 330 J/kg-K, L z i r c »
2.25 x 105 J/kg, we have

qx - 1.053 x 105 W . (19)
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The values of q2 and q3 are given respectively by

q, - (4.427 x 1Q6 F) (* " °'356 ) , (20)

F) ,!*L£=S>, .

where F i s the time-dependent decay power level given In Section 3. Equations

(14) to (21) may be solved simultaneously to give the transient water level

and steam generation rate. In doing so, the value of t^ Is also determined.

This Is ty • 4015 s, at which time we have d • i • 0.53 m.

For t > 4015 s, the water level drops below the height of the core
debris and Eqs. (14) to (21) are no longer valid. Downward conduction from
the water-free debris layer to the core debris bed needs to be considered. As
the thickness of the water-free debris layer increases, melting of the can
wall and the flow of debris will proceed. Using a quasi-steady approach, i t
can be shown that

( 2 2>

where the debris conductivity kd and the volumetric rate of heating S are

given respectively by

V V/pUoJ+kZ1rc
——7—l : . <23>

mU0 /PUO + mZirc / pZirc
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S « (4.427 X 106 F] [- —m ] . (24)

M i t h kU02 ' **5 M/nH<» kZirc " 5 2 M/m"K» "UO? " 1 0* 9 8 x 1 Q 3 k 9 / m 3 ' a n d "Zirc =

6.4 x 10* kg/m3, we have

kd » 15.08 W/m-K and S » 1.75 x 108 F . (25)

The steam generation rate for 4015 s < t < t d , where t^ is the time at which

all the water above the core support plate has been depleted, is given by

q + (4.427 x 106 F) [0.7(1-0.203)]

"U A~L ' (26)

where for I < 0.203 m, the decay heating term is set equal to zero in the

above equation. The water levels become

I * 0.54 - mu (t-4015)/[(l-a)e] , (27)
H2°

Jt. = 0.31 - mH (t-4015) , (28)

where the value 0.31 refers to the water level in the intersti t ial volume at t
= 4015 F. Equations (22) to (28) may be solved simultaneously to obtain the
transient values of n̂  0» *» a n d *1« I n doing so, the value of td is found to
be 4685 s. Results are presented in Figs. 10.1 to 10.3 for the bed depth,
water level, and steam generation rate over the period 3905 s < t < 4685 s.

10.4 Debris Bed Behavior Above the Core Support Plate

After the water is depleted in the subassemblies, melting of the can
walls and Zircaloy debris will continue to proceed, leading to the formation
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of a layer of solid fuel debris in molten Zircaloy above the core support
plate. The depth, 6, of the debris layer may be estimated as

where By0 and BZj r c are the amounts of fuel and Zircaloy Involved and Ac 1s
the cross-sectional area of the core support plate. With Buo * 1.59 x 105 kg,
BZ1rc * 3*8* x 104 kg, and A • 19.71 m2, we have 6 • 1.037 m. The core sup-
port plate, Init ial ly at the boiling point of water, 1s heated from above by
the debris layer and cooled from below by downfacing boiling of water. The
energy required to n1se the plate temperature to fts melting point {-1410*0
Is

E » p C V AT - 5.75 x 106 kJ , (30)
c ss ss

where the values of P S S * 7.5 x 103 fcg/m3, Css * 600 J/kg-K, V » 1.145 m3, and

&T * 1115'C have been employed. Using a quasi-steady approach, the downward

conductive heat flux from the debris layer can be shown to be

k (1975 - T 1

where Tc i s the time-averaged plate temperature and kd, S are given by Eq.

(25). According to the downfacing boiling experiments of Ishigai et al . [29] ,

Anderson and Bova [30] , and Sowa and Pavlik [31] , the rate of downfacing

boiling i s estimated to be 4 x 10* W/m2. The time required to raise the plate

temperature to Its melting point i s , therefore,

At - 4 X 104] Ac > 265 S . (32)

It follows that at approximately t = 4950 s, the core support plate 1s ex-
pected to fall (either mechanically or by melt-through). Note that the total
decay energy generated within this time Interval 1s about 1 x 107 kJ. This is
4.25 x 106 kJ Iii excess of the amount given by Eq. (30). A portion of the ex-
cess amount may be radiated upward and the remaining portion may be used up in
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melting the Zircaloy and over-heating the core debris. The steam generation

rate averaged over the time period, 4685 s < t < 4950 s, Is

• 4 x 10 2
m,, n * - » 0.027 kg/m - s , (33)

H2° 1.46 x 106

which 1s an order of magnitude smaller than the values of ify 0 shown 1n Fig.

10.3.

10.5 Debris Flow into the Lower Plenum and the Drainage Time

When the core support plate fa l l s , one or more cracks or drainage

holes may develop for debris flow. The driving force 1s the pressure head of

the debris layer. Based on Torr icel l i 's law, the velocity of the je t con-

sisting of solid fuel debris and molten Zircaloy is given by

V Cv ( 2 9 5av ) 1 / 2 ' {34)

where Cy is the coefficient of vena contraction, g the gravitational acceler-

ation, and 6av the time-averaged value of 5. Using the experimental value of

Cv = 0.64 and taking $av ~ 0.5 m, we have Vj ~ 2.0 m/s. The volumetric flow

rate is

V. » ~ IT D̂  v. = 0.48 m3/s , (35)
J 4 j J

from which the mass flow rates of solid fuel debris and molten Zircaloy may be

calculated respectively as

, 207.6/10.98 x 103 » tn AO. , na 3 ,
m - ( r - ) (0.48) (10.98 x 10 )

2 207.6/10.98 x 10 + 49.9/6.4 x 10

* 3.73 x 103 kg/s , (36)
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r 49.9/6.4 X 10 % ,n , o , (. . ,rt3x
m » ( - r) (0.48) [6.4 x 10 J

207.6/10.98 x 10 + 49.9/6.4 x 10

* 0.9 x 103 kg/s . (37)

Assuming the diameter of the effective drainage hole to be the same as the

diameter of the four lobed orifice holes, I . e . , Dj • 0.276 m, the total

drainage time 1s

«A
r • « . 5 s . (38)

4 * D j V j

To estimate the steam generation rate within this time Interval, we assume the

jet of core debris to be cooled from its in i t ia l temperature of ~£000*C to the

boiling point of water upon quenching. The rate of heat transfer is

5. a (Qm AT) ITI + (C,. AT + L_. ) m,. = 2.75 x 109 W . (39)
J UO UO ^ Zirc Zirc Zirc

This will be used up in heating and boiling of the subcooled water in the

lower plenum. At t * 4950 s, the total amount of water in the plenum is 6.3 x

104 kg. To raise this amount of water from approximately 278'C to 295*C re-

quires an energy of the amount Ej * 4.5 x 10" kJ. To completely boil dry this

amount of water requires an additional amount of E2 * 9.2 x 10^ kJ. All the

water in the lower plenum will be depleted within the time interval of

Atw * ^El + E 2 ^ j a 35 s . (40)

Thus boll-dry occurs at t * 4985 s whereas the debris drainage process is com-

pleted at t * 4992.5 s. The steam generation averaged over the heat transfer

area during the period 4950 s < t < 4985 s 1s
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4
2• 6.3 x 10

\0 * 35 Ac

The various In-vessel events occurring after the completion of the incore
scenario 1s summarized 1n F1g. 10.4 along with the steam generation rate.

10.6 Behavior of the Core Debris Layer on the Vessel Head

After all the water In the lower plenum Is depleted by boiling, a

layer of dry solid debris consisting of approximately 80S by weight of fuel

and 202 by weight of Zircaloy starts to form Inside the dome-shaped vessel

head. Ini t ia l ly , the system may be considered to be at a uniform temperature

equal to the boiling point of water. It gradually warms up owing to decay

heating of the fuel. To determine the transient temperature of the system,

two-dimensional heat conduction in the heat-generating debris layer and in the

vessel h'.'ad need to be studied. The upper boundary condition for the debris

layer may be written as

k d " T " e ( I V V ' (42)

where e is an interchange factor, a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T o is
the temperature of the surrounding structure such as the core support plate.
The lower boundary condition for the vessel head is

3T
k ~ = h (T - Tj , (43)

where n = n(x,y) is the contour of the lower surface of the vessel head, h the
effective heat transfer coefficient, and TJJ the temperature of the ex-vessel
cavity. To be conservative, a value of h « 0 i s recommended. This would lead
to the highest rate of heating of the vessel head by the heat-generating core
debris. At the Interface (curved boundary) between the debris layer and the
vessel head, the continuity conditions for temperature and heat flux may be
used. The temperature distribution in the vessel head may then be determined
and Incorporated into the mechanical failure criteria such as those described
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•fn Section 7 to predict the time and the mode of failure of the vessel head.

Meanwhile, the core debris may start to remelt and relocate downward Into the

ex-vessel cavity. This marks the end of the in-vessel scenario.
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11.0 Conclusions

I t could be concluded from the work detailed 1n Chapters 2-9 on the TQUX

and TQUV sequences that for the 1ncore/1ntact pin phase, namely, from scram to

the formation of the core debris bed on the fuel lower t ie plate while Intact

pin geometry Is s t i l l retained;

• The Incore phase Is on the order of 3-4 x 103 seconds for the two

sequences.

• Differences between the various FSAR Chapter 15 operational transients,

with the possible exception of the control rod drop transient, could be

accommodated In the context of a small variation in In i t i a l coolant

Inventory.

• The core heatup Is essentially adiabatic rendering heat transfer

coefficients largely unimportant.

• Hydrogen generation Is dominated by steam starvation. An upper bound

would be ~ few hundred lbs. of hydrogen produced and ~ 5-102 of core

metal content oxidized. Core bottom or top heat losses, whether through

radiation or natural convection, Incore heat sinks such as control rods

and axial heat conduction should be further examined.

• Two dimensional Intersubassembly thermal hydraulic effects are largely

restricted to effects on steam flowrate during the latter portion of the

boll dry phase where the hydrogen production 1s most significant. Level

and void profile effects are less significant in this period. Intra-

subassembly effects, 1f any, were not examined.

• Early core disruption due to the failure of vessel upper Internals is

unlikely. Pin disruption and debris bed formation upon tto? lower fuel

t ie plate due to clad thermal degradation is the more likely mode of core

disruption and occurs In 3-4 x 103 seconds after scram. Significant

radial Incoherences exist with a mixture of Intact and disrupted

assemblies and delays of possibly several hundred to a thousand seconds.
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• Axial power shape significantly influences slumping core mass flux rates

Into the coolant pool. The possibility of an energetic fuel coolant

Interaction will require a more detailed fuel motion model.

• The low power subassemblies which form a significant portion of the core
appear to boll dry to the lower fuel tie plate, if there are no inter-
active effects from disrupted higher power subassemblies, before pin
disruption. However, axial heat losses will have to be examined before
i t can be definitely concluded that there are no fuel coolant Inter-
actions in these subassemblies during this phase of the accident.

• Pressure boundary failure 1s not likely during the Incore phase.

The preliminary scoping work documented in Chapter 10 on the debris bed

phase which follows the Incore phase with Intact geometry indicates that

• Can wall failure should occur earlier than fuel lower tie plate failure
which would then lead to debris bed formation upon the core support
plate.

• Depletion of the coolant above the core support plate occurs at - 4700

seconds.

• Thermal failure of the core support plate and the boil dry of the coolant
Inventory in the lower plenum occurs at - 5000 seconds.

Although a comprehensive effort, particularly in the incore intact geom-
etry phase, was made 1n this study to evaluate the effects of various factors,
such as heat transfer coefficients, two dimensional Incoherences, and axial
power shapes, i t should be reemphasized that this study was prematurely termi-
nated. Extrapolation of the results presented to generalized conclusions,
particularly for the debris bed phase, should be treated with caution.
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APPENOIX A

DATA FOR A BWR-4 PLANT
***********************************
***********************************

REFERENCES
TtiCit"ftwt'fC K ft Kit

REF.l BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FINAL SAFETY REPORT,VOL.1
TENNESSE VALLEY AUTHORITY

REF.2 RETRAN OUTPUT 2726 FROM T.WEI
REF.3 REALISTIC SIMULATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS IN BWRS -

COMPUTER MODELING REQUIREMENTS, S.R.GREENE.APR84
NUREG/CR-294O ORNL/TM-8517

REF.4 DOCKET NO.50-259,OCT 19,1983.
INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF PIPE CRACKS ON BFNP.
BFNP/UNIT 1 I.G.S.C.C WELD OVERLAY PROGRAM RESULTS

REF.5 CONTACT OF T.WEI WITH TVA-AUG 1984.

PENETRATIONS NOT BEING CONSIDERED
*********************************
HEAD SPRAY NOZZLE ELEV«875.5(IN)
LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION AND VENT NOZZLE ELEV»875.5(IN
SPARE NOZZLE ELEV»875.5(IN
CONTROL ROD DRIVE HYDRAULIC RETURN ELEV*448.5(IN)
JET PUMP INSTRUMENT NOZZLE ELEV«100(IN)
CORE DIF. PRESSURE & STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL NOZZLE
FLUX MONITOR PENETRATION

DATA CONFLICTS
**************
TOP HEAD THICKNESS REF.2 AND REF.3
LOW PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION REF.l AND REF.3
FEEDWATER PIPE DOES NOT HAVE O.D. OR THICKNESS OF
USUAL SCHEDULE PIPES.
DIMENSIONS OF REF.l AND REF.5 FOR RECIR. OUTLET PIPE
STEAM PIPE THICKNESS REF.l, P.4.6-1 AND REF. 5

DATA ON BOUNARIES BEING CONSIDERED
**********************************

COMP
MAT
WGT
DIM
DIM
DIM
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
WGT
END

BOTTOM VESSEL HEAD
SA533 GR B CC 1339

INNER RADIUS
THICKNESS (TOP)
THICKNESS (BOTTOM)

207500.
125.5
6.3125
8.0

CONTROL ROD GUIDE TUBES

304 SS
185

46250

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

(LB)

REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TA34.2-2
REF.1-FIG4.3-1
REF.2-REF.3
REF.4-P8

REF.1-TAB3.3-1
REF.1-P3.3-1
REF.1-TAB3.3-1

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
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COMP
NO
MAT
END
COMP
MAT
MGT
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
DIM
DIM
DIM ***

DIM
ELEY
END

COMP
MAT
END
COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT ***
SIZE
DIM ***
DIM ***
ELV
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
DIM ***
ELV
END

CONTROL ROD GUIDE TUBE STUBS

INCCONEL 600 SB166

CORE SHROUD
304 SS

UPPER O.D.
CENTRAL O.D.
CENTRAL THICKNESS
LOWER O.D.

CORE SHROUD HEAD
304 SS

185

116900
220.
207.125
2.
201.

WITH STEAM SEPARATOR 139600.
THICKNESS
O.D.
RADIUS OF CURVATURE

POLAR ANGLE
TOP

CORE SHROUD SUPPORT
INCONEL 600 SB168

2.
220.
216.

30.
442.63

COLUMNS

CORE SPRAY INLET NOZZLE

SA508 Cl CC1332

CENTERLINE

CORE SPRAY PIPE

NOMINAL DIAM.
INNER DIAM.
THICKNESS
CEHTERLINE

CORE SUPPORT
304 SS

PLATE THICKNESS
TOP

2

10.
484.5

2

10.

484.5

20500.
1.0
211.3125

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

(DEG)
(IN)

(IN)
(IN)

(IN)

(IN)

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)

REF
REF

REF
REF
REF
REF
REF
REF

REF
REF
REF
REF

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-TAB4.2-1

.1-P3.3-1

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-TAB3,3-1

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-TA83.3-1.REF.4

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-P3.3-1

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-TAB3.3-1

.1-TAB3.3-1
SCALE FROM REF.l,
FIG,.4.2-1
CALCULATED
REF,

REF,

REF,
REF,
REF.
REF.

REF.

REF.

REF.

REF.
REF.
REF.
REF.

.1-FIG4.2-1

.1-TAB4.2-1

.1-TAB4.2-2

.1-TAB4.2-1
•1-TAB4.2-2
.1-FIG4.2-1

1-TAB4.2-2

1-TAB4.2-2

1-FIG4.2-1

1-P3.3-1
1-TAB3.3-1
2
1-FIG4.2-1

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM

KRM

KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
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COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT ***
SIZE
DIM ***
DIM ***
ELV
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
ELV
END

COMP
NO. ***
MAT ***
SIZE ***
DIM ***
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
MAT
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
WGT
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
DIM
DIM
DIM
END

COMP
WGT
END

FEED WATER INLET 1

SA5O8 Cl CC1332

CENTERLINE

FEED WATER PIPE

NOMINAL DIAM.
DIAM. I.D.
THICKNESS
CENTERLINE

FLANGE
SA508 CL2 CC1332

BETWEEN

FLANGE BOLTS

AISI-4140 STEEL
NOMINAL DIAM.
I.D. THREAD ROOT

FUEL ASSEMBLY

ZIRCALOY-2
ZIRCALOY-4
CORE MIDPLANE

JET PUMP

304 SS

REACTOR VESSEL
SA533 GR B CC 1339

I.D.
LENGTH
THICKNESS

40ZZLE
6

12.
498.5

6

12.
10.78
1.219
498.5

106000.
745.

92

6

764

288.3125

20

22700.

842000
251.
875.125
6.3125

REACTOR VESSEL INTERNALS
47700.

(IN)
(IN)

(IN)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

(LB)
(IN)

(IN)

CLADDING
CHANNEL
(IN)

(LB)

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

(LB)

REF
REF
REF
REF

REF

REF
REF
REF
REF

REF,
REF,
REF,

REF.
REF.
REF.
REF.

REF.
REF.
REF.

REF.
REF.
REF.
REF.
REF.

REF.

.1-TAB4.2-2

.1-TAB4.2-1

.1-TAB4.2-2

.1-FIG4.2-1

.1-TAB4.2-2

.1-TAB4.2-2

.2

.2

.1-FIG4.2-1
-

.1-TAB4.2-1

.1-TAB4.2-2

.1-FIG4.2-1

1-TAB3.2-1
1-P3.2-1
1 P3.2-2
1-FIG4.2-1

1-TAB4.3-1
1-P3.3-1
1-TAB3.3-1

1-TAB4.2-1
1-TAB4.2-2
1-TAB4.2-2
1-TAB4.2-2
2.REF.4-P9

1-TAB3.3-1

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
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COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
DIM ***
DIM ***
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
DIM ***
DIM ***
ELV
END

rOMP
MAT
WGT
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
ELV
END

COMP
NO.
MAT
SIZE
SIZE
DIM ***
DIM ***
DIM ***
ELV
DIM ***
END

RECIR.MATER INLET

SA508 Cl CC1332

CENTERLINE

RECIR.WATER INLET

304 SS
NOMINAL DIAM.
DIAM. O.D.
THICKNESS
CENTERLINE

RECIR.WATER OUTLET

SA508 Cl CC1332

CENTERLINE

RECIR.WATER OUTLET

304 SS
NOMIAL DIAM.
DIAM. O.D.
THICHNESS
CENTERLINE

STEAM DRYER
304 SS

NOZZLE
10

12.
181.

PIPE
10

12.
12.75
0.789
181.

NOZZLE
2

36. TO
161.5

PIPE
2

28.
28.146
1.138
161.5

90000.

STEAM OUTLET NOZZLE

SA508 Cl CC1332

CENTERLINE

STEAM OUTLET PIPE

SA106 GRADE B
NOMINAL DIAM.
SCHEDULE 80
INNER DIAM.
DIA.O.D.
THICKNESS
CENTERLINE

4

26
658.5

4

26.

23.647
26.0
0.95
658.5

(IN)
(IN)

(IN)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

28.(IN)
(IN)

(IN)
flM)
(IN)
(IN)

(LB)

(IN)
(IN)

(IN)

(IN)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-P4.3-3
REF.1-TAB4.3-1
REF.4
REF.4
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-P4.3-3
REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.4
REF.4
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

REF.1-P3.3-1
REF.1-3.3-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-2

REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-P4.6-1
REF.1-P4.6-1
REF.5
REF.5
REF.1-FIG4.2-1

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
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COMP
MAT
WGT
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
END

COMP
MAT
WGT
DIM
DIM ***
DIM ***
DIM ***
END

STEAM SEPARATER
304 SS

SUPPORT SKIRT
SA-802 GR B

TOP FUEL GUIDE
304 SS

TOP VESSEL HEAD
SA533 GR 8 CC 1339

INNER RADIUS
THICKNESS
THICKNESS (TOP)
THICKNESS (BOTTOM)

139600.

28000.

15200.

252000.
125.6875
6.3125
3.375
4.875J(IN)

(LB)

(LB)

(LB)

(LB)
(IN)
(IN)
(IN)

REF.1-P3.3-1
REF.1-TAB3.3-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TAB4.2-2

REF.1-P3.3-1
REF.1-TAB3.3-1

REF.1-TAB4.2-1
REF.1-TAB4.2-2
REF.1-FIG4.3-1
REF.2
REF.3-P9
REF.3-P9

KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM

KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
KRM
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Appendix B: Clad Axial Conduction

To examine the assumption of negligible clad axial heat conduction in the
boiloff of the coolant inventory, a simple model was constructed. Reference
should be made to Fig. B-l.

The clad axial heat flux at the coolant interface is approximated by

C 2itrSr (1)
"axial c* P - *7

This assumes a straight line cladding temperature the validity of which will
be discussed later. We also have

AT - T .(* ) - T Al) - AT , + SAT. 4 . (2)
d cA o c* cool inter

Making the assumption of quasistatics which should give the largest gradient
in the cladding gives

z

st st I st st

6(

This translates into

qaxial 2*r6r c*
q , ~~T~ W C * {5)

pool st st

From quasistatics we also have
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"1 mi
st

(6)

Combining (5) and (6) gives

qaxial _ 2&r r_J*_
qpool rl2?'" Cst

i (7)

Using typical #s at 2% decay heat leads to

Table B-l

I

1
0.
0.

f t .

5
25

6*

1
4

16

This means that cladding heat transfer becomes important to pool boiloff

at ~l/4 ft. pool depth.

If the assumption of a straight line temperature is reexamined what is

needed is

p
av

dT
(8)

dr

which is typically ~25%-50S off so Table B-l is fa i r ly representative.
Furthermore, the results for the TQUX and TQUV cases for the average, high and
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low subassemblies discussed fn Chapter 5 were also examined. As the stand-

alone pin code used to generate these results does not Include axial conduc-

tion, the temperature gradients from those calculations should be overesti-

mates. At the point of pin disruption the gradients are ~500*F/ft. which

leads to heat transfer rate of —1.5-2 watts Into the pool. The pool level 1s

~1 ft. and the decay heat level Is ~ 25 watt/ft so the error In neglecting

clad heat transfer is ~5-10!? which 1s consistent with Table B-l. Fuel axial

conduction 1s even less than cladding heat conduction as the poor conductivity

(~factor of 10) dominates over the larger heat transfer (~factor of 3).

Nomenclature

C

h

k

L
p...

0
r
T

W

specific heat
heat transfer coefficient

conductivity

latent heat

power density
total power

radius
temperature
mass flow rate

Subscripts

c*

cool

clad
coolant

Inter Interface
st steam

X

! •

— '
p ">

_ i
_ 1

- - f
' * . j

i

1

1
t

-

* ^ " " i i

* • " ^ "

Figure B.I. Geometry.
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Appendix C. TQUX Thermal Code
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60. (3350. ,0.0>,(1.E6,0.0)
61. FUNCTION HSGEH=(0.0,85.0),(100.,75.0),(200.,61.5).(300.,51.5),...
62. (400., 44.0),( 500., 38.5), (600., 34.0), (800., 26.5),...
63. (1000.,21.5),(1200.,17.5),(1100.,14.0),(1600.,12.0)....
64. (1800.,10.0),(2000.,8.5),(2650.,5.0),(3000.,2.5),...
65. (3350.,2.5),(3351.,0.0),(1.E6,0.0)
66. FUNCTION HTCAPF=(80.,5.73E-2),(620.,7.05E-2),(1160.,7.52E-2),...
67. <1700.,7.76E-2),(2240.,7.88E-2),(27SO.,8.4SE-2),C}320
68. 9.47E-2M 3850., 1.1E-1), (4400., 1.35E-1), (4940,1.55E-1),...
69. (5188.4,1.56E-1),(5192.,1.2E-1),(5480.,1.2E-1)
70. FUNCTIOH CONDF=(440.,9.79E-4),(1340.,5.62E-4>,(2240..4.33E-4),...
71. (3140.,3.53E-4),(4040.,4.17E-4),(4922.,5.3E-4),(4940
72. 4.0iE-4),(495S.,2.73E-4),(5S40.,4.49E-4)
73. FUNCTION HTCAFC=(80.,6.71E-2),(26O.,7.21E-2),(692..7.91E-2),...
74. (1502.,8.96E-2),(1507.4,.12),(1543.,0.141!,(1579.4,0.147),...
75. (1615.4,0.172),(1651.4,0.195),(1687.4,0.184),(1723.4,. K3),..
76. (1759.4,0.112),(1786.4,8.5E-2),<3313.2,8.5E-2),(1.E6,8.5E-2j
77. FUNCTIOH CONDC=(80.,2.01E-3),(800.,2.81E-3),(1520.,3.69E-3),...
78. (2240.,5.14E-3),(2960.,7.7E-3),(3320.,9.31E-3),(3322.,...
79. 5.78E-3),(3630.,5.78E-3),(1.E6,5.78E-3)
80. FUNCTION HTCAPS=(80.,1.27),...
81. (556.20,1.27),(600.,0.979),(650.,0.6G6),(700.,.711),..
82. (800.,0.621),(900.,0.594),(1000.,0.574),(1100.,0.575),...
83. (1200.,0.577),(1300.,0.581),(2000.,0.5S1),(4000.,0.5S1),...
84. (1.E6,0.581)
85. FUNCTION DENS=(80.0,2.5),...
86. (556.20,2.5),(600.,2.21),(650.,2.00),(700.,1.84),...
87. (800.,1.62),(900.,1.46),(1000.,1.33),(1200.,1.15),...
88. (1500.,0.9561,(1750.,0.848),(2000.,0.762),(2500.,0.633),...
89. (3000.,0.542),(3500.,0.473),(4000.,0.420),(1.E6,0.0)
90. FUNCTION HTCPSS=(80.,9.79E-2),(530.,.110),(930.,.1210),...
91. (1430.,.127),(1880.,.131),(2330.,.133),(1.E6,.133)
92. FUNCTION COHDSS=(80.,2.25E-3),(2548.,6.26E-3),(2649..3.21E-3),...
93. (1.E6.3.21E-3)
94. INIT
95. IAX=LFUEL/HSECT
96. LUP1=LSEP/MSECT
97. RGAF=ALOGIRCA/RFO)/(TPIKKGAP)
98. KCFL=RHOVL*CFL
99. QF0=3382.E6/(2.929E-1*3600.*HPIN3*12.5)
100. VOLS=(83.96/NPINS)
101. U5LB3=0.0
102. ICTU1UTSAT
103. ITSrU[|=TSAT
104. ICTUP2=TSAT
105. ICTUP3=TSAT
106. ITSUP2=TSAT
107. ITSUP3=T5AT
10S. !?IINO2=1./(AIIUP3»f|IU3)
109. RHUH=1./(AHUI|)'HUH)
110. NOSORT
111. DO 5 I=1,HSECT
112. ICTF(I)=561.77
113. ICTC(I)=556.47
114. ICTUP1(I)=TSAT
115. ITSUP1(I)=TSAT
116. TCK(I) = ( ICTC(I)+460.) /1.8
117. ICTS(I)=TGAT
118. ICKG(I)=1.0
119. TS(I)=TSAT

i
ro
ro
o



120. HS=(1./HPIHS)*AFGEH(HSGEM,TIHE>
121. KSRIN(I)=HS
122. HSROUT(I)=HS
123. HSRZR<I)=0.0
124. Z1Z = <I-1)*LAX + LAX*0.5 + 1.0
125. IF (2Z2.6T.3.083) 60 TO 2
126. SH(I) = -3.5424 + 4.7856*ZZ2 - 1.653«ZZZ*ZZZ + . . .
127. - 0.1911*ZZZ*«3
128. SO TO 5
129. 2 IF (ZZZ.GT.10.896) 60 TO 3
130. SHI I ) = 1.075 + 3.574E-2*ZZZ - 3.427E-3*ZZZ*ZZZ
131. GO TO 5
132. 3 SHU) = 44.47 - 11.95*ZZZ + 1.106*ZZZ*ZZZ - 3.442E-2*ZZZ**3
133. 5 CONTINUE
134. HRITEC6.6)
135. 6 FORMATdX.'SSSSS^iiSSSS THE AXIAL SHAPE FACTORS ARE:1,/)
136. HRITEC6.7) (SH(I),I=1,HSECT)
137. 7 FORMATnX,10(F8.fc,4X)/)
135. DYNAH
139. TSCRM=TIHE+1505.
140. qF=0.1*QFO*(n5CRHt8.5)**(-0.2)-0.9612*<TSCRM+7.76E5)**(-0.2)>
141. * QF=0.1*qFOK((1505.+8.5)**<-0.2)-0.9612*(1505.+7.76E5)K*(-0.2))
142. TF=IHT6RL(ICTF,ETF,10)
143. TC=IHTGRL(ICTC,STC,10)
144. TS =INTGRL(ICTS,STS ,10)
145. K5=IHTGRL(ICIIG,SII3,10)
146. TUP1=IHTGRU ICTUP1 ,STUP1,10)
147. T5UP1=INT6RL(ITSUP1.STSUP1,10)
14S. YH2O=AFGnN(H2CH,TIME) .
149. * YI!20=12.5+1.E-4 ro
150. YFLOAT=(YH2O/LAX)*1.E-4 J2
151. ICOVER=YFLOAT I
152. KSIHTR=AFGEN<HSGEH,TIME)
153. * M3IHTR=85.0
154. I!S=KSINTR/HPINS
155. FCOVER=ICOVER
156. 8ETA=YFL0AT-IC0VER
157. liCPS32=MUP2*AFGEH( HTCPSS ,TUP2)
153. KCPSS3=HUP3*AFGEH<HTCPSS,TUPS)
159. HOSORT
160. DO 10 I=1,HSECT
161. HCPFt I )--RHOVF*AFGEN(HTCAPF,TF( I))
162. RF(I)=AL06(1.4142)/(TPI*AFeEH(C0MDF,TF(I)))
163. RC1(I)=ALOG(RCC/RCA)/(TPI*AFGEN(CONDC,TC<I)))
164. UAF(I)=1.0/(RF(I)+RGAP+RC1(I))
165. HCFC( I )=RH0VC*AF5EII( HTCAPC,TC( I))
166. UACKI )=(TPI/ALOGIRCO/RCC) )*AFGEH(CGUDC,TC( I))
167. UAC2(I)=TPI/(ALOG(RC0/RCC)i*(1.0/AFGEll(CO:!OC,TC(I)))+1.0/t[:CS-RC0))
163. 10 STFJI)=( 1.0/MCPF(I))«(-UAF(I)ir<TF(I)-TC(I))+QF*SH<I))
169. IF(ICOVER.EQ.O) GO TO 21
170. DO 20 I=1,ICOVER
171. STClI) = (1.0/IICFC(I))x(UAF(I)H(TF(I)-TC(I))-UAC1(I)«(TC(I)-TSAT))
172. STS (I)=0.0
173. TSIH(I)=TSAT
174. 20 TSOUT(I)=TSAT
175. IF(ICOVER.GE.HSECT) 60 TO 30
176. 21 J=IC0VER+1
178. UACT=UAC2(J)
179. CPS(J)-AFGEH(IITCAPS,TS(J1)
180. HCPS(J)=VOLS«CP3(J)«AFGEM(DEH3,TS(J))



181. TCK(J)=(TCU)+460.)/1.8
182. IF(TCKU).LE.1853.) KP(J)=C0X2*EXP(-C0X3/CR*TCK<J)))
1S3. IF(TCKU).GT.1853.) KP(J)=C0X4*EXP(-C0X5/(R*TCK(J)))
184. SWG(J) = 117.45«C0X1*KPlJ)/liG(J)
18b. HSR2R(J)=(36./91.)*SUG(J)*(1./4.5359E5)*LAX
186. HSRIHU)=WS
187. HSR0UT1J)=HSRIM(J)-WSRZR(J)
188. IF<U3ROUTU).LE.0.0) S!!3(J)=KH2*NSRIN(J)
189. IF(UGU).GE.UZRMAX) SI!3(J)=0.0
190. QC(J)=5.972E-3*3UGU)
191. STCU)=(1.O/HCFC(J))*(UAF(J)*(TF(J)-TC(J))-UAC2(J)9i(TC(J)-TSfJ))+...
192. QCUM
193. HCPT=BETA*MCPL+(1.0-BETA)*HCPSU)
194. TERH1=1.O/HCPT
195. . TERM2=UACT*(TCU)-TSUn
156. TERM3=2.* (1.0-BETA)*WS*CPS<J)*(TS (J)-TSAT)/LAX
197. STS (J)=TERM1*(TERH2-TERM3)
198. TS0UT(J)=2.*TS(J)-TSAT
199. J=IC0VER+2
200. IF(J.GT.NSECT) GO TO 30
201. DO 30 I=J,NSECT
202. TSIHm=TS0UTU-1)
203. CPSa)=AFGEN(HTCAPS,TS(U)
204. MCPSm=VOLS-CPS(I)*AFGEHIDENS,TSm)
205. TCK(I)=(TC(I)+460.)/1.8
206. IF(TCK(I).LE.1853.) KP(I)=COX2*EXP(-COX3/(R*TCKU)M
207. IF(TCK(I).GT.1S53.) KPtI)=COX4iiEXP(-COX5/(RKTCK(I)))
20S. KP10=KP(10)
209. SUG(I) = 117.45*sC0X1x!<P(I)/MG(I) i
210. HSRZR(I)=(36./91.)*Sl:G(I)*n./4.5359E5)*LAX {^
211. V!3RII!(I)=HSROUTII-1) ro
212. IFUfSRIH(I).LT.O.O) HSRIN(I)=0.0 '
213. HSF?0UT(I>=W3RIN(I)-KS3ZRU) "
214. IF(HSFiOUTtl).LE.O.O) S!«(I)=KH2*K3RIH( I )
215. IF(HGd).GE.HZRMAX) S!IG(I)=0.0
216. QC(I)=5.972E-3xEI!G(I)
217. STC(I)=(1.0/HCFC(I))*(UAFri)*(TF(I)-TC(I))-UAC2(I)«(TC(I)-7Sa))+...
213. qC(D)
219. TERH4=1.0/i:CPS(I)
220. TERM5=UAC21I)«(TC(I)-TS(D)
221. TERM6=2.» l>'S«CP3(I)i (T3 ( I i -TSIH( I U/LAX
222. STS m=TERN4*ITEr:H5-TERHS)
223. 30 TSCUT(I)=2.*TS(I)-TSIII(I)
224. »GLBS=0.0
225. DO 35 I=1,HSECT
226. H S L B S = U P I N 5 K < H 3 ( I ) ) K L A X * 2 . 2 0 5 E - 6 + H 3 L B S
227. t!H2LE.S=(4./91.)«;.'GLBS
228. 35 CONTINUE
229. TREHH=TLEFT(KP10)
230. TSTOP=TREMN-2000.
231. TSTIUH=TSOUT(10)
232. SORT
233. TUU=INTGRUICTU!l,STi.!||)
234. TSTII'JH=INTGRL( ITSTUH .STSMUH)
235. RKUil--(Ti:U.!i/'2. )/(rtHUH*AF6EN(C0NDSS,TUH J)
236. UAUH=1./(RHUM*P.HUHl
237. HCPUH=riU!l»AFGEN(HTCPS3,TU!U
233. STU!l=t 1./r,CPUin«(UAU;!:*(-TUH+TSTtiUH))
239. CPSUil=AFGEH(HTCAP3,TSTIIUH)
240. HCP3UH=AFUM^CP31J!I' -AFGEI«OE»S,TSTHUH)



241. STSHUH=( 1 ./MCPS'JH)*(-UAUH*< TSTMUH-TUH)-...
242. 2.*HSIHTR*CPSUH*(TSTNUH-TSTIUII)/LUH)
243. TST0UH=2.*TSTI«JM-TSTIUH
244. HOSORT
245. DO 40 I=1,NSECT
246. TSUPI1lI)=TSUPO1(I-1)
247. IFd.EQ.1) T5UPI1U)=TST0UH
248. CP3UP1(I)=AFUE!I<HTCAFS,TSUPKI))
249. MCPSSKI )=riUP1i»AF6EH(HTCPSS.TUPN I ) )
250. MCPSUKI )=AFUN*CPSUP1( I )*AFGENl DEHS.TSUPIf I ) )
251. STUPi(I>=(1./!iCPSSimi*(HUPKAHUP1;;(TSUP1U)-TUP1(I)))
252. STSUP1<I)=M./tlCPSU1lI))*<-HUPsA!IUP1*(TSUPUI)-TUPi(I)).
253. -2 . *»5 iHTR*r :F : ;up im*<Tsup iu ) -Tsup i im) /u ip i )
254. 40 TSUP01(I)=2.*TSUPMI)-TSUPI1(I)
255. TSUPI2=TSUPO1(10)
256. SORT
257. TUP2=INTGRI.UCTUP2,STUP2)
258. TUP3=IHTGRLCtCTUP3,STUP3)
259. TSUP2 =IHTGRKITSUP2,STSUP2)
260. TSUP3=IHTGRL( ITSUP3.STSUP3)
261. TSUPI3=TSUPO2
262. ' CPSUr>2=AFGEIi(HTCAPS,TSUP2)
2 6 3 . CPSUP3=AFGEH(HTCAPS,TSUP3)
2 6 4 . HCP5U2=AFUP,?XCPSUP2*AFGEH(DENS,TSUP2)
265. HCPSU3=AFUP3V(CPSUP3SAFGEN( DENS, TSUP3)
266. STUP2=( 1./HCPSS2)*(HUI1*AHUP2*(TSUP2-TUP2))
267. RESH=ALOG(R!LO/RI:CH)/(TPI*AFGEN(COMDSS,TUP3))
268. UAHOZ=I./(I:ESN4R:II:OZ)
269. STUP3=M./iiCPSS3)*(UAHOZ* (TSUP3-TUP3))
270. STSUP2=(1./IICPSU2)«(-HUP*AHUP2*ITSUP2-TUP2)-...
271. 2.*H3IMTR*CP5UP2«(TSUP2 -TSUPI21/LUP2)
272. STSUP3=<1./MCPSU3)*(-HU3*AHUP3x(TSUP3-TUP3)-...
273. 2.Mi3I(nR*CPSUP3«(TSUP3 -TSUPI31/LUP3)
274. TSUP02=2.* rSUP2-TSUPI2
275. TSUPO3=2.iTSUP3-TSUPI3
276. TIMER FINTISi=5000..PRDEL=10.
277. FINISH TSTOP«0.0
27S. PRIHT TC(1-1J),TS(1-10),HG(1-10),TUP1I1-10),...
279. TSUPK 1 ),T'3i™i( 1 ),TUP2,TSUP2,TUP3,TSUP3,...
280. HII2LBS,YH2O,TUH,TSTliUH,...
281. H3IHTR,DF.LT,TEUPI2,TSUF02,TS0UT( 10)
282. LABEL ZIRC CXIDE HCD 7
283. OUTPUT TIME,VF(10)=(500.,4500.),TC(10)=(500.,4500.),...
284. TSOUT(10)=t500.,4500.)
285. PAGE XYPLOT
28o. OUTPUT TIK!;,<3C(10)=(0.0,3.2).QF(0.0,3.2>
287. PAGE XYPLOT
283. OUTPUT TIME,TC(9-10)=(500.,4500.)
2S9. PAGE XYPLOT
290. OUTFUT TItU,TC(7-8) = (500. ,4500.)
291. PAGE XYPLOT
292. OUTPUT TIME,TC(5-6)=(500.,4500.)
293. PAGE XYPLOT
294. OUTPUT TIME,TC(3-4)=(500.,4500.)
295. PAC-E XYPLOT
296. OUTPUT TIiiE,TC(1-2)=:(500.,4500.)
297. PAGE XYPLOr
258. OUTPUT Ti;iE,TUP1(1-2)
299. PAGE XYPLOT
300. OUTPUT TJHn,TUPK3-4)



301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
333.
339.
3'iO.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
345.
349.
350.

PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME,TUP1<5-6)
PAGE XfPLOT
OUTPUT T I H E ; T U P 1 < 7 - 8 )
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME.TUPK9-10)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TK'.E ,TSUPI1( 1) .TSUPOK 1 »
PAGE >.YPLOT
OUTPUT TIf IE, TSUP11(2), TSUP01(2)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE>TSUPIK3),TSUPO1(3)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME»TSUPI1(4),TSUP01(4)
PACE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME,TSUPI1(5),TSUP01(5)
PA3E XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME,TSUPI1(6),TSUPO1(6)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME,TSUPI'17),TSUPO1(7)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPI1(8),TSUP01(8)
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPI1(9),TSUPO1<9)
PA3E XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME.TSUPIK 10),TSUPOK 10)
PA5E XYPLOT
OUTPUT TINE.WGLBS
PAGE XYPLOT
CJTPUT TIHE.UH2LBS
TAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE.TSUPI2.TSUPO2
PA6E XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIIIE,TSUPI3,TSUPO3
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIflE.TSTIUH.TSTOUH
PACE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME.TUH
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIME.TSTHUH
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE.TUP2
PAGE XYPLOT
OUTPUT TIHE.TUP3
PAGE XYPLOT
METHOD RKS
END
STOP
EMOJ03
// EXEC POSTPLOT,PLOTTER=VERS11



2.
3. THE FOLLOWING LISTING OF THE HEATUP/OXI0ATI0N CCOE IS THE SAKE
4. AS THAT ABOVE EXCEPT THAT ADJUSTMENTS HAVE EEEH MADE TO CHANGE
5. PROPERTIES APPROPRIATE FOR THE TQUXI1100 P3IA) CASE TO THE TQUVI350 P3IA)
6. CASE. THE EXTENDED DEPP.ESSURIZATION CAUSES AH EARLIER COS UNCOVEKY TIME
7. AND THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES ANO HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS HERE CHANGED
8. FOR THE LOWER PRESSURE AND SATURATION TEMPERATURE.

10. $*$$*$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SJ$$$$i$$*$$$$$$$$$$*»$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$i*$$$J$SJ5$4iiiS5i$S$
11 . //2RTQUV7 JOB (.F10233),U3ER=B10233,
12. / / CLASS=W,TIME=15,REGION=200K
13. / /xt lAIH LIMES=20,0?.G=RADS12
14. //"FORMAT PR,DDHAME=,DEST=3300
15. //^FORMAT Pa,DDNAHE=JESJCL,DEST=RADSi2
16. / / K F O M A T PR,DONAHE=JESI1SG,DEST=RADS12
17. //*FOR!IAT PR,0DHAME=SYSMSG,DEST=RADS12
18. //xFORHAT PR,DDNAHE=FT06F001,DEST=3SOO
19. //"FORMAT PR,DDNA!IE=FT06F001,DEST=RAOS12
20. //xFORNAT PR,DDMANE=FT0SF001,DEST=3S0Q ' D=.
2 1 . //xFORMAT PR,DDNANE=FTCSF001,DEST=RAOS12 5
22 . //xFORMAT PR,DDUAHE=SYSPRINT,DEST=3300 n
23. //xFORMAT PS,DDHANE=JESMSG,DEST-3300 5
24. //xFORHAT PR,DDHAHE=JESJCL,DEST=3S0O -••
25. //xFORHAT PR,DDMAME=SYS!(SS,DEST=3800 : x

26. //xFOSilAT FR,DDHAI1E=ASPI002,CONTROL=SIMSLE,DEST=RADS12 O
27. / / EXEC CSMPGLG,PLOTTER=G1DATA
28. / /SY3IH DD *
29. TITLE HIHP THE FIRST—IJITH SIMPLE CLAD OXIDATION -A'/E. POHER-TG1JV CASE 3
30. « *«*x*xx*);x«*xxx** OXIDATION CA1HCART/BAKER-JUST:STEAM DEPLETION c=
31. * xxxxx«xx*»xxxFULL STEAM FLOU FOR HEAT XFER-HO H2 6ENERATI0II "*
32. * X*XXXXKX*XXAOQ UPPER INTERNALS -i
33. * *«xxxxxxxxxx ADD AXIAL POl.'ER SHAPE FUNCTION 9-4-84 5
34. * *KxxKxi«xxK* SEPERATE UPPER SHKOUD HEAD 9-4-84 3
35. a ***x* CHANGE TO LOli PRESSURE (TQUV-350P3IA) CASE 9-11-84 g
36. FIXED I,J,IC0VER,NPIN3,H3ECT - •
37. STORAGE SHI10) .TSIN(10) .TSOUT(10) , fXFF(10) ,RF(1O),RC1(10) ,UAF(10) , . . . o

33. HCPC(10),UAC1(10),UAC2(10),MCFS(10),CP3(10),. . . O
39. TCK( 10) ,KP( 10) ,QC( 10),JISraN( 10) ,!!SROUT( 10) ,»3.12R( 1 0 ) . . . . £ •
40. TSUP11( 10) .TSUPOK 10) .CPSUPK 10 ) .HCFSU l( 10) .HCPSSK 10)
4 1 . PARAM C0X1=5.873E+1,C0X2=2.943E6,C0X3=3.994E4
42. PARAM HUP=1.3S9E-3,HU3=13.89E-3,HU!l=1.3S9E-3
43. CONST KUII=3.78E4,AFUH=42.332,LUH=0.5,TI!U:i=0.1667
44. CONST HUP1=8.047E3,IIUP2=1.E4,HUP3=2.607E2,...
45. AflUP1=3.674E2,A!iUP2=1.1HE3,A!IUP3=s.6,...
46. AFUP1=42.33,AFUP2=42.33,AFUP3=3.168,...
47 . LSEP=15.0,LUP2=9.0,LUP3=1.0,Rt!0=1.044,RNCM=1.024
4£. PARAH COX4=33.3E6,COX5=4.55E4
45. PARAM NSECT=10,TSAT=431.73,HCS=1.339E-3
5'l . CONST RF0=1.70SE-2,RCA=1.7455E-2,RCC=1.87a9E-2,RC0=2.0122E-2,...
5 1 . HZI'.MAX=5.847E4,R=1.937,KH2=5.04E4
52. CONST TPI=6.2S3185,LFUEL=12.5,HPINS=4735S
53. CONST RIIOVF=0.62S4,RHOVC=0.1287,RHOVL=0.1059.K6AP=6.3125E-5,...
-c'i. CPL=1.105
15. PARAM A!!U;i=5.74<tE2
Ci. FUNCTION H2OH=(0.0,12.5),(200.,9.53),(400.,7.5S),(600.,6.04),...
•''7. (800.,4.79), (1000.,3.23),(1200.,3.13),(1400.,2.5-i),...
;-:3. (1600.,2.17), (1S00., 1.33), (2000., 1.52), (2650.,. 833),....
•'39. (3000.,. 417),(3350., 0.0),( 1.E6.0.0)



60. FUNCTION WSGEN=(0.0,82.1),(100.,70.0),(200.,60.0),(300.,51.0),...
61. (400.,44.0),(500.,33,5),(600.,33.5),(700.,29.5),...
62. (800.,26.0),(1000.,20.01,(1200., 15.5),(WOO., 12.5),...
63. (1600.,10.0),(1300.,8.5),(2000.,7.25),(2203.,6.0),...
64. (2650.,3.20),(3000.,1.00),13350.,1.00),(3351.,0.0),...
65. (1.E6.0.0)
66. FUNCTION HTCAPF=(80.,5.73E-2),(620.,7.05E-2),<1160..7.52E-2),...
67. (1700.,7.76E-2),(2240.,7.S3£-2),(27S0.,8.<i3E-2),(3320
68. 9.47E-2),(3S60.,1.1E-1),(4400.,1.35E-1),(4940,1.55E-1>,...
69. (5188.4,1.56E-1),(5192.,1.2E-1),(5430.,1.2E-1M 1.E6.1.2E-1)
70. FUNCTION CONDF=(80..9.79E-4),...
71. <440.,9.79E-4),(1340.,5.62E-4),(2240.,4.33E-4),...
72. (3140.,3.53E-4),(4040.,4.17E-4),(4922.,5.3E-4),(4940.,...
73. 4.0iE-4),(4953.,2.73E-4),(5840.,4.49E-4),(1.E6.4.49E-4)
74. FUNCTION HTCAPC=(80.,6.71E-2),(260.,7.21E-2),(692.,7.91E-2),...
75. (1502.,8.96E-2M 1507.4,. 12),(1543.,0.1411,(1579.4,0.1471,...
76. (1615.4,0.172),(1651.4,0.195),(1637.4,0.124),(1723.4,.143),..
77. (1759.4,0.112),(1786.4,8.5E-2),(3318.2,8.5E-2),(1.E6,3.5E-2)
78. FUNCTION COHOC=(S0.,2.01E-3),(80Q.,2.81E-3),(1520.,3.69E-3),...
79. _ (2240.,5.14E-3),(2960.,7.7E-3),(3320.,9.31E-3),(3322.,...
80. 5.78E-3),(36S0.,5.72E-3),(1.E6,5.7£E-3)
81. FUNCTION HTCAPS=(80.0,.761),(431.73,.761),(475.,.679),...
82. (500.,.645),(550.,.596),(600.,.565),(700...536),...
83. (750.,.529),(800.,.527),(900...529),(1000...532),...
84. (1100...539),(1200...546),(1400.,.559),(1600...564),...
85. (4000.,.564),(1.E6,.564)
86. FUNCTION DENS=(80.0,.754),(431.73,.754),(475.,.693),...
87. (500.,.671),(550...625),(600.,.5S5),(700...527),...
83. (750.,.502),(800...480),(900.,.442),(101)0.,.409),...
89. (1100.,.381),(1200.,.357),(1400.,.318),(1600.,.287),...
90. (1800.,.261),(2000.,.240),(2500.,.199),...
91. (3000.,.171),(3500.,.149),(4000...132),(1.E6,.132)
92. FUNCTION HTCPSS=(80. ,9.79E-2),(530.,. 110),<9S0... 12.10),...
93. (1430...127),(1830...131),(2330...133),(1.EL,.133)
94. FUNCTION CONDSS=(80.,2.25E-3),(25'>8. ,6.2aE-3),(2649. .3.21E-3),...
95. (1.E6.3.21E-3)
96. INIT
97. LAX=LFUEL/HSECT
98. LUP1=L£EP/NSECT
99. R6AP=AL06(RCA/RFO)/(TFUfKGAP)
100. HCPL=RHOVL*CPL
101. QF0=33S2.E6/(2.929E-1*3&00.*NPINS*12.5)
102. V0LS=(83.96/NPIt!S)
103. KGLBS=0.O
104. ICTUH=TSAT
105. ITSTUH=TSAT
106. ICTUP2=TSAT
107. ICTUP3=TSAT
103. ITSUP2=TSAT
109. ITSUP3=TSAT
110. RI!I!O2=1./(AIIUP3-;<IU3)
111. RUUH=1./(AHUII*i!UHl
112. NOSORT
113. DO 5 I=1,M3ECT
114. ICTF(I)=433.24
115. ICTC(I)=431.93
116. ICT(JPI(I)=TSAT
117. ITSUP1(I)=T3AT
118. TCK(I)=(ICTC(I)»460.)/1.8
119. ICTS(I)=TSAT



120. ICHG(I)=1.0
121. TS(I)=TSAT
122. H3=(1./HPINS)*AFGEH(USGEHiTIME)
123. HSRIN(I)=liS
121. HSROUT(I)=I!S
125. KSRZR(I)=0.0
126. ZZZ = (I-1)*LAX + LAX*0.5 +1.0
127. IF (ZZ2.6T.3.033) 00 TO 2
128. SHU) = -3.5424 + 4.7856*ZZZ - 1.653*ZZZ*ZZZ + ...
129. Q.1911*ZZZ**3
130. GO TO 5
131. 2 IF (ZZZ.GT.10.806) 60 TO 3
132. SH(I) = 1.075 + 3.574E-2*ZZZ - 3.427E-3*ZZZ*ZZZ
133. GO TO 5
134. 3 SII(I) = 44.47 - 11.95*ZZZ + 1.106*ZZZ*ZZZ - 3.442£-2*2ZZ;;*3
135. 5 CONTINUE
136. HRITE<6,6)
137. 6 FORIIAT(1X,'$$$*$4$4$$$$ THE AXIAL SHAPE FACTORS ARE: ' , / )
135. HRITE(6,7) (SHU) ;I=1,H3ECT)
139. 7 FOR!1AT(1X,10(F8.6,4X)/)
1*50. OYNAM
111. TSCRH=TIIIE+725 .
142. CF=0.1*QFO*((TSCRH+«.5)**(-0.2)-0.9612x(TSCRM+7.76E5)**<-0.2)>
1 « . * QF=0.1"QF0*(( 725.+8.5>«*<-0.2)-0.9612«< 7 2 5 . + 7 . 7 6 E 5 ) H * ( - 0 . 2 ) )
M4. TF=INT6RL(ICTF,STF,10)
K 5 . TC-IHTGRL(ICTC,STC,10)
146. TS SINTGRLIICTS.STS ,10)
147. KG=INTGRL(ICI:S,S!:G.10)
148. TUP1=IHTGRL(ICTUP1,STUP1,10)
149. TSUP1=INT6RL(ITSUP1,STSUP1,10) ^J
150. YH2O=AFGEH(H2OII,TIME) R>»
1 5 1 . * YII20=12.5*1.E-4 • T 1

152. YFL0AT=(YH20/LAX)+1.£-4
153. IC0VER=YFLOAT
154. HSItlTR=AFGEH(WSGEH,TIHE)
155. * IJSIHTR=82.1
156. US=i:SIHTR/H?IHS
157. FCOVER=ICOVER
153. BETA=YFLOAT~ICOVER
159. MCPS32-I1UP2*AFGEHIHTCFSS,TUP2)
160. MCPSS3=I!UP3*AFSEN(HTCPES,TUP3)
161. MOSORT
162. DO 10 I=1,HSECT
163. MCPF(I)=RHOVF*AFGEH(HTCAPF.TF(I)>
164. , RF(I)-ALCG(1.4142)/(TPIi:-AFGEH(COi:DF,TF(I)))
165. RCia)=AL03<RCC/ECA)/aPI*AFGEN<C0HDC,TC<I)))
166. UAF(I) = 1.0/(Rr(I)tRGAP+RCHI))
167. KCPClI)=RHOVC«AFGEH(HTCAPC,TC<I))
16S. UAC l< I )=(TPI/ALC3(RC0/RCC) )*AFGEN(CCt!3C,TC( I))
169. UAC2(I)=TPI/<ALOS<RC0/RCC)*<1.0/AF3EII<COiiOC,TC(I))) + 1.0/(HC
170. 10 STF(I)=(1.0/liCPF(I))i«(-UAF(I)*(TF(I)-TC(I))+QF»;SH(I))
171. IF(ICOVER.EQ.O) GO TO 21
172. DO 20 I=1,ICOVF.R
173. STC<I)=(1.0/ i :CPC(IM*(UAFm*(TF( I ) -TCUM-UAC1(I )* (TCm-TS;Vn)
174. STS ( I ) = 0 . 0
175. TSIH(I)=TSAT
176. 20 TSOUT(I)=TSAT
177. IF(ICOVER.GE.NSECT) GO TO 30
173. 21 J-It'OVEK+i
130. U.*.CT=UAC2(J)



181. CPS(J)=AFGEH(HTCAFS,TSU))
182. MCPSIJ )=VOLS*CPS( J )*AFGEH(DENS.TS(J))
183. TCKU)=<TC(J)+'i60.)/1.8
184. IF(TCK(J».LE.1S53.) KP(J)=C0X2*EXP(-C0X3/(R*TCK(J)))
185. IF(TCKU).GT.1353.) KP(J)=C0X<i>;£XP(-C0X5/(R*TCKUn)
186. St:SU)=117.45*C0X1*KP(J>/UG<J)
187. I(SRZRU)=(36./91. )«SI1GU)*< 1./4.5359E5)*LAX
188. HSRIH(J)=liS
189. HSROUT* J )=IJSRIHr J )-HSR2R( J)
190. IF(U3ROUT(J).LE.0.0) El!G<J)=KH2*HSRIH<J)
191. IF(KSU).GE.HZRtlAX) SK'3(J)=0.0
192. QC(J)=5.972E-3)Si:3(J)
193. STC(J)=(1.0/IICPC<JJ)i«(UAF(J)*(TF(J)-TC(J))-UAC2(J)*(TC(J)-TS(J)) + . .
194. GCU>)
195. KCPT=BETA*HCPL+(1.0-BETA)*HCPS(JJ
196. TERII1=1.0/l!CPT
197. TER!12=UACT«fTC(J)-TS(J)J
198. TERH3=2.» (1.0-BETA)*HS*CPSU)*(TS (J)-TSAT)/LAX
199. STS (J)=TERH1*(TERH2-TERH3)
200. TS0UT(J)=2.*TS(J)-TSAT
201. J=IC0VER+2
202. IFU.GT.NSECT) GO TO 30
203. DO 30 I=J,N3ECT
204. TSIN(I)=TSOUT(I-1)
205. CPS(I)=AFGEH(HTCAPS,TS(D)
206. HCPS(I)=VOLS>:CPS(I)»(AFGEU(DEHS.TS{I))
207. TCK(I)=(TC<I)+460.)/1.8
208. IF(TCK(I).LE.1S53.) KP(I)=COX2*EXP(-COX3/(RxTCK(I)))
209. IF(TCKCI).GT.1853.) KPm=COX4*fEXP(-COX5/(ll*TCK{I)))
210. KP10=KP(10)
211. st :3m=ii7.45xcoxi*:<P(i) /uG(i)
212. MSRZR(I)=(36./91.)iiS:iS(I)*(1./4.5359E5)5<LAX
213. MSRIU(I)=HSP.OUT(I-1)
214. IF(H3RIH(I).LT.0.0) IISRIN(I)=0.0
215. H3R0UT( I )=UERIMl I )-V!:JP.ZR( I )
216. IF(l.'SROimi).l-E.O.O) Si!G(I)=KH2:;liSRIN(I)
217. IF(!!3(I).GE.tlZRI!AX) SH5(IJ=0.0
218. QC(I)=5.972E-3vSi:3(I)
219. STC(I)=(1.0/!1CPC(inK(UAF(I)iHTF(I)-TC(I))-UAC2(I)K(TC(I)-TSlI))t.
220. QC(D)
221. TERin=1.0/l!CPS(I)
222. TERi !5=UAC2( I ) *l TC ( I ) -TS( I ) )
223. TEK;i6=2.* t!S^CFS(I)*(TS (I)-TSIH(I))/LAX
22-'l. STS ( I )=T£Rf!•'*»(TERH5-TERM6 )
225. 30 TS0UT(I)=2.*TS(I)-TSIH(I)
226. !!3LBS=0.0
227. DO 35 I=1,H5ECT
22S. i:GLES-t!PIHSi<(i:G( I ) )*<LAXi<2.205E-6H.1GLBS
229. I : ; I 2LBS=(4 . /91 . )KK3LBS
2 3 0 . 35 CONTINUE
231. TRE::M=TLEFT(KPIO)
232. TSTOP=TREI!f(-2000.
233. TSTIUH=TSOUT(10)
234. SORT
235. TUM=IHTGP.L f ICTUM, STUH)
236. TSlliU:i=IHTGnL(nT»TU!l,STS(IUIM
237. P.K'JI=(TJIUU/2. )/(A!i'JH*AFGEH(COHDSS,TUII))
233. UAUII=1./(RI!U!l+Ri:UH)
239. t!CPUII=!lU!ixArG£tl( IITCPS3 .TUII)
2'iO. STUil=( 1./IICPUil)*(a'.Uil»(-TUi!+TS



241. CPSU!l=AFGEN(HTCAPS,TSTMU!n
242. |-!CFSUH=AFUH«CPSUi|KAFGEN(DEH3,TSTMUH)
243. ST5MU:l=( 1./MCPSUH)x(-UAUHH(TSTIiU!t-TUH)-...
244. 2.*USIUTR*CPS1JII*(TSTI!UU-TSTIUH)/LUH>
215. TST0Uri=2.*TSTHUH-TSTIUH
246. NOSOST
247. DO 40 I=1,HSECT
245. TSUPI1(I)=TSUPO1(I-1J
249. IF ( I .EQ. I ) TSUPIKI)=TSTOUH
250. CPSUPHI)=AFGEH(IITCAPS,TSUP1<I))
251. HCPSSKI)=trjP1*AFeEH(HTCF3S,TUP1(I))
232. IICPSUim=AFUP1*CP3UP1<I)*AFGEU<D£HS,TSUPKI))
253. STUPKI)=(1./MCFSS1(I))i«(l(UP'<AHUP1<(T£UP1(I)-TUPia>))
254. STSUP1(I)=(1./f!CPSU1(I))M(-tlUP»:A!iU;)1*(TSUP1(I)-TUPHI)).
255. - 2 . * H 3 I H T R X C P S U P 1 ( I ) * < T S U P 1 ( I ) - T S U P I N I ) ) / L U P 1 )
256. 40 TSUPOim=2.«TSUPi(I)-TSUPIKI)
257. TSUPI2=TSUPOK10)
253. SORT
259. TUP2=INTGRL(ICTUP2,STUP2)
260. TUP3=INTGRL(ICTUP3,STUH3)
261. TSUP2 =INTGRL(ITSUP2,STSUP2)
262. TSUP3=IHTGRL(ITSUP3,STSUP3)
263. TSUPI3=TSUPO2
264. CP5UP2=AFGEII(HTCAPS,TSUP2)
265. CPSUP3=AFGE!UHTCAPS,TSUP3)
266. HCPSU2=AFUP2iCFSUP2«AFGEM(0ENS,TSUP21
267. KCPSU3=AFUP3»CP3UP3sAFGEN( DEKS,TSUP3)
26S. STUP2=(1./HCP3S2)*(KUF*AHUP2«(TSUP2-TUP2))
269. RESN=ALOG(RH0/Rt-:Cin/{TPI*AF6EH(CO!iaSS,TUP3))
270. UANOZ=1./(RESNtRlltlOZ)
271. STUP3=(1./MCP5S3jx(U',NOZ* (TSUP3-TUP3))
272. STSUP2=n./|-;CP5U2)*<HIUP>;AIIUP2msUP2-TUP2)-...
273. 2.xllSIHTRxCf:SUP2K(TSUP2 -TSUPI2)/LUP2)
274. STSUP3=( 1 . /HCPSU3) * ( -HU3>AI !UP3K(TSUP3-TUP3) - . . .
275. 2.*;!SINTR*CP5UP3x(TSUP3 -TSUPI3J/LUP3)
276. TSUFO2=2.KTSUP2-TSUPI2
277. TSUPO3=2.*TSUP3-TSUPI3
278. TIMER FINTIM=5000.,Fr!DEL=10.
279. FINISH TSTOP=0.0
2S0. FRIHT TC( 1-10 J ,TS( 1-10 > ,l!Gt 1-101 ,TUPH 1-10 >,. -.
281. TSUPK 1 ),TSUrOK 1 ),TUP2,TSUP2,TUP3,TSUP3,...
282. Uil2LBS,YII2O,TUH,TSTI!UII,...
283. HSIHTR,DELT,T5UPl2,T5UFO2,TSOUT(10)
?S4. LABEL ZIRC OXIOE KOD 7
285. OUTPUT TIME,TF(10)=(500.,4500.),TC(10)=(500.,4500.), . . .
286. TSOUT(10)=(500.»4500.)
237. PA6E XYPLOT
26S. OUTPUT TIHE,QC(1O)=(O.O,3.2),QFiO.O,3.2)
239. PAGE XYPLOT
290. OUTPUT TIME,TC(9-10)=(500.,4500.)
291. PAGE XYPLOT
292. OUTPUT TIME,TC(7-8)=(500.,4500.)
293. PAGE XYPLOT
2S4. OUTPUT TIME,TC(5-6)=(5C0.,4500.)
235. PAGE XYPLCT
296. OUTPUT TIME,TC(3-4)=(500.,4500.)
237. PAGE XYFLOT
2?8. OUTPUT TIME,TCI1-2)=<500.,4500.)
299. PAGE XYPLOT
300. OUTPUT TII!E,TUP1(1-2)



301. PAGE XYPLOT
302. OUTPUT TIME.TUPH3-4)
303. PA6E XYPLOT
304. OUTPUT TIHE,TUP1(5-6)
305. PAGE XYPLOT
306. OUTPUT TIME,TUPK7-8)
307. PAGE XYPLOT
30S. OUTPUT TIME>TUP1(9-10)
309. PAGE XYPLOT
310. OUTPUT TIIIE,TSUPI1(1),TSUPO1(1)
311. PAGE XYPLOT
312. OUTPUT TIIIE,TSUPI1(2),TSUF01(2>
313. PAGE XYPLOT
314. OUTPUT TIME,TSUPI1(3),TSUP0H3)
315. PAGE XYPLOT
316. OUTPUT TIME,TSUPI1(4),TSUrO1(4)
317. PAGE XYPLOT
318. OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPIK5J,TSUPO1(5)
319. PAGE XYPLOT
320. OUTPUT TIME,TSUPIK6),TSUPO1(6)
321. PAGE XYPLOT
322. OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPI1I7),TSUPO1(7)
323. PAGE XYPLOT
324. OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPI1(8),TSUPO1(8)
325. PAGE XYPLOT
326. OUTPUT TINE,TSUPI1(9),TSUPO1(9)
327. PA3E XYPLOT
32S. OUTPUT TIHE,T5UPI1(10).TSUF01UO)
329. PAGE XYPLOT
330. OUTPUT TII1E.HGLBS • ,
331. PAGE XYPLOT ro
332. OUTPUT TIIIE.KH2LBS g
333. PAGE XYPLOT i
334. OUTPUT TIME.TSUPI2.TSUF02
335. PAGE XYPLOT
335. OUTPUT TIHE,TSUPI3,TSUPO3
337. PAGE XYPLOT
338. OUTPUT TlHE.TSTIUil.TSTOUH
339. PAGE XYPLOT
340. OUTPUT TItiE.TUH
341. PAGE XYPLOT
342. OUTPUT TIIIE.TSTIIUII
343. PAGE XYPLOT
344. OUTPUT TIHE.TUP2
345. PAGE XYPLOT
346. OUTPUT TIIIE>TUP3
347. PAGE XYPLOT
343. HE!HOB RKS
349. ECD
350. STOP
351. EMDJC3
352. // EXEC POSTPLOT,PLOTTER=VERS11
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APPENDIX E
RADIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE CODE

As mentioned in section 6.1, some of the modeling assumptions made in

developing the main thermal-hydraulics code used in this study were checked

through a second code which was created specifically for that purpose. The

primary focus of this second code was a radial temperature profile calculation

across the fuel and cladding. In addition, the code also computed the growth

of the a-Zr(O) and ZrO2 layers formed by the interaction of the zircaloy with

steam and U02.

The code performed temperature calculations by discretizing the cladding

into a user-specified number of mesh cells, then solving the standard finite

difference form of the energy equation for the temperatures at each mesh cell

interface. The initial version of the code did not perform a similar

discretization over the fuel pin but instead calculated a single, lumped fuel

temperature. The calculations performed with this version showed the fuel

temperatures to be within a few degrees of the cladding temperatures (in

addition to showing that the cladding temperature profile is nearly flat, as

discussed in section 6.1), and so it was clear that the fuel temperature

profile had to be nearly constant. Therefore, there seemed to be nothing to

gain by doing a more refined temperature calculation in the fuel, and so no

changes were made to the original formulation of the temperature calculation.

To the greatest extent possible, the secondary code modeled the physics

of the transient in the same way as did the main code. All the same materials

properties for U02, zircaloy, and steam were used in the two codes, and both

codes used the same decay heat levels. Because the secondary code did not

model any axial variations, however, there were several aspects of the

transient for which it could not properly account. There was no way, for

example, for the code to model variations in the flow rate of the steam or the

phenomenon of steam starvation. However, these modeling inadequacies did not

affect the ability of the code to verify that the pin temperature profile is

quite flat nor to determine the growth of the o-Zr(O) layers resulting from

the U02-Zry reaction, and so they did not detract from the usefulness of the

code.
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A l isting of the code, the Input data, and the JCL required^to run the

code on an IBM system follows.
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//HEATUP JOB (,FXXXXX),REGION»25OK,CLASS«W
//*MAIN LINES-7
//*MAIN 0RORADS12
//STEP1 EXEC FTXCLG
//FTX.SYSIN DD *

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION TC(20,2), TW(2), TF(2), R(20), RBAR{19), XZONE{4),

1 DENS(20), SPHEAT(20), TDEN(20), TSPH(20),
2 SPHM(13), TSPHWU3), TJT(IOO), TCJT(IOO)

10 FORMAT (1216)
1000 FORMAT (6F12.5)

cc
CC
CC

CC
CC
CC

INITIALIZATION OF PARAMETERS

PI -
DT -

3.14159D0
1.00

NPRINT » 10
READ
NM1 •
XOUT
XOX *
READ
RINT
ROX »
DELR

10, N
• N - 1
- O.DO
• O.DO
1000, R(l), R(N)
' R(N)
• R(N)
- (R(N) - R(1))/DFLOAT(NM1)

DETERMINATION OF RADIAL MESH NODE

DO 25 I=2,NM1
R(I) = R(I-l) + DELR

25 CONTINUE
DO 15 I = 1,4
XZONE(I) » O.DO

15 CONTINUE
PRINT 1200, (R(I), 1=1,N)

1200 FORMAT (5X,'RADIAL MESH1,5D13.5/(16X,5D13.5))
PRINT 100

100 FORMAT (5X,'STEP NO.',5X,'TIME',8X,'RINT',10X,'STEAM TEMP.'.IOX,
1 'FUEL TEMP.'.IOX,'CLADDING TEMP.'/)
DO 30 I»1,NM1
RBAR(I) = 0.5D0*(R(I) + R(I+1))

30 CONTINUE
Q = 6.3D+06
T = O.DO
READ 10, IFLAG
IF (IFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 19
II « 0

11 II > II + 1
CC
CC CODING TO READ IN INITIAL itMPERATURE HISTORIES FROM MAIN CODE.
CC ONLY THE CLADDING TEMPERATURE HISTORY MUST BE STORED FOR USE IN
CC CALCULATING THE BUILDUP OF THE OXIDE AND OXYGEN-STABILIZED ALPHA
CC ZIRCALOY LAYERS FROM THE START OF CORE UNCOVERY TO THE TIME AT
CC WHICH THE MAIN THERMAL-HYDRAULICS CODE ACCESSES THIS CODE.
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CC CLADDING TEMPERATURES ARE CONVERTED FROM FARENHEIT TO KELVIN.
CC

READ (7,1000,END«12) TJT(II), TCJT(II), TF(1), TW(1)
TCJT(II) » (TCJT(II) - 32.D0)*5.D0/9.D0 + 273.15D0
IF (II.LT.1OOOO) GO TO 11

CC
CC COMPUTE REACTION ZONE THICKNESSES FROM CORE UNCOVERY UP TO
CC THE END OF THE MAIN CODE CALCULATION.
CC

12 ILIM » II - 1
DO 13 IK-l.ILIM
DELT - TJT(IK + 1) - TJT(IK)
IF (TCJT(IK).LT.1073.D0) GO TO 805
DENOM » 2.D0*1.987D0*TCJT(IK)
IF (TCJT(IK).GE.1853.D0) GO TO 804

CC
CC XOUT IS THE THICKNESS OF ZIRCALOY WHICH HAS BEEN CONVERTED BY STEAM
CC TO ALPHA-ZR AND ZIRC OXIDE. THE FIRST EXPRESSION WITHIN THE PARENTHESES
CC IS THE THICKNESS OF THE ZIRC OXIDE; THE FACTOR OF 1.56 ACCOUNTS FOR
CC THE FACT THAT THE VOLUME OF ZIRC OXIDE IS 1.56 TIMES THAT OF ZIRCALOY.
CC THESE EXPRESSIONS WERE TAKEN FROM URBANIC (J. NUCL MATLS., VOL 75,
CC P. 251 (1978)).
CC

XOUT - XOUT + (3.6D-04*DEXP(-2.6996D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0 +
1 3.9D-03*DEXP(-3.9402D+04/DEN0M))*(DSQRT(T+DELT) -
2 DSQRT(T))
RINT * R(N) - XOUT

CC
CC ROX IS THE RADIUS AT WHICH THE OXIDE LAYER BEGINS.
CC

XOX = XOX + 3.6D-04*DEXP(-2.6996D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0*
1 (DSQRT(T+DELT) - DSQRT(T))
ROX = R(H) - XOX
GO TO 805

804 XOUT =* XOUT + (1.44D-03*DEXP(-3.182D+04/DENOM)/1.56DO +
1 3.9D-03*DEXP(-3.9402D+04/DENOM))*(DSQRT(T+DELT) -
2 DSQRT(T))
RINT « R(N) - XOUT
XOX * XOX + 1.44D-03*DEXP(-3.132D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0*

1 (DSQRT(T+DELT) - DSQRT(T))
ROX = R(N) - XOX
NPRINT * 100
IF (TCJT(IK).GT.2123.D0) Q = 6.35D+06

805 CONTINUE
I ' I + 1

CC
CC CALCULATION OF THICKNESSES OF LAYERS FROM ZRY-U0(2) REACTION
CC

FT « DSQRT(T + DELT) - DSQRT(T)
DENOM - 2.00*1.987D0*TCJT(IK)
XZONE(l) * XZONE(l) + 2.35D-02*FT*DEXP(-5.77D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE(2) * XZ0NE(2) + 8.41D-03*FT*DEXP(-5.01D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE(3) » XZ0NE(3) + 1.27D-02*FT*DEXP(-4.52D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE(4) * XZ0NE(4) + 5.09D-03*FT*UEXP(-4.13D+04/DEN0M)
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T - T + DELT
13 CONTINUE

DO 14 IK-l.N
TC(IK.l) - TCJT(IK)

14 CONTINUE

cc
CC CONVERSION OF FUEL AND STEAM TEMPERATURES FROM FARENHEIT TO KELVIN.
CC

TF(1) - (TF(1) - 32.D0)*5.D0/9.D0 + 273.15DO
TW(1) » (TW(1) - 32.D0)*5.D0/9.D0 + 273.1500
GO TO 21

CC
CC INITIALIZATION OF TEMPERATURES TO THE START OF CORE UNCOVERY
CC IF TEMPERATURES ARE NOT BEING READ IN FROM THE MAIN CODE.
CC

19 DO 20 I » 1,N
TC(I.l) =» 564.82D0

20 CONTINUE
TW(l) » 564.6
TF(1) « 570.9

CC
CC CLADDING PROPERTIES AND GEOMETRY
CC

21 PC * 3.854D-02
RHOC * 6.4D+03
READ 1000, (TSPH(II), 11-1,15)
READ 1000, (SPHEAT(II), 11-1,15)
AC = 2.93D-05
HC = 10,D0*5.678263D0

CC
CC STEAM PROPERTIES AND FLOW AREA
CC

READ 1000, (TSPHW(II), 11-1,13)
READ 1000, (SPHW(II), 11-1,13)
DO 16 11-1,13
TSPHW(II) » (TSPHW(II) - 32.D0)*5.D0/9.D0 + 273.15D0
SPHW(II) = SPHW(II)*4.1868D+03

16 CONTINUE
READ 1000, (TDEN(II), 11-1,16)
READ 1000, (OENS(ZI), 11-1,16)
DO 17 11*1,16
TDEN(IZ) - (TDEN(II) - 32.D0)*5.D0/9.D0 +273.15D0
DENS(II) * DENS(II)*16.01846D0

17 CONTINUE
AW =* 1.59D-04

CC FUEL PROPERTIES AND GEOMETRY
CC

RHOF =* 10.98D+03
CC

PF * 3.34D-02
AF = 8.53D-05
QDOTF » 2.13D+06
I - 0
J * N
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CC
CC CALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEF. XH BETWEEN THE STEAM
CC AND THE CLADDING. STEAM DENSITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT
CC FOUND BY INTERPOLATION FROM INPUT TABLES.
CC

120 CALL INTIRP(DENSU), TDEN(l), 16, TC(N,1), RHOW)
CALL INTIRP{SPHW(1). TSPHW(l), 13, TC(N,1), CPW)
XH » HC*PC/(RHOH*CPW*AW)

CC
CC CALCULATION OF FUEL SPECIFIC HEAT AND CONDUCTIVITY USING
CC EXPRESSIONS TAKEN FROM MATPRO-11. ALSO CLADDING SPECIFIC
CC HEAT CONDC.
CC

CPF » 296.7D0*535.285D0*535.285D0*DEXP(535.285DQ/TFU))/(TF(l)*
1 TF(l)*(DEXP(535.285D0/TF(l))-l.D0)**2) + 2.43D-O2*TF{1) +
2 8.745D+07*1.577D+05*DEXP(-1.577D+05/(8.3143D0*TF(l)))/
3 (8.3143D0*TF(l)*TF(l))
CONDF » l.D+02*(40.4D0/(464.D0+TF(l)) + 1.216D-04*DEXP(1.867D-03*

))
IF (TF(l).GT.1923.D0) CONDF - l.D+02*(1.91D-02 + 1.216D-04*DEXP(

1 1.867D-03*TF(l)))
CONDC - 36.DO
IF (TC(l,l).LT.2248.D0) CONDC • 7.511D0 + TC(l,l)*(2.088D-02 +

1 TC(l,l)*(-1.45D-05 + TC(l.l)*
2 7.668D-09))
IF (ROX.EQ.R(l)) CONDC * 0.835D0 + 1.81D-04*TC(l,l)
HF * l.D0/(R(l)/(4.D0*C0NDF) + (R(2) - R(l))/(2.D0*C0NDC))
XKF - HF*PF/(RHOF*CPF*AF)
QF - QDOTF/(RHOF*CPF)

CC
CC CALCULATION OF ZRY-STEAM REACTION HEAT SOURCE TERM
CC

IF (TC(J,l).LT.1073.D0) GO TO 105
DENOM - 2.D0*1.987D0*TC(N,l)
IF (TC(J,l).GE.1853.D0) GO TO 104
DWDT - 8.58D0*DEXP(-1.005D+04/TC(J,l))/DSQRT(T+DT*0.5D0)

CC
CC XOUT IS THE THICKNESS OF ZIRCALOY WHICH HAS BEEN CONVERTED BY STEAM
CC TO ALPHA-ZR AND ZIRC OXIDE. THE FIRST EXPRESSION WITHIN THE PARENTHESES
CC IS THE THICKNESS OF THE ZIRC OXIDE; THE FACTOR OF 1.56 ACCOUNTS FOR
CC THE FACT THAT THE VOLUME OF ZIRC OXIDE IS 1.56 TIMES THAT OF ZIRCALOY.
CC THESE EXPRESSIONS WERE TAKEN FROM URBANIC (J. NUCL MATLS., VOL 75,
CC P. 251 (1978)).
CC

XOUT * XOUT + (3.6D-04*DEXP(-2.6996D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0 +
1 3.9D-03*DEXP(-3.9402D+04/DEN0M))*(DSQRT(T+DT) -
2 DSQRT(T))
RINT - R(N) - XOUT

CC
CC ROX IS THE RADIUS AT WHICH THE OXIDE LAYER BEGINS.
CC

XOX - XOX + 3.6D-04*DEXP(-2.6996D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0*
1 (DSQRT(T+DT) - DSQRT(T))
ROX - R(N) - XOX
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GO TO 106
104 XK2 » DSQRT(33.3D+02)*0.5D0

XK3 » 4.55D+04*0.500/1.987D0
OT » 0.1DO
DWDT - XK2*DEXP{-XK3/TC(J,l))/DSQRT(T+DT*0.5D0)
XOUT - XOUT + (1.44D-03*DEXP(-3.182D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0 +

1 3.90-03*DEXP(-3.9402D+04/DEN0M))*(DSQRT(T+DT) -
2 DSQRT(T))

RINT * R(N) - XOUT
XOX * XOX + 1.44D-03*DEXP(-3.182D+04/DEN0M)/1.56D0*

1 (DSQRT(T+DT) - OSQRT(T))
ROX » R(N) - XOX
NPRINT * 100
IF (TC(0,l).GT.2123.D0) Q « 6.35D+06
GO TO 106

105 DWDT • O.DO
106 CONTINUE

I - I + 1

cc
CC CALCULATION OF THICKNESSES OF LAYERS FRCM ZRY-U0(2) REACTION
CC

FT » DSqRT(T + DT) - DSQRT(T)
DENOM » 2.D0*1.987D0*TC(l,l)
XZONE(l) - XZONE(l) + 2.35D-02*FT*DEXP(-5.77D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE{2) » XZ0NE(2) + 8.41D-03*FT*DEXP(-5.01D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE(3) » XZ0NE(3) + 1.27D-02*FT*DEXP(-4.52D+04/DEN0M)
XZ0NE(4) « XZ0NE(4) + 5.09D-03*FT*DEXP(-4.13D+04/DEN0M)

CC
CC FUEL TEMPERATURE CALCULATION.
CC

TF(2) = (TF(1) + XKF*DT*TC(1,1) + QF*DT)/(1.DO + XKF*DT)
TF(1) = TF(2)

CC
CC INNER CLADDING NODE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
CC

CONST * O.DO
IF (J.EQ.l) CONST = l.DO
CALL INTIRP(SPHEATU), TSPH(l), 15, TC(1,1), CPC)
Cl * l.DO/(CPC*RHOC*(RBAR(l)*RBAR(l) - R(1)*R(1)))
C2 » HF*PF*C1/PI

C PRINT 3000,1,Cl,C2,HC,DT,C0NDC,DWDT,Q,C0NST,R(l),R(2),RBAR(l),
C 1 TF(2),TC(1,1),TC(2,1)

TC(1,2) - (TC(l.l) + C2*TF(2)*DT + (TC(2,1) - TC(1,1))*2.D0*
1 CONDC*RBAR(1)*DT*C1/(R(2)-R(1)) + CONST*Q*DWDT*C1*DT*
2 2.D0*R(N))/(l.D0 + C2*DT)
IF (N.LT.3) GO TO 131

CC
CC INTERIOR CLADDING NODE TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
CC

DO 130 K»2,NM1
CONST » O.DO
IF (K.EQ.G) CONST » l.DO
CALL INTIRP(SPHEATU), TSPH(l), 15, TC(K,1), CPC)
CONDC » 36.DO
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IF (TC(K,l).LT.2248.D0) CONDC » 7.511DO + TC(K,l)*(2.088D-02 +
1 TC(K,l)*(-1.45D-05 + TC(K,D*
2 7.668D-09))
IF (ROX.LT.RBAR(K-l)) CONDC - 0.835D0 + 1.81D-04*TC(K,l)
C2 » RBAR<K)*RBAR(K) - RBAR(K-1)*RBAR(K-1)
Cl » l.D0/(C2*CPC*RH0C)

C PRINT 3000,K,C1»C2,HC,DT,CONDC,DWDT,Q,CONST.R(K),RBAR(K-1),R(K-1),
C 1 TC(K,1),TC(K-1,2),TC(K+1,1).RBAR(K)

TC(K,2) » (TC(K.l) + DT*Cl*((TC(K+l,l) - TC(K,l))*2.D0*C0NDC*
1 RBAR(K)/(R(K+1) - R(K)) + TC(K-l,2)*2.D0*C0NDC*
2 RBAR(K-1)/(R(K) - R(K-l)) + Q*DWDT*C0NST*2.D0*R(H)))/
3 (l.DO + 2.D0*Cl*DT*C0NDC*RBAR(K-l)/(R(K) - R(K-l)))

130 CONTINUE
131 IF (N.LT.2) GO TO 132

CC
CC OUTER CLADDING NODE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
CC

CONST - O.DO
IF (J.EQ.N) CONST • l.DO
CALL INTIRP(SPHEAT(1), TSPH(l), 15, TC(N,1), CPC)
C0NDC1 - 36.DO
IF (TC(N,l).LT.2248.D0) C0NDC1 * 7.5UD0 + TC(N,l)*(2.088D-02 +

1 TC(N,l)*(-1.45D-05 + TC(N,1)*
2 7.668D-09))
C0NDC2 - 0.835D0 + 1.81D-04*TC(N,l)
CONDC » C0NDC1
IF (ROX.EQ.R(N)) GO TO 315
IF (ROX.LE.R(NMl)) GO TO 313
CONDC - (CONDC1*(ROX-R(NM1)) + C0NDC2*(R(N) - ROX))/DELR
GO TO 315

313 CONDC » C0NDC2
315 CONTINUE

C2 = R(N)*R(N) - RBAR(NM1)*RBAR(NM1)
Cl ' l.D0/(C2*CPC*RH0C)

C PRINT 3000,N,C1,C2,HC,DT,CONDC,DWDT,Q,CONST,R(N),RBAR(N-1),R(N-1),
C 1 TC(N,1KTW(1),TC(N-1,2)
3000 F0RMAT(3X,I5,6D13.5/(8X,6D13.5))

TC(N,2) •» (TC(N,1) + Cl*DT*(2.D0*R(N)*HC*TW(l) + 2.D0*C0NDC*
1 RBAR(NM1)*TC{NM1,2)/(R(N) - R(N-l)) + Q*DWDT*2.D0*R(N)*
2 CONST))/(l.DO + 2.DO*HC*R(N)*DT*C1 + 2.DO*CONDC*C1*DT*
3 RBAR(N-1)/(R(N) - R(N-l)))

C PRINT 3000, I, CONDC, TC(N,1), TC(N,2)
C PRINT 3010, TC(N,2)
C3010 F0RMAT(5X,'TC(N,2) «',1PD13.5)

132 IF (TC(J,l).LT.1073.D0) GO TO 50
CC
CC CALCULATION OF ZR-STEAM REACTION INTERFACE
CC

IF (ROX.LT.RBAR(NMl)) GO TO 40
J » N
GO TO 5 0

4 0 DO 4 5 K * 1.NH1
KK - N - K
IF (KK.EQ.l) GO TO 48
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IF (ROX.LT.RBAR(KK-l)) GO TO 45
J - KK
60 TO 50

45 CONTINUE
48 J - 1
50 CONTINUE

cc
CC RESET CLADDING TEMPERATURES AT START OF TIME STEP
CC (TC(I,D) FOR NEW TIME STEP.
CC

DO 60 1I-1.M
TC(II.l) - TC(II,2)

60 CONTINUE „
CC "' - '
CC STEAM TEMPERATURE CALCULATION.
CC

TW(2) » (TW(1) + XH*DT*TC(N,2))/(l.D0 + XH*DT)
TW{1) • TW(2)
IF (MOD(I,NPRINT).NE.O) GO TO 150
PRINT 250, I, T, RINT, TW{2), TF(2), (TC(II,2), II-l.N)
PRINT 255. (XZONE(II), II»l,4),R0X,X0UT,X0X

255 FORMAT (lOX.'ZONE THICKNESSES1,1P7D13.5//)
150 IF IUGT.20000) GO TO 200

T - T + DT
GO TO 120

200 CONTINUE
250 F0RMAT(3X,I6,5X,lPD10.3,6(5X,D12.5)/(75X,3(5X,D12.5)))

STOP
END

CC
CC
CC

SUBROUTINE INTIRP (Y,X,NTOT,X1,Y1)
IMPLICIT R!!AL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION Y(1),X{1)

CC
CC INTERPOLATION ROUTINE FOR SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES.
CC FOR VALUES OF XI LT X(l), Yl-Y(l)
CC FOR VALUES OF XI GT X(NTOT), Yl-Y(NTOT)
CC IT IS ASSUMED THAT X IS A MONOTONICALLY INCREASING FUNCTION OF Y
CC

Yl » Y(l)
IF(NTOT.LE.l ) GO TO 140
IF (X1.6T.X(D) GO TO 100
GO TO 140

100 CONTINUE
LAST-NTOT
JJ-2

110 CONTINUE
IF (Xl.GT.X(JO)) GO TO 120
LAST—1
IF (Xl.EQ.X(JJ)) LAST-0

120 CONTINUE
JJ-JJ+1
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IF (JJ
M-OJ-2

.LE.LAST) GO

IF (LAST.LT.O) GO

GO TO 140
130 CONTINUE

Y1-Y(M )+(Y(M+l)-Y(
140 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

//GO.SYSIN DD *

5.32130E-03

400.0
1153.0
2098.0
302.0
719.0
356.0
556.20
1000.0
l.D+06
1.27
0.574
0.581
556.2
1000.0
3000.0
2.5
1.33
0.542
/*
//G0.FTO7F0O1

6.13400E-03

640.0
1173.0
2099.0
331.0
316.0
356.0
600.0
1100.0

0.979
0.575

600.0
1200.0
3500.0
2.21
1.15
0.473

. 00 DUMMY

TO 110

TO 130

M))/(X(M+1

1090.0
1193.0
3000.0
375.0
770.0
356.0
650.0
1200.0

0.806
0.577

650.0
1500.0
4000.0
2.0
0.956
0.42

)~X(M))*(xi-x

1093.0
1213.0

502.0
619.0

700.0
1300.0

0.711
0.581

700.0
1750.0
100000.0
1.84
0.848
0.0

:(M))

1113.0
1233.0

590.0
469.0

800.0
2000.0

0.621
0.581

800.0
2000.0

1.62
0.762

1133.0
1248.0

615.0
356.0

900.0
4000.0

0.594
0.581

900.0
2500.0

1.46
0.633
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*** XTRCAL PROGRAM ***
**************** ******

INTERACTIVE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CREEP RUPTURE TIME.

* NOMENCLATURE *
ASL * LARSON MILLER PARAMETER TABLE LOW ALLOY STEEL
ARSU * REF.ULT. STRESS LOW ALLOY STEEL (PSI)
ASU = ULTIMATE STRESS RATIO LOW ALLOY STEEL
ATMAX * MAX. TABLE TEMP. LOW ALLOY STEEL (F)
ATMIN = MIN.TABLE TEMP. LOW ALLOY STEEL (F)
BSU = ULTIMATE STRESS FOR BOLT STEEL (PSI)
BTMAX = MAX. TABLE TEMP. FOR BOLT STEEL (F)
BTMIN = MIN.TABLE TEMP. FOR BOLT STEEL (F)
CH = COEF. IN 304SS CREEP RUPTURE MODEL
CSU » ULTIMATE STRESS FOR CARBON STEEL (PSI)
CTMAX * MAX. TABLE TEMP. FOR CARBON STEEL (F)
CTMIN = MIN.TABLE TEMP. FOR CARBON STEEL (F)
DAT » TEMP. INCREMENT LOW ALLOY STEEL (F)
OBT » TEMP. INCREMENT FOR BOLT STEEL (F)
DCT * TEMP. INCREMENT FOR CARBON STEEL (F)
DST - TEMP. INCREMENT STAINLESS STEEL (F)
MAT » MATERIAL TYPE INDICATOR
PLM * LARSON-MILLER PARAMETER
S = TEST STRESS (PSI)
SRSU = REFERENCE ULTIMATE STRESS 304SS (PSI)
SSU = ULTIMATE STRESS RATIO STAINLESS STEEL
STMAX = MAX. TABLE TEMP. STAINLESS STEEL (F)
STMIN = MIN.TABLE TEMP. STAINLESS STEEL (F)
SU = CALCULATED ULTIMATE STRESS (PSI)
TEMA = ABSOLUTED TEMP. (R)
TEMF = TEST TEMPERATURE (F)
TR = TIME TO RUPTURE (HR)

DIMENSION CSU(39),ASU(13),BSU(13),SSU(23),ASL(17)
CHARACTERS RY.TY
DATA TY/'Y7
* DATA FOR CARON STEEL TABLE LOOK UP *
DATA CTMIN,CTMAX,DCT/100.,2000.,50./
DATA CSU /

72000.
68000.
55100.
29300.
13200.
9000.
7000.

/
* DATA FOR LOW ALLOY STEEL TABLE LOOK UP *
DATA ATMIN,ATMAX,DAT/600.,1800.,100./
DATA ARSU/ 84200. /
DATA ASU /
X 0.950,0.905,0.843,0.755,0.655,0.550,0.430
X.O.293,0.174,0.130,0.100,0.090,0.085 /

X 74000.
X,71500.
X,66400.
X,50200.
X,25500.
X,12000.
X, 8600.
X, 6600.

, 73500.
, 71000.
, 64200.
44600.,

, 21800.
10200.,

, 8200.
, 6200.,

, 73000.
70000.
62100.
39600.
18000.
9800.

( 7800.
5800.,

, 72500.,
69000.,

, 60000.,
34500.,
15500.,
9400.,
7400.,

5400.

XTR00010
XTR00020
XTR00030
XTR00040
XTR00050
XTR00060
XTR00070
XTR00080
XTR00090
XTR00100
XTR00110
XTR00120
XTR00130
XTR00140
XTR00150
XTR00160
XTR00170
XTR00180
XTR00190
XTR00200
XTR00210
XTR00220
XTR00230
XTR00240
XTROO250
XTR00260
XTR00270
XTR00280
XTR00290
XTR00300
XTR00310
XTR00320
XTR00330
XTR00340
XTR00350
XTR00360
XTR00370
XTR00380
XTR00390
XTR00400
XTR00410
XTR00420
XTR00430
XTR00440
XTR00450
XTR00460
XTR00470
XTR00480
XTR00490
XTR00500
XTR00510
XTR00520
XTR0O530
XTR00540
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C
C

DATA ASLMIN.ASLMAX.DASL/ 7.25,11.25,0.25 /
OATA ASL /

X 58.0,50.3,46.0,43.0,40.7,39.1
X,38.0,37.1,36.3,35.5,34.7,34.0
X,33.2,32.2,30.6,27.9,22.0 /
* DATA FOR BOLT STEEL TABLE LOOK UP *
DATA BTMIN,BTMAX,DBT/400.,1600.,100./
DATA BSU /
X 122500.,119000.,115200.,109400.,102200.
X, 92000., 79600., 62000., 40800., 24200.
X, 13000., 8800., 6500. /
* DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL TABLE LOOK UP *
DATA STMIN,STMAX,DST/0.0,2200.,100./
DATA SSU /
X 1.00, .97, .86, .80, .78, .77
X, .77, .77, .76, .74, .70, .63
X, .55, .46, .35, .25, .22, .15
X,.094,.062,.037,.025,.0125 /
DATA SRSU,CH / 75000., 25.458 /

* INTERACTIVE INPUT *
10 WRITE(6,11)
11 FORMAT(' MATERIAL - MAT-1/
X ' 1 « CARBON STEEL SA1061/
X ' 2 = LOW ALLOY STEEL SA533 7
X ' 3 = BOLTS AISI41401 /
X ' 4 = 304SS1 )
READ(5,*) MAT
IFCMAT.LT.1.0R.MAT.GT.4) GO TO 900

20 WRITE(6,21)
21 FORMAT(' TEST TEMPERATURE (F) - TEMF=')

READ(5,*) TEMF
WRITE{6,22)

22 FORMAT!1 TEST STRESS (PSI) - S=')
READ(5,*) S
GO T0(100,200,300,400) MAT

* CARBON STEEL *
100 CONTINUE

IF(TEMF.GT.CTMIN) GO TO 105
SU=CSU(1)
TR=0.0
IF(S.LT.SU) TR=1.E1O
GO TO 180

105 IF(TEMF.GT.CTMAX) GO TO 910
XXX=(TEMF-CTMIN)/DCT
IX-INT(XXX)
XXX»XXX-REAL(IX)
IX-IX+1
IXP-IX+1
SU-CSU(IX)+XXX*(CSU(IXP)-CSU(IX))
TR-0.0
IF(S.GE.SU) GO TO 180
TR-1.E10

XTR00550
XTR00560
XTR00570
XTR00580
XTR00590
XTR00600
XTR00610
XTR00620
XTR00630
XTR00640
XTR00650
XTR00660
XTR00670
XTR00680
XTR00690
XTR00700
XTR00710
XTR00720
XTR00730
XTR00740
XTR00750
XTROO76O
XTROO77O
XTR00780
XTR00790
XTR00800
XTR00810
XTR00820
XTR00830
XTR00840
XTR00850
XTR00860
XTR00870
XTR00880
XTR00890
XTR00900
XTR00910
XTR00920
XTR00930
XTR00940
XTR00950
XTR00960
XTR0O970
XTR00980
XTR00990
XTR01000
XTR01010
XTR01020
XTR01030
XTR01040
XTR01050
XTR01060
XTR01070
XTR01080
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IF(TEMF.LT.7OO.) 60 TO 180
TEMA-TEMF+459.4
TR»0.25*EXP(1.498*AL0G(SU/S)/(AL0G(TEMA)-7.05))

180 WRITE(6,181) TR
181 FORMATC TIME TO RUPTURE *'.E11.4,1(HR)1)
190 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,191)
191 FORMATC TYPE Y TO CONTINUE N TO STOP1)

READ(5,192) RY
192 FORMAT(Al)

IF(RY.EQ.TY) GO TO 20
STOP

* LOW ALLOY STEEL *
200 CONTINUE

IF(TEMF.GT.ATMIN) GO TO 205
SU-ASU(1)*ARSU
TR«0.0
IF(S.LT.SU) TR-1.E10
GO TO 180

205 IF(TEMF.GT.ATMAX) GO TO 910
XXX»(TEMF-ATMIN)/DAT
IX-INT(XXX)
XXX-XXX-REAL(IX)
IX=IX+1
IXP-IX+1
SU=ASU(IX)+XXX*(ASU(IXP)-ASU(IX))
SU=SU*ARSU
TR=0.0
IF(S.GE.SU) GO TO 180
TR=1.E1O
IF(TEMF.LT.8OO.) GO TO 180
TEMA=TEMF+459.4
SL=ALOG(S)
IF(SL.GT.ASLMIN) GO TO 215
PLM=ASL(l)-fSLMIN-SL)*{ASL(2)-ASL(l))/DASL
GO TO 225

215 IF(SL.LE.ASLMAX) GO TO 220
TR=0.0
GO TO 180

220 XXX*(SL-ASLMIN)/DASL
IX=INT(XXX)
XXX=XXX-REAL(IX)
IX=IX+1
IXP=IX+1
PLM=ASL(IX)+XXX*(ASL(IXP)-ASL(IX))

225 TR=10.**(1000.*PLM/TEMA-20.)
GO TO 180

* BOLTS *
300 CONTINUE

IF(TEMF.GT.BTMIN) GO TO 305
SU»BSU(1)
TR*0.0

XTR01090
XTR01100
XTR01110
XTR01120
XTR01130
XTR01140
XTR01150
XTR01160
XTR01170
XTR01180
XTR01190
XTR01200
XTR01210
XTR01220
XTR01230
XTR01240
XTRO125O
XTR01260
XTR01270
XTR01280
XTR01290
XTR01300
XTR01310
XTR0132C
XTR01330
XTR01340
XTR01350
XTR01360
XTR01370
XTR01380
XTR01390
XTR01400
XTR01410
XTR01420
XTR01430
XTR01440
XTR01450
XTR01460
XTR01470
XTR01480
XTR01490
XTR01500
XTR01510
XTRO152O
XTRO1530
XTR01540
XTR01550
XTR01560
XTRO157O
XTR01580
XTR01590
XTR01600
XTR01610
XTR01620
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IF(S.LT.SU) TR»1.E1O
GO TO 180

305 IF(TEMF.GT.BTMAX) GO TO 910
XXX*(TEMF-BTMIN)/DBT
IX»IMT(XXX)
XXX-XXX-REAL(IX)
IX-IX+1
IXP-IX+1
SU»BSU{IX)+XXX*(BSU(IXP)-BSU{IX))
TR'0.0
IF(S.GE.SU) GO TO 180
TR*1.E1O
IF(TEMF.LT.7OO.) GO TO 180
TEMA»TEMF+459.4
SL*ALOG(S)
PLM—3.1562+11.01866*SL-0.72674*SL**2
TR«10.**(1000.*PLM/TEMA-20.)
GO TO 180

C
C * 304SS *

400 CONTINUE
IF(TEMF.GT.STMIN) GO TO 405
SU»SSU(1)*SRSU
TR»0.0
IF(S.LT.SU) TR-1.E10
GO TO 180

405 IF(TEMF.GT.STMAX) GO TO 910
XXX»(TEMF-STMIN)/DST
IX»INT(XXX)
XXX*XXX-REAL(IX)
IX=IX+1
IXP=IX+1
SU=SSU{IX)+XXX*[SSU(IXP)-SSU(IX))
SU»SU*SRSU
TR=0.0
IF(S.GE.SU) GO TO 180
TR»1.E1O
IF(TEMF.LT.6OO.) GO TO 180
TEMK*(TEMF+459.4)/1.8
SMPA-S*.006895
TR«10.**{CH-0.01258*TEMK-l.232E-5*TEMK*SMPA

X -4.77E-3*TEMK*AL0G10{SMPA) )
GO TO 180

C
C * ERROR MESSAGES *

900 WRITE(6,901) MAT
901 FORMATC MATERIAL MAT=\I2,' NOT DEFINED TRY AGAIN")

GO TO 10
910 WRITE(6,911) TEMF
911 FORMATC TEMPERATURE TEMF»',F7.0,' BEYOND RANGE TRY AGAIN1)

GO TO 20
END

XTR01630
XTR01640
XTR01650
XTR01660
XTR01670
XTR01680
XTR01690
XTR01700
XTR01710
XTR01720
XTR01730
XTR01740
XTR01750
XTR01760
XTR01770
XTR01780
XTR01790
XTR01800
XTR01810
XTR01820
XTR01830
XTR01840
XTR01850
XTR01860
XTR01870
XTR01380
XTR01890
XTR01900
XTR01910
XTR01920
XTR01930
XTR01940
XTR01950
XTR01960
XTR01970
XTR01980
XTR01990
XTR02000
XTR02010
XTRO2020
XTR02030
XTR02040
XTR02050
XTR0r,060
XTR02070
XTR02080
XTR02090
XTR02100
XTR02110
XTR02120
XTR02130
XTR02140


